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FREFACE.

,In Match 1976 The Rockefeller Founddtion convened its second major-

international conference on the education of women. Twenty participaits

. from five European countries and the United States-Met at the Villa

Serbelloni study and conference center in Bellagio, Italy, to probe

the changes the past decade has brought fo women's roles, along with

the implications of these granges for educaiional inititutions, This
/,

working paper consists of. four Tapers written for. the conferOces by

Alice Rossi, JoSeph Katz, Margherita Rendel and AndreeMithEll; and an

edited condensation of the taped transcripts from the five days of

which was skillfully prepared by Carol Kahn.

One striking feature of the conference was the marked contrast it

offered with'one held at Bellagid a decade before. Time paSses swiftly
f

fn our age, and a sense ofradical change develops over, a far shorter,

period than was true in'the past. Nowhere is this more obvious than
,.

in the case .of groups, such-hs women, which have ,recently emerged into
/

a different awareness of themselves. ,In,1965, when The-Rockefeller

Foundation and the Carnegie Corporatidn joint4y.spOnsored a conference

.on "Women's Education in Great Britain and the United-States" for ten

English college administ rators_ and ter) American. teachers, administrators,

and schOlars, the women's movement as we know,it did not;yeteXist.

Women were still. a tactful footnote tothe main body of WeStern traai

tion, in education as in every other area inquiry.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the 1965 conference mapped

out an agenda for itself' which seems oddly short of.the mark today.
,

It dealt exhaustively with the administratiim mechanics of running

higher educational 'insti'tuti'ons and programs for women, but barely'

grazed the substantive questions Which we now know might-Nave been

aired.about the aims 'mid contents of women's educationand their Hires:

Participants were more concerned with types of advanced placement. exams,

With enrollment figures, with tutorials versus lecture coutses;with e

gstudent, attitudes toward. parents and college presidents; with the

11/adequacy of:the school's physical plant.

v
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A-:dec de agO.,.it was not until\thele4t full day'of'the'conferenee.,
, .

that_the:subject of "ParticiPation.S\Women Grilduates'in theINOrld-of
,k

.

Affairs". was' broached. In kriaper.draWn from hersurverkaf.aftiudeS-
,

an&aspirations among 15,000 'women graduates',of the class: Of.-1961,

Alice' Rossi ventured
'

into:an analysis of how woMen:'then saw. their;
.

life4atterns and.:of what might. be necessary for any,WideSeile

changes "in pitternIt Oo take plaCe.',. Most women inikoSsils:Sfu'per-
__

.
'ceived their-major. goal,asbeing homemakers, and those who planned to

work for the most part intended to iliterrupt their careers while their

children were young. When the women were asked to look aheagra decade

and list what they expected would be important 'to them, hpme; Children

and kin were at'the top of the list,'and work and career-ranked below

-personal hok.bies.

Aft4 hearing reports on..two'innovative continuing `:education

programs - the Radcliffe Institute, begun by Radcliffe president

Dr.'Maty.L Bunting, and ,the University of-Minnesota Continuing Educa-

tion
.

'piograth headed by Elizabeth Cless theconferendecOnClUdedwith

a. gentle' statement of dilemMa, which haVera:on-the7thresholci of the con-
,

cerns of he coming decade.'
%

We .discusAed again then and on -Friday-morning the prob-

lem as to why so few women are .in top posts and in sPecial-

Ized fields. Research indicates that fundamental factors

are involved, in that ern are brought up differently and

are disCouraged from` developing usually assoCiated'.

with-boys. In the academic world, it was pointed out that

women in the United Sthtes-tend to spend a great deal coi

time on committee work and in advising students, alid so' do

not have. time for writing the 'articles and boOks considered

necessary for promotion. In English universities where

there are fewer committees, and where-the expectations are

the same, there is no discrepancy in appointments.'

Except for Alice Rossi's paper; there is an absence of the kind.

of deep analytic probing of women's rales across the spectrum, of 'human

Telationships which has become the norm .in scholarship

-
"aboui women. There- is a measure of polite, pleased 'surprise ;that the.,

cOnference took place at arl,.and that the participants acquitted .

themselves well - "we were 11 impressed," says the summary, "by the

vi



Thumber of experiences and responsibilities each Person'had ha0

Apite±the_diStinjigiShed:charaetelhe4re4EjhebaSieLissUMptiont.,

awcWOMeil and women's education are barely teuched. it .had notyet.

become possible to aikywhy,girls were brOUght up so differently
bciyi4'whethertheir developmenC ef skills oughtHtejle'reitricted

this WaY:and'iflot,'how:the sami,skilIs.can be tallght and4Made

socially acceptable for both sexes. ,

. . .

When.ElizOeth Cless and Rosemary Park approached 4s. at The

Rockefeller Foundatidn in 1974 with the suggeStionthat it would be

ruitful.to hold another conferenceon women's educAtien.aAecade

later, we readily..agrbed.. In ad4tion to boging;e, kincref seqUellto

the earlier.meeting, the project was als(0.elated, through its t piC
. . .

and timing/. to the 1975 International Women's.Year.

to limit participants to the United States and Great

We decided not

Britain, S nce

so much' had' happened for women 0 all the European countries in.the.

preceding decade. Moreover, we felt it wasYnot enough to put to ether

a conference about "educating women," but to specify how this:ed ca-.

tion shoUld be focused: toward preparing, them for leadership. A er

'some debate we deliberately made the.decisibn to include-men, beI eying

that their perspective would add a valuable dimension since there can

ndbe no real reform of women's Toles without changes-AlLmen.'s_roleP

attitudes as well. Four papers were co issioned \ from Margherit

Rendel, Andree Michel, Alice Rossi, and Joseph Katz - to establish

points of departure and reference for the discussions. Elizabeth

Janeway agreed to chair a special penultimate session weaving Loge her.

'the most important issues raised during tile conference, and Matin

Horner.took on the task of preparing. an agenda for, the future::

The six day conference which emerged from this plan proved to be

a kaleidosCoge of ideas, energy,, .challenges, illuminations, arguments,

and agreements. There were many surprises for all of us; one of the

most revealing for American participants was the fact that,Women,irib

othercoultries see the.traditional'relev in\the Acieties very ;.)'

differently from the American observer, in man respects, The European

.participants were adamani in'forcing us to See ouf4oats is'out:or,
,

/ .
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not to be inipcsed on them arbitrarily. The conference could- not have

taken. ple4 Without the dei/oted effort' of Elizabeth Cles.s,,,who took

48' t ills it , OtT *from lie,r iiiguitirlitirauits tOlk-, rk a.s-viinsialtarit-tOlshe
_.

;Foundation in doing much of 'the basic 'ganizational work.,' Her
).1'

recollections of the 1965 'mooting .ant her perspective on subsequent

dievelopments ,in qui!' society were': invaluable,. Special thanks ,also
,

go to my colleagues Joel Colton and Jane Allen for their. Many wise

contributions and their willing and warm support.

S4

December 1977 D. Lydita Bionte
Associate 'Director:tor
the jitnanities-

Tlie. Rockefeller foundation
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rra f 'Great iltainlieOn thf ety,(cei
1.4".

`the last,,:ten yjitrita ik
otnidatiOtk:.,Conferencit, on:,1Yoliiii

ettii ...foonsed .sPeCificalli. on .hig1
, ,

tea ateis. thb-Uritted. Kingdom, i'
the.'qUest ons' We here then laskineOurs

lie fap wcifsen i'lY edocittion have turned ou o: be,the
.

-- -. not that:the, ginlwers were- wrong --Itist the questions ....,.
.

(.1 :hand me of the,. diff4culties th we thought Were taii:ngtwo.00. r . .

'14'. " turned 'out o ,be of little- fiRportitticiii''. :1;,... ig" '.

Ws--. offered hi example,s the;fact t eiaiS:4i/0. .

v wai.rio 'MentiOn 0 tssii611' legislation to h orities,or_::de
. ., .

peope, Auld litttle )1. tent ,on was pa -d to Oudent
pate., in.the organization and running 'OT tini'vet es. .."We -ter

.

didn't diScuss it and we probibly Thought ,014, c-rnvOivement..
., ,

,_students. in stu nt ociuncils was adequate. The 1 iv.,-yeitrs.hikvii-

istit6 tot

.- 44.0101 ge that we were wronk..", ' r .,
re . -

. - , ., ,
.

.Alice /RasSi-7;S 0-01al = Trendikand..Womeri!.s.,Liveio )1: 5,19 .
.___.1.

'Alice Rossi ergo commented on the 1965 BellagiofCm4ereptcel
1 ...'' "'That 'meeting dealt° only with the institutonal.friameotk of hi

'edtkeition`,,and the ecOnomy... Since ;th t time :vionten. have beeun *to-take,
' .-- themselves ser ously 'enough to actively:,d,ag sormAhine their

\ '-.144:4';., .
A:, position- in -ty. .They' haVe..mdved- Fran passively ' r e wing

...education' ing..initia oi.s.- fordint universities to. take .them .

.
into* af:cotr_ti.

-1 .------ . ./e 4 rone ,refrectiotk of this is th.5t the Ph.D. rate for femiles in

the -United Siates do led betweeh 1972' and' 1975,', r_Yetzmoie
,_, ,..!

, ,

.

7

,
.. Ph.D.s in_ he single year 1971 than women did, in the twenty--,y
:from 95 i o 1970;
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There have also been significant change4 in-females' perception

6f themselves. Psychologists and s6ciologists are noticing "unprec-

edented levels of intention to remain childless."

On somf issues public,attitUdes are changing -90 the point where

there is no longer Any, sex differentiation to speak of On the ques-

tion, "Should there be equal pay for equal work?" over 95 percent of

the respdndents-said yes. But there is still either ambivalence or

out-and-oit'rejection of women as bosses (woien aret't sure they like

"hem any, etter than men), and a wife earning more than her husband.

On the latter point, some women have intentionally put a lid-on their

earnings or professional status in order to protect the delicate

-emotional balance of their marriage.

Sexual Trends

Sexually, the last ten years have witnessed a trend toward

younger and younger initiation into sexual experiences and a later and
,

,
1

later age of marriage. Thelimplications of this ate that more women
,

.

, ,.

enter "marriage with 'previous exual experience, wth..partners other-

than their spouSe. "Men ill the past have traditionally .been' the

teachers, and whatever the rxual practices of the cduple were, thfY

were usually distilled from\ nowledge provided bye themale." WoTen.

now, enter marriage with a st da'r of.compariSan. Sex before marriage-

pavesthe way for sex after m rriage; also-for increasing divorce rates

and decreasing rates of remarriage.

Economrc%Trends

Yj

Financial support fdr women - whether, in or -out of marriage - is

still a problem. Women students for example, feel less comfortable

thin men 'about taking out loans'and,borrowing against their future,

because they are not certain they will haveoa job after graduation::

A related problem is underemployment; and here-one solution might

be\to "release some of the males who spend no percent of their',time

bein work,comPulsive."

Ecdnoiiic concerns such as the anticipated shortages of food, and

fuels will S imulate much research' and development, funding in the next
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decade. "What's importah.t from our point of view is that.these.monies'
,

are going into fields where women represent a very small proportion of

those now active. This will open up employment opportunities for-them

.inthe physiCal sciences,the technical fields, agriculture, and so on."

%Conversely, not inconceivable that men will begin to assume
.

more household chores, "which Will lead to an appreciation of work for

noh-pay, which might affect the status of the housewife. This would

not be-unprecedented: the status of the school teacher and her wage,,
/ .

at least "/the American experience, went up after hfgh school teaching,

became a-male field and'not before, just as the status of the bank

teller/has gone down because thatihas shifted from a male to/a female.

0 upatioh."

Discussion of,Rossi Taper

Maj-Britt Carlsson: Sweden

CarlssonMaj-Britt Carlsson began the discussion of Ms. Rossi's paper

bylooking' toward 19.85. She.noted that the number of female students-

in SWedish universities began to increase in the 1950s 'and 60i-, when

women whose families would not or could not pay for their schooling

first `became eligible for government loans. -The,1960s were also a-

time of.widespreadpublic debate over stereotyped sex, roles. Now,

because the loan system has been open to all studentt,for over twenty

years, the =lei-female enrollment in Swedish universities is.about

equal.

The ,universities themselves, however, continue to be male-dominated

,institutions. Women. seldom reach top.positions within the.academic

hierarchy; female students are not encouraged to continue with their

studies; only ilt percent of Ph.D.s are'women.

.Although this is not the norm, some.Swedish universities. do have

child care facilities; as do some places ofemployient. Husbands and

wives are incr asingly dividing birth work and parehting responsibilities

between them.
41/
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Andr4e Micnel: The French Perspective
/

In her r marks on Ms. Rossi's paper, Andree Michel.discussed the
8

conditions o women in Trance, particularly working women_: "French

women consti to 35 percent'of all the employed People; but 50 percent

of all the employed. They are the first to be rictimized.by the
.

economy. J st over half of all French working women are, married.

Other marriage-related statistics indicate that the higher the woman's

education lgr professiOhal qualifications, the higher'her age at first_

marriage. And there seems to be an incompatibility between marriage

and' educated women because the divorce rate is climbing; most often.

the divorce is demanded by the woman."

Interestingly, the people who formed and created the women's

liberation movement in France were mainly middle-class Women With

secondary educations. The well-educated, socially, well-placed'women

had enough resource so that "female" kinds of injustices and discrimi-
.

nation were not of special concern to them. Those who led the fight

for more egalitarian treatment in France had to face two maiort-not.

unrelated obstacles -.a fatalist attitude-and a lvery -ow national

1 --------
birth rate.

__
. -

\ .

The comments which followed indicated that government, allowances

rarely influence birth rates., as shown in theSoviet Union and much

of Eastern Europe: "The notion that someone would'haire a thiid or

fourth child because of a very small additional income - given the

work and loving care that a third
1

or fourth child represents ,,is

unrealistic."

By making the mother virtually. the sole 'agent for child raising,

one participant commented,' that society has virtuallwaranteed a

drop in the birthratet- ,Dbmmunify'support-, ektended family support,

is no longer available.

Stuart Matinrei great Britain

The focus on France.' changed to the iriew"frOm Great Britain - the

male view from greit pritain.- when Stuart Maclure began his.comments.

"I find myseff in a not unpleasantly-detached position, as an agnostic

3424:z4.,
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among believers, convinced that male and female roles are changing in

important respects...and yet not feeling morally obliged to nudge

histOry even faster in-the-direction it is goini." Mr. Maclure admitted\ b

that he is "totally lacking-in-a kind of intuitive .conviction that when

men and women have adjusted to these important social revcilutions,

the world will necessarily be a better place."

The statistics-fok women in England are much.the same as they are

elsewhere, Maclure said; .there has been a steady rise in the proportion

of women in .higher education, from about. one-quartet-to one- third. But

the number. of.femareUniversity.teachers shows no etAivalent increase -

on the contrary, in 1961, 2 percent of universitx professors were women;

in 1969 that drOpped to 4 percent; in 1974 it was 1.8 percent.

About 10 percent of all academics (teachers and researchers) in

the United Kingdom are women, with rather more of them in Scotland than

in England. In other profesSions thefigures are hardly more impressive.

The civil' service has about 8 percent women in its top administrative.

grade; the legal profession showed an.increase in female bartisters.
. , ::

between 1964 and 1974' from 4.6 percent to'7'.1 percent:.

Mr. MaClure,explalned that England, as many other Western countries,
- .

is 'expecting significant,decreases in the number-Pf=academic

available throughout the 1980s. !;SO I think there-is a very real prob-
.

rem here; namely,, what alterriative jobs women graduates Will. get. And

thii turns, of course, onthe state of the etbnomy and the Ailestidil nark

that hangs over the fairly basic restructurinOf the British etonomy..-.

There's a universal elpectation of employmentlamong wftenand an

.increasing expectation of emPloyMent on level/ .terms with men."

This expectation has brought abOut'much!discustion of publicly
_ .

/

provided child .care,-which:has come'to:be a ajorpricority.ampng some '

:policymakers: 'Unskilled-people dan begiven

m

tradejf-they are taugh

0 the fundamentalS of.qaality child care; thi appears-to be the afforda

alternative to developing a full- time - preschool service, which seems

°out of the question for England at the, moriyent.
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Care for the Aged

-Margherita Rendel, after 11 ltening to Mr. Maclure's presentation

and the discussion which followed it, pointed out that although "we have-
been talking about child- care, children are not the'onlyPpeople who

have to be looked after. There are lderly...relatives, parent's, handl-
. r

capped adults, and so on." The care of :'' -these people falls dispropor-

Vtionatelk, at present, upon women.'

"J` MalefFemale Role Changes .

4k(
At this point in the discussion one participant said, "I don't

know where I got theinspiration to pick up this subject now," but
. 0

some attention ought to%be paid to the man's role in our changing

societies as well as the\woman's role. Lydia,Bronte suggested that

"most-ofous around-this table are really talking about the changing

roles of men and women, which,is a bit different from equality for

women.... I'm not sure that.middle-class and working-class women want

to be any more equal than they already are with their husbands,who

Sometimes have very tedious and difficult jobs.

The discussion which followed 'considered equality in terms of

"access vs. attitude."- The increase in the female employment-rate

over the-last thirty' years has not resulted in any significant-improve-,

ment-in women's economic position, forexample.-That'Would require an

=ideological, attitudinal shift which has noisyet occurred. The change,

in economic opportunity and the movement toward a shift a yalues seem

to be separate aspec of women's aliberation, although th are.going

on at the same time

.Bianca Lalli: .Italy Y.

Bianca Lalli began her comments by,warning that the number of

Italian women in higherAeducation was very-small - an extremely

narrow sector Of The total number of 'university` graduates

,in Italy. doubledbetween 1951 and 1971; from 347,885 to .76000,0,,

Women graduatesmore than doubled - from.47;551. to" 187,3.42,.or an

-increase of almost 300 percent.



The predominant occupation bean intellectuals in It lyis in

mediZine, with the fewest ipvolved in agriculture and not m ny more in

industry. Women are especially,unwelcome in industry becau e employers

consider their productivity to.-be low.

The fetale popUlation of'univerSities.is nearly 40 percent, and

climbs to 44 percent of actual. graduates. Yet only 4 percent .of women

are p4Ofessors, 'although that is more than-double the figureof 1963.

Tfireie is'a high percentage of Women-in'the hUManities in Italy,,similar_

to that found elsewhere and confirmatiiin of the tendency for the arts

and letters to be considered more female.

Ms. Lalli remarked that new legislation,has been enacted which calls

for the establishmint of_7,500 new 'university chairs These, she .said,'

pl-obably benefit people who have friends, nerve,. and money...and

for several reasons they may,I more likely,be women."

.
'Women have become much mare active in Italian poli.tics,sinde the

late 1960s, but thdi.e i5 very little opportunitk, for them to exercise

'meaningful 'polttical leadership: The introduction of laws legalizing

divoree was a "big step forward,"'somthAng that happeved.beCause it

was "historically relevant." The argument'against
,

it pld/that lower

class momenmouldsuffer while their husbandS benefite because, these

-women would never- take-advahtage of the divorce statute. The facti, .

is that 'conditioned attitudes among all° classes are such that the rate

of,divorce throughout-,the country is very low: The same traditional

attitude exists toward separations and abortions.

Day -;care centers,'-which have been Trovided'for children-froM
.

the age 'of four and up, .are now becoMing ait4lable-for infants as well.

But the traditional Italian pattern of extended families. grandmothers,--
4

aunts, sisters, etc.- haS made' child rearipg.less of a problem than
1

it has been elsewhere:.

Part -Time Jobs/Protective Laws-

:
Someone asked Ms. Lain what position the unions take on part-

.

time.jobs fOr women, and the answer was that they are-opposed to-them:.

they want .part, -time jobs for everyone, noOlust women. Unlike France
,,\.,.

..,
.

,



where night work, for example, is forbidden for women, the.unionsils

-Italy have become somewhat. less "protective" in the past few years.

The women's movement has made women aware that many of theso-calked

protective :laws and regulations are really-discriminafqry. Thks is

- especially true iilthe socialist countries where protection lawsare

the most conservative. A number of-Speakers argued that conditions

considered dangerous `or unhealthy for women - such as 'nightvork - are

also bad.for men, and that protective laws should be developed for

both sexes.

Retirement Pensions

Ms. Murray remarked that one of the problems concerning the-age
.

of retirement involvesppensions, and le greater expectations of

women. Yet the controversy over female\retirement ages, according

to:another speaker, started because womeaive longer, are in better

health throughoUt their fives, and take offlesssick-leaVe than men,

even including pregnancy-and maternity .1qaye. 'In the United 4ates,

many women are paid less at 'retirement at sixty -five, because the
,

actuarial tables have them living- longer.":.

&It in SWedeh the pension system entitles both hen and women

to: retire at agg 65. Moreover, *under anew pension law theretired
s

person is then allowed to have a part-time job, "We think it's better

to use part-,tiMe workJor older people-than fot younger'iinles who are

at 'he best age for full-time work.'!

\Pensions in Sweden for peciple who not. employed still reflect

sex differences, 'land further differences betWbenAnarriea wOmen and

single women. Single. wojnen receive the same; unemployment,benefits

as single men.

Female. Unemployment

The aiscussio i then switched cto.the unemployment rather than the

employment of wome , and here Ms, Lalli'introduced the-idea of under-

employment,. Onp.re son, she thought, that the.agures for,unemployed,
r.

men-rt./ere about the same as for women "i'siMply because many women



.

w' I not 'register as unemployed workers. They may instead/consider

.... .

' A.themselves o -3e-j us Cur,ideroccupi ed . "

Ms.

.,...

si aided th 'at there 'is to 'hbr knowledge, ri
measurement "f the unemployment of women in tte UnitedStatps. - "In
the United States under the Current. PoPulation'_iurveys (CPS) , the

. . .
.definition"e unetaployMnt is "not working, but seeking )gork"3,,that'.
on ly' underestimEites female 7uneMpIoyment because women -giikre up jtiit
as young people give up.: So, our statistics on fenole.u4employment

-and youth-unemplorient..are grossly underestimated in .our Official
-

data . c, It's not an easy. Nt.pb to knew how one 'would measure it ,. but
. . .,clearlX a 5better measur needed."

Ms.. Rendel said that in-reat B4itdin a, new pensiou.;sCheme hasyin
.,.

p

been recentl*enacted to become effective in 1978, 'becale the.old. ...

one was clearly guilty. of. distrimination. on the, basis of sek........
,

"The new pension plan .has ,discarded the previous. AssumPtion of
-.the dependence of women on their hunands and iS' -moving toward- a
system which woUld:enable 'husbands in sore circiimitances.eventb' .

-benefit from 'the contributions of their wives." But, women are -still \
. . ,.A

47-

penaliled, Ms; -Rend_el said, because their pOnsionv.are based _on- their,-
earnings, whiCh are lower than .men's becaUse they' spend more time .
outside the labor market.'

F:0

.

Joseph Katz: EvolvingiRelationships Between Men_ and Womee

rq will only tangentially. r-efer to my paper," Joseph Katz began,
"because I trust that you hayealI seen it and thefe's'a general
context" in which want, to put it the qualtty- of life. Wliat. I

particularly ,Concerned-With is the felationihip'of, men atrd women

,each other.
,think ,one of the interesting questions we need to`ask ottrselves''

: How are we going to insure that some.o£ the intellectual advanefee;
that have been' made can be put into operation? e Moment *many

things' are terribly fragile....,
"One of the 'things that^ has made it pos4ible,for women to .take

'4 !.....;4AL

..`:.!ti



a. ;Foxe .active. role in Swedish society, for --"examp e., ;that- the economy

was expanding and.-there was a labot..shoriage. That need led.tb looking .

at women in a different way." :Attitudes Changed beCauSe thepta.ctic#1

advantages :wee:

toresiditntial Living

"One way in 'which the, women's movement led to greatet4teedOM'
xes was. in the movement toward coresidential living on.
, -

college campuses. Until the mid-1966s there was a fair
f segregation between men and women; they had classes together

e therwise separated. "What happened in 1966 was that students
hings into their own hands, acbdrding to the principle- that Alice'

Ross, enUntiated, namely that the oppreshsed really have- to take care of
heinselves.. The lunch counter sit-tins in the South stimulated students \

general to a new activisit. Then women students became involved, in
his particular case-pressing- for dormitory arrangements in which Men

I ,
and woinen could live together.

.;.

./ .- "The first ..such arrangements were at Stanford, the patterns.,Varied,
./ as did the ratio of men to women.

..

.

"There Was, of course, some administtative resistanie..-..and A. 'good

. deal Of fear in the Bean's, mind that What thstudents were really aftet
,I, was orgies

,

in the dords.. . -..--

"I'm always struck by the fantasies of a.dults.....I 'knew tha.t that ,..

was not their intent because they could make Whateyer sexual arrange-.
ments they-, wished of cp.mpus., They simply wanted to havean oppOrtunity

.

for everyday living with each other. . ,

"And line of the great things to behold bras that' alitioSt immediately
g

after the dorms became 'integrated; the whole toftel.changed....Dormi-
tories became centers of activity. Some peciple Izegan Writing plays
together and putting them on, some peortle molred into-the community
and began teaching in nearby junior high Ichools....Thev was a revitali-
zation of rerationships.:.and the idea of coresidential' living spread.
To ,me the ideal situation is' that men and women can be together=

working contact.



"I'm saying all this b cause it is something that, needs lanning.
- . . ,:- t -- .1'

.s not enough to integrate dormitories - other forMs of collaboration, i

a i

working together- need to be provided,as Well.; I i

. '"One result of joint living is a chinge in attitudes '-; 'or 'e
,.r- on the, issue of 'child-rearing. Over AO percent of the' stude is I men-

tioned thought pOth .parents sho.uld spend'about the ',slime amo t af time .

.

aising. the :c.ha. dren. On 'the issue of who is to be the'Pii
b-eadwinner, more and more women tkre,rea y to say 'men and omen.

"'although men still 'largely feel it'` shdlild be t air; function...
"Another area in. which the impact. of coresidential i.ng -ha's been

very important Telates to the attitude toward tasual'.sex. i.Studies
show that men- are still very much-more given to the accep ance of

agsual sex, at least. in theory, than women are. When ask 'Would

you sleep with. someone if Y ou found-them Only physically,. ttracti.ve?"
about 75 percent of the women, said no but only 27.perce t of the men,

0."this is, what some would refer to as the-masculine conception of.,
said they would decline.:

sex. Clearly, with women, sex and affection 'are-much re, closely
linked. Most women feel that marriage is too importan a business
to be determined just by the fact that 'we had a sexua -.relationship.'
Many men our interviews viere.\u,pset by that .

"Women have been fun6tioning as the teadheri of Mien this regard.
What fbsiiits can be the development of a 'greater .sen e of.' a pergonal
as -Weall as sexual, relationshiPl

"About sex as such;iwoUr own data are rather' rising. What::

We find. is that women are more sexually active ,tha pen. I speculate
'thai*once some Ol: the conseqiiencts,ot sbcia ostracism, 'pregnancy..

reinove,. Many, young women became=free to -re ly enjoy it :An
r

interestineimplicazion, is that-,you nqw. have the/detachment (t -sex_
ok-from, marriage.

Until recently, it has been a standard' p ychoanalytic.deveiop-
mental theory that belated sexual gratificatiO was in itself a condi-
tion.of -ego development: The pbstponement of sexual gratificatlan.
meant that other onipttients `of the perSonali y could be cultivated,



.;.;,..-..

particularly intellectual ones. In 'fact, both sexual tkii..psychoiagi
cal development might well:,be furthered by these early experiences.
What thit brought' home to me is the extent to which psychological
theories, Whih, 'appear to be scientifically baSed, are really
question.of social stereotypes.

"Of course,' many of these new -situations caw lead to problems,
such as young people being piesZtred `into behattior they are not really
ready for. There is also the increase in. coresideiktial,living.to the
point where., ,on many campuses', those who prefer ,a stngle-sex arrange-
ment. no ;ringer have that choice.".

^..

.~ Continuing Education Programs

Mr. Kdti 'then changed his subject from young women to those
,

middle-aged and older; where thereare changed4opportunities and
a changed 'social setting. One of these -is _a trend toward continuing

.

education pragranis for women: A study was done of undle-aged women -
who have returned to school., to see what the effectwas Qn theirhothe

,

'life their relationships' with their husbands and children. The t

general :upshot of the 'investigation was that the.-relationthips
improved. "4 think," said Mr. Katz 4Altat what hAppens is that the

-woman becemes more.interesting, -and alsr more indePencfe t.

"The enlargement in the women's' lives,,was one of the greatest
things I'veiever been privileged to see; pve never seen that kind'

c. of eagerness for learning among college students. The difference
in these women was remark:al:Me - women witi1741"-kirde,--of backgrOundi,
with all kinds of consciousness levels, with all kinds of pzzior edu-

'cattbn.", The hUsbands; according to the study Mr. Katz cited,: became
more and more enthusiastic a,bout:their. wives edtica'tions when they
saw their new excitement. 'Yet "it' must.be noted-that/their admire.-
tion was not Without ambivalence." The women ..toolzd mixed reactions,

milt alOut not spending enough" tip with their
.0.families or about spending:too "eirZontheinselVes.-

The increased independence of. WomJn gives rise; to' a fundamental

,.

redefainition o_ f the role of 'men. For one thing, it frees 'men frOm



I..
certain' anxiety: What if y income diminishes, or I lose my- job;

:become incapacitated? dir wives are b ginning to ,learn how. ,'.

. . .. ,
.

to look...atter themSelves -and" he relief of at anxiety, in. itself, .1
haS potentially revolutionary iinplicaticins or the male. conseiousnese."

. -,_
.. . 65' .8 A A

Discussion of , Katz Paper

Elizabeth. Cless: Adult Development
. . .

"Those of usNho have been working with the .men: and women who

are yeturning school have, far.. a long :time,: been pFessing for
studies of adult growth and -developMent. Preyiously assumed that

growth and de-yelopment tended slOMeplaee in the -tate' teens, certainly
by Ifge` 21, .and that character Wat-tlien formed..

"New we are,:seiring to the research; psyChologis.tsop,'We hive filel
. , . .

.' full of material for ..you. We know. there is a pattern -in. adult growth

and -development . !I And we have been pre_ sumptuous enough to _tell them-

"For example, many of the studies I have .seen say thiat it. s only
.. .

at about 'age- 46 that 'vie- finally cut our ties to our own, parents. .Before':

that we bften react tb our ckildren as . though. t ey were taking some of .._ ..

the attention away from us. -1£ parents - co4}3 r. cognize 'theif own -.
. ,

...... krottll patterns.-," they perhaps .could .see. why. they are reacting to, their
children. in4a -particular way. ,' 1 4'

1

.

"Also, it. is -apparently° normal for a won a.n to chanie-`her ern_ _intee-
i, - . .. 4. . ,

A f%

tual priorities ,some time -between the ages of 30' and 45. . kro, ,too,
are returning.---to Ichool in rapidly increasing .numberS: ,Probably' they',
no longer fee ;they ,,must" be the". So le*.snpporf of their families

One spe ker then :suggested that really two different thillg$;:we-re

being disc sed, "first; mid-: 1 fe -caieer changes:', alyong PeoPle' why

already. e some :kind of training professional interes:ti-.iiid'
second, t e women/ who -iaVg:thirried.'ind Chiidren'.and Who":then

_ .

. (Weide b 01i004...''.
-

Matina cirner.:- -part]. Education

tina Horner pursued the topic of cont-inuing, education, saying

or .

13
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United States, it will" probabiy be the rpajpr grOWth. area

education of .ik Art-tire . the,RadCiiffe-prOgram, . to

-1975 the/ was an average student population of 150 in the prograrpj
since, that time it'has grawn to 2000.'." ;

. . At the Radcliffe .program -concentrated on "enric meat"
.

courses % philosophy lfteratuie, and, so on, for wOmen 'wliose children '..
. . -:were at ''s"chsio-l: ', In re .Past two rears the shift hal' beeti. very *arena- tic;

-CoUrses.. have been moved from midday. to after work, and the age-of the
..:.

. ,

, . p4rtieipants' has changed from the" '35 to -55'.year§.'ole'cittfigo to in.-
. .... . . - .

.

'chide 20 to .65 iear.olas. - .,. tr

Ms . Horner noted "that there was a marlcedrincrealse 'in: the :n

have .a B.Ali, ..and yet 'ps. pe ent are taking the courses for .B.A: credit.:

- , ' :414- s 1\ ,,- ; . : .- - , ; , i
. of men in ese- profrains "Sixty- :percent ! of the populatyln al ready ,

Some 33 percent of them haVe.Advanced degrees and, Ph.D.6... Both 'men

end Women .ha.te- very Cbmplicete .compilex-, and di.verie teaSOS.
returning to education."

. Mid-Life tareer Changes .
'N.

One partibipant made tfie point that what has ha.ppened is vfikt
.

young women need not choose "their career if 4.tr 'to. be 'other 'thari
wife and mother - right after col kegei. )Many f4en. now- postpone they:

are
.

choice unt3.1 after their (children. are gro. "And\perhaps one of _the
thing's Matina'Hotret suggests is that." once you a.res,.a "Eted to, a

.
college.or university you rsmain the responsibiitf o that.4nstitu- "
tion for. the rest Of y'Our _life . r

4./Jewell Cobb:pointed out that. one of the big problems in thet _

health fields .- especially' medicine '... is tie fact that thew a
'cuterf is 35 "except for the rare superperson. "This is a ve ;...

1.' all.
serious problem ve=55)get-thiOUA the American.
edj,dal Association, which is a tremendous barrier." _ : s\ 0,

Ms . Rossi disagreed with, the view :that ;the =firers ity.. becomes'.
resotridible, for students: "I'd rather view ',the university as an

'institutio% that students can 'use" Whether they, have been there or pot;
it should make, ng, difference.' The 'Counseling function is critical."
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,
Jbel Col ton-; Trendi' in Femal Employment: ;

"One of the most remarkab e things to ha
has been that the tradition of \an M curve ith withdrawal from
labor .market,.in the prime' childrbearing ears, and a return in 'the
post-35 period - the high .rate.- doming age,20, the low rate at '-'
age '28; increasing t.ates after 3'5 j h s Tadicallk, alteied' in the
15y4ars. We have had an inl:ert0' U

-"""
en in the. Unite
:-

. . .

which is almost exactly paralie
to the trend, with= the highest rate' of increase since, the mid -l9

_ainong. people in the prime Child-be especially''afnong.wonien-,-4;ring years
.

who have children under 5 'years o
"There is -4 vefibasic kin of cultural logic at Work here: The'.

major change durifig and_afte,r)forld War ;,:came.among women who were ,4*

over 35,, whose children were tharried and-no .longer in- the home. ',Then
in the'-1950s and early:60s th'e, change Was among women Whose'children
viefe 6 tc0117 years old; the women', found)jobs-while the .childien re
in ,school -again, tat challenging the idea'that woman's prima

role during The early childhokf years was as, a lomemaker.'''.,
"Thai in the late 1960s and early 76s yqu have'aAiajor chan in

4e. the atiitudei and practices of the'younger gioup.;,86 perc of women

in their early twenties who have a college degree ar employed*, and

many of.. these women are preparing for highly d'pici;ding careers they
Are- in hiedicat* school, business school, 'law schocil and ao,im."

- Mr.-Colton pointed out that humankind in general. has, had; a,

tengency to go through a mid-life state of questioning earlier.
, .

cVoices "tryi,ni to reassess whether one is 1 caught. n a trap and
shotad be going in another direction."

itendel offeredoehis statistical caution: "When you, talk' about
the number -of- women-- wh:o --are - married:and -bhave- -prapchoot-childreirsand';',.'

are emplo3ied,- eat yercentageis on1)r percent pf the labor force,:-
of w itch only 20 _percent is full time.. In relation to the population

a whole,..only!5 percent of` women with preschool, children are workini.,-
time :'"Ttre.change, from the NI, to the U curve g fairly .

,moderate Pattern.: That the percentage' rose from '10 -percent io 29'.



percent me that it is iri ling, _bud it is a fairly modest percen,-

tage still-c, -- _.

.
niversity Enrollment j N.

,

I

MS. gMUrray commented that the expanding in bniversiti.ps
, ..

is srellitly.off,.. "and there may even_be. a, decrease in'applicatiOns from

.the normal age group.." it, I

. .

f

Ms. Cless added that /this was a trend that administrator'S should
1 1

recognize., that, for instance, "we cannot use the same application
4., -

form.. We cannot use the same qualifications for financial aid. We
.

cannot. Use almost 90-percent of the procedures we have developed for
,

.the 16 and 17 year olds."
.

Karin Westman., -Berg:, Sexual Relationships
,

Ms. Westman-Berg began her comments on Mr. Katz'.s paper by warn-'

ing that her remarks were personal rather. than Professional. Before

she went to the United. States 'to, deliver a talk at Harvard, she skid,

she trie -to study the results' of.the women's movement in Sweden,

-partic arty a women's group called.Red Stockings:

"Thil,group feels, -they can prove that women are being terribly

exploited sexually. Yet Mr. Katz tells us:that'wonen seem less re-

pressed, less guilt-ridden, and more in touch with their, own sensual-

ity-.

PI think what happens - at least in Sweden - is that after

few years they°are, regarded 'as promisduous by Swedish men, and by

other women, too. And yet the,young men who, follow the same pattern

are admired and considered successful;
4

"This double standard is still very strong in Sweden,'and is

..one of the main reasons for ,sexual exploitation. Women can't defend

themselves:against it.
'4A e

"Oie of the main arguments against wome's liberation inSweden
P '

nowadays is that men are impotent'with, 'these
b

terrible feminists.'

A previously virile young man confessed that he foun it impossible

- to be a successful lover witha woman he fe1t rather strongly for.

When he discussed the problem with male friends who had had similar

O



it

/

' experiences, they gbegan to realize that, without, knowing ft, they

have heeh indoctrfnated to be-sexually, aroused by naked women, breasts,

-hips, andrs.O on They aWndt, however,, aroused by the' mind or the

peronality; They worked hard to get rid Of this attitude, and they

succeeded.i, 'At,thA'end they said it was wonderful to be able to
t

.

experien6e feeli hgs,- emotions - and, at the same time, feel physical
,,.

excitation.,') e

,

At the
1

And of Ms.. Westman-Berg's comments, Mr. Katz
.

responded, to
)

i

4 ,

A

,, the point she, had made about promiseUity. "I think a distinction has

to be made .between promiscuity, which is sort of indiscriminate, and

premarital 'sex. What I have been finding is that most relationships

are serious and there are not very many partners either,for men or
4" 5

women. The aetual behavior of both men and women is not nearly as

casual as their attitude.
.

M. Katz also said he had not noticed women in America being

considered whores later in life because of earlier sexual relation-

ships.

Regional Attitudes Toward Sex

One speaker suggested that the problem might occur when some of"

these women return to small communities from4arger and more cosmo-
.

politan' college towns. Their past may come back to haunt them "when
, 3

it comes to the point of establishing marriages and families."

.Mr.- Katz responded that even cosmopolitan Stanford was 'very

much opposed to the idea of integrated male-female housing when it

was first considered and there Was a great deal of local editorializing

against it. But what in fact happened after the campus set. up coresi-,

dential housing was that the community response was-very positive;

journalists were dispatched to the school and came back with glowing

reports.

In addition, there was' surprisingly little resistance, from the'

parents. Probably the diminution of the fear Of pregnancy was an

important factor i that.

Ms. Knowles thought a truly representative',sample, which included.
c;t

........
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Alabama and Tennessee, would prbduce quite different reactions. The

atOtudetOward divorce in these regions, let alone contraception-and

abortion, is very much more conservative.

This was strongly seconded by LydiaBronte who agreed that "very

pften social scientists study populations in the Northeast and.on.the

West Coast, yet there's'a lot of America in between. ".

'Alice Rbssi referred toa. book, Contemporary-Adolescent-Sexuality,

'which looks at sexual behavior with,at least some attention to regional

variations. "You could rank the regionsofthe United States. in terms

of levels of sexual experienceas4West, Northeast, Midwest and South."

Premarital Sex 1

N
Ms, Rossi went on to comment on the theory of premarital sex "

Audi holds that if you're not sexually-available, you deny Yourself

the opportunity to even cultivte,a'meaningful relationship. "Thii

leads to the impulse to be sexually available befoz4 you want to be,

which is fine, if you.do it once and the relationship in fact turns out

to be meaningful. But that's not a typical experience. What's. mofe-
,

apt to happen is the realization that the man is not interested in a

permanent relationship. The first relationship. ends' and the woman

tries again. By the send of the second affair, fantasies of(concern

about her own behavior begin td emerge.

"What.thisi,suggests to me is-that behavior is running ahead of
,

the psychological capacity to cope with conflicts in thisarea; and

that this is particularly acute fdr women."

,Another point Ms. Rdssi wanted to make was the 'less rosy side of

contraception and abortion: -"The.fact that-contraception is now a

female responsibility leaves women witli.00t controls. Women have .

accepted the fact that they' are.the contraceptors and also that they

tarry the resporthibility for coping with abortion. And abortion is

a' very real possibility because the.so-called effective contraceptives'

are not used at the beginning of a relationship. They are used when-
,

there is a stable
,
on-going involvement and one can anticipate sex

, ,
,

several times a week. So when women go through the abottion*experiehCe ,
.

8 a ,
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It is dfteh without the comfort and support of, the sexual partn r:

they pay-for it ,themselves - psychologically aldne and financia ly
P I

alone., If 4

Mr. Katz acknowledged that there is indeed this underside to the/N w

new freedom. 6
,

.

' Mr. Colton therecommented that any surveys among young pe plerN
7-

-such as the one conducted by.Mr. Katz, will almost.stirely pro uce the

results that are 'expected. Marian Gallahey'agreed, noting th t4"both

young menand women put down what,they would like to feel th ir ideal

self so to speak,Irather than their actual behavior."

Marian Gallaher: 'Masculinity, Femininity, and Power

Marir Gallaher spoke do her experiences in counselinglyoung

people in regard to the new sexuality, andsaid it was cleat, that
1.=

bidlogically the woman has far more sexuality' than was 'ever/ thought

possible, and that this tends to frighten .some men.

"We have had men collie in with. problems ofinipotence:, When' men

find themselves impotent they begin to question theiruasc linity.

When a woman doesn't, ..have an orgasm she figures,-'0.K., s I :havqn't -

had an avrknm,! but she doesn'tquestion her fdinininity,

basic'belief is more fi-agile in a manrand I t ink the,
women's movement must understand and accept this Other Ise we're

going'to be at loggerheads. I believe what has happened'is that'men.
. -

have institutionalized their fear; this is. Why women are having diffi

culty getting jobs and 'higher pay.

"The new freedom. cif youth,sexual and,otherwise,fi s elements 'of

real helplessnesS. Mank,young people just don't knoww at they want

to do,. I'm terribly concerned with the increased rate f suicideand

murder, tWo things which Itthink stem frpm the same ro t of helpless=

ness, frustration, pOwerlessness."

Dr. Gallaher argued against the statement thatwo en are the sole.
1 4

contraceptors by citing the fact that more and more m n are having

vasectomies. "Men understand the permanence of this, bht they feel

quite strongly about not imposing the problems ofiabo tion and the

xf



pill upon women." One interestinvaspect of the women's movement

brought Out by D. Gallaher is the emergence of what is in essence a

whole new class of women - between 40 and 65 years old. "Their chil-

dren are out of,the home. Half of them'are widows. Yet they are

strong, healthy, sexual people. Now we have to figure out something

for.them,to de. I think part of the consciousness of this group that

it is separate and defined came about through the women's movement."

Another change that can be attributed to,feminism hag been the

dual Commitment oikAhe highly motivated career women= to her profession
', t*,. _

dt well as. to her fdmily. According to studies citeciby Dr. Gallaher,
_ ,

these'women "not only have to be pretty good in their careers but

they have to be supermoms ai well.". Although they could hire help,

often they opt for dOing the shopping, coaing, and, child care them.;

selvet.

"Part of this comes-from the belief, certainlWin the medical

profession, that young children need their mothers. If this, is true,

then day-care centers alone won't solve the problem.'

"As one solution to thisJ,would like to see a change in the,'

education prOcess. Where is there a rule that says you Must go through ,

medical school in four years, do your internship in one and your resi-

dency in three ?"

Matina Horner; Career Pressure \,

. Ms.'Horner brought.Up anew Subjedt.in connection with tod ay's

college woman, .namely the pressure to have a-career as a functfen of

her education.

Until recently,_ a-career for women was seen as an alternative to''

having children. But what about the women who have had their children

and, are living longer? They top now look to a tareer as a source of

satisfaction, self-esteem, and fulfillment. At the same tite, men

have decided to, devalue competition:,_ They talk instead, about. a more

.cooperative society and a better qvality of life.

"And the ambivalence, the'codflicts, the dissonance, the anxiety,

I think are inevitable when you get such rapid and profound, changes

20
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shappening.in so narrow a time: "As somebody here has noted, in periods

of economic growth' and expanSion there's the opportunity for a larger,

' social consciousness; one sees women or minorities entering tradition*ally

male or white areas, and the world dbesn't,faIl apart.. But Just as we

haye.come to accept some of theie changes, the economic world haS begun

to fall apart'andzit's very hard not to couple'both those things."'
Oa.

Historical Trends

."I.am.consistettly struck by the dramatic rapidity with which

theseprofoundlsotial, political,, and economic changes. have occurred.

AndiI feel a tremendous urgency for*the-kind of information thpt will

,help us distinguish effectiVely betweenteinporary.change, cyclical

movetents,' and long-term twnds. Because if we don't do that, we,

as educators, are going to be caught in the position of reactirig, and
, .

,.

never-making any active or creative; plans for realistic 'changes:ahead.
.

"But f we have this information, we can think abOut alternatives

for the future, and plan for them. A hiitorical persp;ctive is terribly

important for,this: for example, there,'Was a women's movement in the
r

United States Once before, inthe.1930s.'.What happened to4nake that
-

'advance:possible? What accounted for subsequent regressions?subsequent
"I think these questions have to be asked -so that we.dontt miss

the boat again."

. V

Socialization Experiences
. ,

Ms. Hoiner then said that as a. psychologist she.*as-espeCially'

concerned about the functionalSignificance,of contradictions in the

attitudes,and_behaviOr of young men and women. She cited a study, done

at the University of New Hampshire among-400 students', in which male/

female, relationships wereobserved inboth cooperative and competitive

situations:. In cooperative situations, the women performed beautifully. ,

The 4111011, however - even those who had previously expressed .all the.stan-
,.

dard "counter-culture" attitudes of support for woien.'s liberation,

criticism:-of competition{ and so on - displayed the most strident
O 5

power ftntasies conceivable. And this was in totally' non-threatening

situations.
LL
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One thing, this experiment proved, said Ms Homer, is that

cdoperation is pot part of'the malt' sobialization experience. What-
.

ever cooperative.effOrts they had made:had teams and

. coppetitive sports; "Whatever qthey sampabout being supportive of women
..

.

.
.

they don't actually feel it How are they coping with the fact that'

women may be teaching them sexuality?' There' * 'a great sense °ramie

,powerlessness and iMpotence in this new relationship,-

Mr. Katz interrupted= -to ask what the women's. ftntapies'in the

study were, to which Ms. Horner 'replied that by and large they dis-.
s

played great 'ego strength and a .goal-orientation to competitive
a .

behavior. "One of ,the frightening' implications of the .resuIts. is, .

that if ,you 'get this kind of intensity on the part of men 'in such a',
w, r a

harmless situation,' what kind of. reaction wilr'res1ilt when the stakes

are high?" .

-

Ms. Rendel commentedsthat most ,women probably experience relation-
.

ships with men as power relationships, 'whether they are sexual in 'nature

or .not. :In fact, 7 she suggested that there was probably not. ft 'Woman in
,

the room who had not at some point experienCed at least a minor physical

assault from a. man.

"Certainly that is the implication in American films, where every

situation a woman finds herself in hinges on the possibility that she 4

might be assaulted. Certainly if one 'is condittoned in this Way

affects one's entire 'attitude, especially in terms of .courage, initiative,

and seiT-confiderice. In Britain we have a whole different set of exper-f-
t:

ences."
j

-Ms. IlreStman:Berg thought that both men and women were in need of

a new life pattern which reduced the 'Competitive instinct in -men by
)

having them work' with, their children and collaborate with their. wives.

"Women have always adapted to male. Now, if the men adpt to'us it

'will be much better fof,them, as well as for us."

Ms. Horner noted that she had not meant to leave.. the impression

that one cannot undo socialization experiences. She advocated working

with the generation now in college "to help them recognize and come to

grips with the ways they have been .socialized and bring to the Ibre



some of these forces that are 'clearly .subconscious. That way they, can

learn to 'deal with them, and hopefully socialiie their own youngaters

4 differently." . '

She then spoke of the, resuris,of two ,separate studies which
.

$

revealed an interestinelohenanenon On the fertility Patterns of .'
., .

. . ,

succe sfitl career women .c "As women, began to close thelirogissionil

gap,:bet en themselves And their 'husbands or' boyfriends ',-4/ succe'St.

anticipato pregnancy rpsulted, either ;planned or. unplanned. That's
,

a very' interesting coping strategy, ,as' you begin to narrowithe gap

between yourself and the mate.
/

/

7

"With single women who 'acheved success you 'had,a stoppii ini0
.. ,

their careers:. Those. two 4things fit togettiv. The data shows a

life patterning trend that raises some rasic. questioni About the

, significance of children for Career .women, .given that we hiven't
A 4

really changed. our socialization prabtices yet: .

.

"The other side of this is tEe Pact that a greet mane womer17are,
..,.

giving .12p. their careers because .their.husloands 'are feeling .owtrated

and it _just isn't worth-jt. Or, they resort to the divorce option,

which'is°a: different coping - ,strategy."

,.. Different Effects of Education
,

.,

....-----
, ,.

Mr.' Maclure raised a number of questions. about...the different
,4.

effects of the educational system in the United States as-compared,

for example, with those in his own country f- Great Britain. "The
3 .

question of mature students returning to higher edUcdtion is quite a
%

different-issus in .Europe, becauSe we are tilking about a, much smaller
Segment of the community. Moreover, there is the -notion thlt the

first claim to continuing education should be by those who haven't
had any education beforehand." i'

,, i
Ms. Rendel : !'I, could spend] qulte -a- lot of rime discussing the

ways in 'which nominally equal educational systems' in Various countries

in, fact operate very (differently upon the two, sexes.

"I,have with me a number of statistics about the British educa-
_.

tional'system,-such asthe effect of earfy, specialization. For example,

Jti
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Wd

boys, who will: get apprenticeships, stay with the standard dOurses;

girls,..who generally haye to'pay:fOr and pursue heir.Own,vOcatiOnal
4.a

training, take typing and shorthand.',4

.
.

Ao'sai noted that not much at," . J1 1 had bt;en given to national .J

.

diffellenceS inteducatiOnal incentives tnislass di*Stinctions.

they bited 'States, I think i would be fair tesay that there have e

been four determinants of education: sockal class, ability, sex, and

race. there hasS n a good deal' of sociological work done,on the

iiniekadtion of the e variables. Social class for a long tine was
'341, /

more powerTul than abiliti."4,

Ms. Rendel cited, a study. which showed that the most,impOrtant

variable forthe education of children is the educatibn)11 attainment

of the mother. Andliat, shit said, the basis. of practically all our

assUmptions about edUcation and social cliss is.almost always corre-

lated with the attainments 1pf the father..
4

In response to Ms. 'Hurray's query, "How do you define social

class?" Ms. Rossi replied:that "in, most,sociological.literature, it's
. . I 3

, .

7 . a composite measurement that includesleduCatign'and occupation." ' .

,

Ms4-4 Lain said that in Italy there was often little correlation

between ,income.and.class, because some salaries,,were Very low even

though the occupation carried status. Mr. Maclure remarked thai the..

fifteenth DUke of rancashire, who had. recently died, had beenbank-

rupt Aye times tin his life, bUt a member of upper-41)er class

to' the end..
.

Mr% Colton: "I'd like to say a few things about the appointment-

of women-in positions in higher education. It's a changing'situation.

One.of the significant itpactt of the ..women's movement is that schools

now very .consciously and deliberately seek fpmale candidates; in addi7

tion, women are no longer disqualified because of the kind of thinking

that went on even as recently as ten jfears ago, 'She has a

-7: band; she won't move; she'll have more children.'

"And interestingly, the menIwho hive been replaced by these

women are not resentful:",
4, .

Mr. Colton then asked Dr. Gallaher,if the new socialization process

e
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..'Which:seekato.do awoKwith stef types would Meal that. ybung .

now taught:that theislay lleciime,dectors lawYeis,.are lilsoLt0.0t

to be competitive? She, responded that-headea'was to have men .look

littheirCOmpeti'ftve natures an question whether that extreme con
-

.40041.4100:necessary;.;. er 'whe 'her perhaps it Might notes be agreeabli
. ..4 . ,

be :incire: conteMplatiye more expressive, more -feeling..

think we're confusing fie words 'aggression! and ''coilipetition.,1

and tri'likeilto throw in awh le diffetenivord Lassertivel,,

think assertiveness somet ng that we all.Want,110that we'ill

should" )ave. The difference /between assertiveness and aggresSion is

that the assertive' peraon.pf.te6ts his/her own territorial space

without infringing onqsome e else!s:"

Similaritiea and -Diff rences

.4,

A

,,

The diacussion focused heavly on the composition of the women's
, 15

movement in voTipuscoun ries. In Italy, foi:.exOmple, Ms: Lalli

explained that it was mytchmore ideological, "mach more 0 asoCial

Inand political issuq th simply' a technological one." e'Someonvolun-
.

'teered that in the, Uni ed.States the women's movement is' highly polit-

icized as well as berg carefully 'drawn alongAbdurgeois and intellectual'
ta

lines. r .

,

'be
,

.in France.the, ovement seems to be,organizationally fragmented but
. -.

NI

Ez

s
/ fk

according to . Mchel, "they ori verrUnited as to their goals."
i,

. ,

- Ms. Murray sa/id that. in. England Ilpouiber of girls going.through

.te' universitieivis.increased fartiori than the number of boys,' but

the percentage of women in ocademi6.positions has been decreasing in

the PA't ten y7siri. Howpver those-whoare appointed stre quite differ-
.

' ant fiOm.pre'eus academics. Formeily, they were usually' spinsters;
.

lt,; .

today there fre,far moremarried,women. Although the number,00f univer
/

city appointments for women has decreased,.:Ms. Murray had personally

ACM noticed' any discriminat,ion against them. The cases known tp her

were'ones in which the woman was not as well qualified, as the -man whd.

got thei appointment,

Ms.' Knowles, houtver, remarked that qualifitatiOn is-a very 'elusive

. . :



Concept, and, that perhaps what needs to be done in-soine institutions.
is to examine the relationship. between the qualificetioiiitand the 10.

. 4 A . k . . '
4

A041t001 tittchilL
41

Pro acted future Employment ind,LeadershitrlOods p aid *0161,
.,

, ,

,-Mithol'ekplainaid that she had cholsen to interpret( the
k. .

toPiC A from :a giebal:rathei than a Prentsk or :a WesZetn peilipeet,iye,..-,

sbicine;:et,,thei interdependence* of all parts* of the ituillkloOlity. .

,.
"I' intend to 'examine, from a, fetiniit Point of view* ,'the, predictions,

. .....,,,,

of the ILO. *evict:ming 'female employment in the 'futtiiel ',I,viirOtil alio - ,

, i,

like to'rirflect on the leadership 'needs. '61, human. society, inauding,.
, in my obiervations; women in-higher education, and alSO theii 'Social

responsibility. ,, !,.

"My first assumption -ii That it is bfici for..women not to be
, . F ..

econo#40. 1 y independent. Psychological autonomy laid-. sexual freedom
, . 1e,

t cannot be "achieved if women are. economically dependent en others ".

According to ILO statistics, Ms . Mithel exPleinede *only 41Z.percent

of Alrican women make active ecenemic contribUtioos to the..,saciety.
. .,

. 1

,L A

.Yet it is a fact that between $0 and 80 perceht of the food-consumed,

.by African families is produced by women./ ILO statistics also esti-

mate that 26 percent.of the'edonomically active pdpulation in the

Third World, consists of women, bUt that the,percentage will decrease

in the future - the reason, being that rural females will tend `to

emigrate to theCities, only to swell the ranks Of the urban bnemploied

There are two separate standards for agricultural prOduction,ine,

the developing countries - one for Ten-working toproduce food for ex-
f

ex-

port, angther for women who work 'to nourish the population. The fief

ate paid, ,,the women are not. sThey (women) work from the beginning

of-the day to the, evening, their'working time is longer, they receive

no salary,' no recognitionand their worker, is not included in the statis-

lici of the economically active,popUlatiOn." Ms. Michel said thSt it
was not, only in AfriCa that all. the economic indicatois halie :been

fixed by men. The same, is true in otherlparts,of.the world where

proper recognition should be accorded to the nonlsalaried functions

4111P
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lAtisated Armtle Bm04yment

arse., MM.:Michel said, Whore the inn:44164. presence

'wdulli be an impOrrant SUP foVWarde.

,t! is "is the earth sciences - geOlOgy, ecology,-

iiepring,.and :so' on. Thesecond.is in the field o

itnra concerned with icipulationdprobleaa lnd me

iiith'sahitation. Third, Oercol ki need to' va2op'

ossiins tor women 0 areas wh4h directly. ,*

of the ThirE World -;tlie human side of sociology and acn

excmple, Foyrth, the development of national and intevna#

requires urbancnd rural planners, demographers, statiatciancLand

architects. Riftb, 'there has to bica new equilibrium heti', i the ,
,

sexes in the educational 'systems, so that women not nio,tooih

ing of Preschool and primary grades but also into-tachnical.education

,at the,univertitylevel. And finally,women must become.political

functionaries in order to participate in the'deilsion-making, prOcess..

ti "Women should create pressure for a new international order,
7 .

asking for more economic justice. It seems to me that the improvement

of- wOmen't status implies a changeTin social and economic disparities

and a-totai change in the present powerand value 'structure:PThe
. e

women's coalition should beoriented toward human solidarity."

DiscussiOn,of Michel4'aief

MOJ-Britt Carlsson: Tirades Unons

Ms., CarlssOn's comfits wereobserved from the trade unionist'

point'of view because that is her area or expertise,.and beCkilse the

trade .unions n,Sweden carry most of the employed people. The biggest,

the-Federation. for Blue Collar Workers, has 2 million members. C
.

saws union is the Central Organization for Salaried Employees -

union -for white collar Workers. .
.

"Women-hive many problemi in common, irrespective of their st
. . .

.

dard of living "or where in the world they live.% Economic development

per se is, not a guarantee of equality betWeen men.andW9men. The right

iii
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.

of all people to work, to .ear'n'titeiT liVelihOod, "must be upheid.

Women, must have the right for gainflit 'employment on equal terms with
t, I

711/1"21-rtal iapation werking_life end uniplr-
'mien also particite in the development of ioCietY.....

'Ati .market .policy is a prerequAiiie to iispiOving
men',SPosit).ons, in the work force, and to...inci4asing 1 heiv self-

COltfidinCe We're working' toward, abolitshing special, laws whi
teat Women.

order to 'ettunterat the weak position that women:,have!:today
for aany-yeatioAto come it will be 'necessary to overcoStPinsatit in

, :special fields.* in favor- of women: 'Approximate/Sr half of, sobs *.

created through, state, aid, to assisted areas of a Country mist be
given" to women.' The Declaration adopted by the I,U. COnferinee
stated:. 'Positive 'special treatment durl.ng. a transitiOnaLporiod$:

'aimed at -effecting' equality betwe'en the, sexes, shall. not be -regarded
iv

V .,:

._as discriminatory.' sll

.-"Where women are concerned, the demand for equality includes

...greater opporitinities'. for gainful emeloyinent-,,while..fraCzberman's

..point of ...Viet; it means liberty -to assume a greater- 'share of responsi
bility for their children.

,

"A great deal has ita.ppened7 in tho'Swedish labor market in ,recent ,

years. Several new laws have 'been fasied e?thinting. security of .employ_
ment, endorsing .the right' to, work' and to attend-trete union bUsiness

meetings during working hoirs, and to.

attend

off for educational
purPosis.

"The'trade unions haVe played, and continue to play,. an iiiPortant:-.
patt-in the work for achieving equality of the sexes. they :exert a

great,:deal of influence on social develoPment, 'and have,. initiated'
4 a

programs. 'of reform coyering practically the 'entire range' of social!,*affairs. . *

. "Our' program on falsify, policy, for, example, ifieludes labor Market

policy,: education- poficy, the financial support. of the ..familY, the

housing .envirohment,' and amenities:. -We refer to these 'matters as the
.

equality: question, no longer -as the 'woman's question.

C.
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AniC149751:WO!nert 'constituted 40 perPint of the &MOJA Labo
. ,

-force; alswthey n6.1anger disappear Xom the,Labor,ilaftet'Atirin

y -4,91weatilions,a theY flnOt diC on tt e dontrary, ing VisAitst.7-
receisioni4Ileir Participiplp. continued tä "increasie.

.

more than half .the total ppfilber of, Women. with child*wpitdr 2

old have 'obtained gainful 'OnplOinent."

Part-Tiifie

"The big PtOblemis.:that men and women have.. 4kqtofett:HtelOi840*;
.; . .

-patteint in..thelabor market, for' J example;:sOpse poncr;ning: ing.,
.

hour*. :.Sitt.enteaft:percent .of acV those emprOied'hidoteady pa
;,.

job* inT19741--Thati s 650, opo peoPlet,. 4:ltd.', over !;-600;900:.o them w

*mean.. ,Teenage boys and retirement-age Mion.are the:40IYM*Iii:Whof
,

regularly .have part- time 'lobs.

"Part-time work is mori.common among middle-aged and Wei women.

., than among younger women% It Is alsocMore.common;amoitg wonmntivilat°...

oider.children than'among younger women. That .Wes'yeiyfinieresting.;

information for us because we'used to believe that part-time work

t`e

was for women with small children.
1 rr

:The vast Anafority,of womenEiorking part tfte'are married. to mein

with full-time jobs, WOmeit with .a high level of education; especially

those with professidnal training, are less.fikfly. to work part time.

Nhny wominwith part-time jobi have-their workinghours scheduled, in

such a way-that they miss outon one or .more social welfare benefits,

yet pensions'and daily sickness allowances are even more ibportant
,i)

to them than to others because of their small incomes. ' ,.

"Men and women may need less active., or reduced, working hours

at various times in their working life - for study; for child care, .,

,

' or
.,

as retirement age approaches. t.Sa we do want,flexibility in,wotking -

hours, but we don't want to have the part-tiMe category limited 't16 a

special group within the labor marketc"
4 "

Toward Equality in the Labor market

"The divided labor market is probably the greatest obstacle to

equality between men and women'. Affirmative-hction measures shodgld
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-therefore be taken to establish genuine equality of the sexes in the

'!,Job evaluation systems must be developed which put greater

emphasis on the, human and social importance,of wqrk. Another Measure-

'Tent should deal with the economic and; -technical; value of work. :Opal
/,

pay for qual work must be put into practice as soon as possible.'.,
r -

"The ability of-the family, to plan its life is, to a great extent,
4

determined by working hours. Working hours have a bearing on equality.,

on opportunities for gainful employment, on education, and on trade

union and political activity, as well as on,the running of the home and

the care of the children.
o

Ile ability of adults to assume dual roles is dependent upon,

satisfactory child care arrangements. Care for healthy and for sick

children, care at inconvenient hours of the day-and night - all tilese

aspects of child care, are needed:

assistance to young

.equality of men and women; the best

tance is by givini both parents the
,

families has also influenced the ,

way of providing financial assis-

chance to go out and work."

Role of Education :"

f
"Schools must take active measures to combat.traditional atti-

.

tudes concerning sex roles. They must prepare students of both sexes

pyr dual roiesin adult life - in the home,,in the family, in employ:.
4

merit; they must end tht segregation among variolfs fields of study.

(TechnologicaL subjects: which ire undertaken aliost'excluSively by

boysare a case in point.) All elementary and upper school students

sho ive a certain measure Ofinstruction in social,technical,

and economic subjects.

"The breaking down of age-old'traditions concerning the alloca-

tion and organization of work in the home is an important task fora the

dome.stic-science sector. Students must be given an opportunity to see

the connection between conditions 'in the home

to assett.themselves in the labor. market.

"Priority must be given to the question

T
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and the, ability of women

of how education is to be



_distributed among different groups, regions, and educational fields,

in order to.cater to the needs of individuals both in and out of the

work force.

"Future planning of,the educational systeM,should be based on

the'idei of recurrent education - the alternation of periods of educa-

tion and periods of employment - as a normal model for individual educa-

tion planning. This would allow for greater interaction between educa-
.

1/4

tion and working. life."

William Chafe: On Diversity

"We find ourselves in a situation in th United States in which-the

Whole question of equality ,aild opportunity ha to be addressed in a near

,way. The reason is largely that the matter o defining equality has

been raised in a new way by the civil rights movement and the wOmen!s

movement. Many of the attempts at reform in America have concentrated

on procedural equality, on legal rights, on having a common status in

the courts before.the law. Yet it has,.now becoie clear that even =if

you had the same rights, you did not have equal oppbrtunity - opportunity

required substantive change, and new distribution of resources and income.

"I think this is true not only in the United States but around the

world. My major concern is that we be more aware of the difficultieS

of making the transition from the kind of environment which we in this

ieom -have grown up with, to the ones which might exist in very different

'cultures, with different sets of values, with different ways of life,

different institutions andeconomic processes.

"Many of the job opportunities we have been talking about may not

be consistent wIth the needs of people in the Third and Fourth Worlds.

Their own cultural modes are often quite different from our. own; and

there should be more of an effort to communicate from .one level of

experience to another andnot just to gloss over these distinctions.

"Within this framework there's another large question I'd like

to raise, namely, whether it is possible to talk About women as a self-

conscious, collected group. _Women are the only victimized group in the:

world who do not generally live with each ott4r in ghettos, who do not



suffer the same common experience of either residential unity or a common

living condition. Th%:y are dispersed throughout all. cultures and classes,

they are members of ethnic, cultural, religious, and racial groups as,
well as a basic sex group, and they therefore have many things not in

common as weft as many things in common.
I

"If we 'are making the assumption of identity and solidarity, we

should perhaps reconsider, or at least raise the question, to what

extent solidarity exists, or how it might come into being if it doesn't.

''One thrust of the feminist movement in the United States for

example1, has
/

been toward the goal of achievement - achievement based on

individualism rather than collectivism. This is part of our cultural

heritage as opposed-to China's, for example. I think we have to recog-

nize that while there is talk of a feminine culture of cooperation,

historically there has been this great emphasis on individuality."

Ms. Michel disagreed with Chafe's argument, saying that at the

Mexican conference, whidh she attended, all the women, whether from

developed or underdeveloped countries, found that they had a common

denominator -.they were without power. Consequently, they.did have a

.feminine consciousness. In addition, she said, there,is the pdssibility

that a basic kind of education exists which is common to women in' all

countries.

_Ms. Michel also questioned the accuracy ofthe emphasis .on indi

vidual achievement, noting that in France and elsewhere the task of

working toward better conditions. for women is part'of a collective

effort at resolving broader social problems. "And it is part of the

humanist tradition of feminism to link personal achievement-with help

toward others."

14r. Maclure also commented on cultural variations and national

differences versus national similarities, saying, "I would have thought
.

that from an anthropological point of view, it would be awfully Alfa-
.

cult to assume-that we can take a, completely different idea of the

relationship between men, and' women and plunk it doWn-on a worldwide

,multiplicity of cultures.

"I would have thought that if you went through Africa, country



by count or India or Asia, you would f' d that there were .very strong

local cu toms which were dependent upon hese ver disabilities, or dis-

equilibri between men and women. I ould have thought that it was

fUst pio s talk to say we should ch ge the whol of the education

system's that it could be equal men and wom n.. People aren't like

that;

"It seems to me that if e takes another objective - the objec-

tive of voiding starvation - that in itself is likely to be a dominant

cause of chailge. .Shifts the sex roles may t rn out to be important

'coroll ies of doing aw y with starvation, and hose shifts may occur

natu =liy as the othe goal is pursued_;"

herita. Rendel: On Politics

Ms. Rendel f'fered her comments on Ms. Mi hel's paper, beginning .

by saying that/ifshe were a Minigter in a Third or Fourth World govern-
.

ment she wo ld surely implement,several of th proposals made at the

conferenc but that the problem is that all t ese governments are sov-

ereign/entities and no outside party can pres ribe-hov they should pro-N

./ceed .

/ "What is the outsider supposed to do? s one supposed to.say,

'We won't give. you aid unless you employ worn n,'.and then let' people

/ starve if they don't agree?- It's a.humanist c problem."

Helvi Sipila: International Women's Year

Helvi Sipila also spoke to the .question of cultural diversity.

She acknowledged "major differences" yet poi ted out that "on the other

hand, the International Women's Year brought together 'a great deal Q(

information that we had never had before. A 1- Third World. women really,

want education. They may want to have somet ing less advanced than what
-

we have been discussing here, or they may wa t to have some kind' 6.-f voca-

tional training. They may not need as high level of,edutiCion as

we're talkinvabout,

"What, came out of those programs is that for the first time we have

an agenda for the whole world, with a number f specifics for national



action, for regional action, for global action. And ever 3s

country has done something already.

"Until recently even the United. Nations-' own organizations didn't
mo

recognize the extent of the so- called women's problem. The World Bank

Confessed that they only discovpred it about five years ago; when they

realized that 40 percent of the world's poorest people' are women, and

that unless they do something special for them it will get worse.

"At this moment, there is an interagency task force dealing

especially with the problem of development, and they too-have-admitted

that they almost forgot about women. Men seem not to realize what is

happening.

.
"I think the real disadvantage is that women have not been heard.

They are a silent people who have not even been heard by planners at

the national level.

"In the' developing ociuntries these women have children and more

children because that's all they-know how to do;,tgey do it.for sur-

vival. They are depending_on-these children for economic and social
'

security. And what.is even worse, I think, than the fact that they
/.

are adding to the population problem, is the quality of these children.

In most cases'the mothers are unhealthy because they do not have

enough to eat and consequently the'children are unhealthy and many

of. them die.

"One of the really frighteniei figures that WHO came out with.

just Iasi year is that within Latin America, 107 million children are

expected to be born during the decade of 1970. Five miklion.af them

will die before they are one year old; 7.6"-million will die before they

are five. That means 12.6 million children, within one decade, will

die Wore-they are' five years old.

"We then come td the question.of hunger. Subsistenc-e farming

could at least produce enough food for the family, to insure - better

'health'foe the Children, but these women have not-been taught'to do

anything. They have been bypassed,by.those who taught agriculture.

"And we all know how much the education of the child depends.on

the education of.the mother, because in mOst countries it is the mother



who is.responiible.for the child's training When 60 percent of the

,800 'million illiterates are women, we can expect to see illiteracy re-
,

peated, as is the case.
.

"So in spite of all our, efforts over the past thirty years, the

number of illiterates is growing, and what are these children going,

to beoome eicept unskilled laborers? How can we expect to solve the

`unemployment problem? .

"All'this is the situation today; but when we think that within

the next 25 years the population will increase by 2,500 million, how

can the developed countries imagine they will still be in a position

to help the Ogveloping .cituntries? The figures for: India alone are

that'2 million children are born every month; 24 million every year.

That'S more than 10 percent of the population of the United States

being born every year, in a country which cannot, provide enough food,

health, or education even now.

"In any case, we have let it go until now If we would have

started to do something twenty-years ago....But we need some help.

We do not know what to do.

"My consolation at the momeA, desperatdas I feel, is the growing.

understanding'of the situation among the governmefits, but especially

among women in all countries, 'especially the developing countries. Our

development aims will consequently begin to respond to their own needs.

"Women's development, has been integrated into. ,the so-called Inter-

. . . .

'national Development Strategy.. Partly it's due to the availability of

money. All the Unite0 Nations organizations, even-those Which have

never cared for wol9en, have been studying the role of women in fields

like industry, agriculture, sanitation engineering,. and so on.

"A special regional plan for Africa is one of the best we have

It trains and pays people according to their needs, and it trains

people in the skills which can respond to those needs. Asia is starting

a similar program. Latin America, where, the women have.suffered a

great deal because it is the home of machismo, is now embarked on a

plannihg program which will include women.

"In conclusion, I would like to say that-the women in all these_
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'countries are determined; It's not as though we are puskng some-
.

thing they don't want."

Mr. Chafe: "I certainly agree that the problem is universal.

BUt rquestion to what extent the response to that problemeshould

presume a universality of consciousness. My central point was the

question of cultural diversity, but there is also racial and economic

diversity. I think one hiSq6 take into account where people ire ,and

what their realities gre,"-

Jewell -Cobb: On Beinglaack and Female

Choosing to address some of the issues raised in Ms. Michel!s

paper on future leadership needs, Ms. Cobb said that she would speak

primarily from an American frame of reference, 'since America'is what

she knows best. And she added that as she is a black woman she is

particulaily aware of the minority problem which compounds the fevale

problem.

Dual Exclusion Strategy

Ms. Cobb ci.ted statistics to show the relative percentages of

whites to blacks, and women to men in schools and colleges; the data

show Aatat black women have to compete harder than anyone else. Many

schobls and employers see it as an "either/or" process, she said, and

will accept either,a woman or a black. "It's the dual exclusion strategy."

Ms. Cobb noted that a striking phenomenon has been the allianceof

women and
.
minorities worldwide. They constitute S§ percent of the world's'

ti

population. This is a tremendous potential resource pool from which to

train people/for future leadership needs, especially in 'the sciences where

women are even more underrepresented than in other areas.

In the United States? the National Science Foundation has now

allocated funding for women's prograis which "is at least a start."

But the/money could not be given directly to women .cause that would

confl'ct with the Civil RightsAct which states: "No:subset of a popu-

lat'on may receive money to the exclusion of any other subgroup." The

blem was resolved by'asking universities and *other institutions to

andle' the women's programathemselves.



- The three programs' now in effect are, first, a role-maderTrogram

in which a visiting' woman scientist talks About her profession,to stu-
.

dehts;.- second, a. series. of science career workshofts;_ and thirds. a pro-,

Arram for women who have been out of school -for two to fifteen years and

-141#o want to take courses to prepare themselves for labor tory or" research

work.

Ms. Cobb told of a (conference she had recently attended of thirty.

minority women scientists. The participants.were_nativemerican

,women, Chicanos, puerto Ricans, and blacks. All had-verY different

backgrounds and early' expetienc?s but all were victims of tilt

exclusion strategy. However, they all displayed a StrOng,sense,o

worth which was instilled by theirfamilies'and communities...

In general, the fewest problems had been experienced When these

female minority scientists were young. They began by-feeling victimized

because of their race, and only later because of their sex. "The move-

ment was from racism to sexism as they moved into the job market and 'into

the ranks of upper leadershi/V."

Male. Dominance

"But," Ms. Cobb continued, "what in my view is the greatest problem

is the male situation. As Andr4e Michel said, women must be -in the

decision-making process and at this moment that chair is, held 'by.iliales;

Governments are male-dominated. ,Liberal bodies are male-dominated.

Internatibnal organizations, economic indUstries, and, gra4pate schools

are male-dominated. Our challenge is to see how we can\ change this.

"Most of a male's early formative years are spent with women.

But we do not seek power or influence then. We, do not use wbat.we have

'as a.physical and psychological advantage."

41

Bucharest Conference

During 'the discussion following Ms. Cobb's remarks mention w s

of the Bucharest Conference on Population. Ms. Sipila said she was

ashamed when she saw the Third World Plan of Action presented there

because it mentioned women only, twice "without any recognition that

women clearly have much to do with the population problem."
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herita Bendel: Bducatio for Leadershi

paPer is essentially in two parts: an analysis of the Prob-
..

.

lema'and then. the remedies for them. I will. :make some comments on...pach:
.. .°

part.
One of the things that is-not sufticient.ly discusiad; certainly

-iot in Britain and probably not in the U.S. 'and, elsewhere, is the

importance of sex-role steriatyping - in 'children's , so/iin research
-

in the sChooli, -

"Another problem is that there is a conflict 'between 14. educa-'

tional system which makes -a Positive value out of the'abili o choose

and a ,society which perpetuates stereotypes. SchoOls should;

more expressive training for boys, as well as more scientific training
for girls;.

"Another, issue worth thinking about is the edua.tional problem of

training the passive. child. Child education centers Often, beCoine boys'

education centers because boys are assertive and kirls are apttO sit

quietly. .in a corner and escape detection. They do not constantly

demand attention and are often overlooked.

"Later in*life the problemis not dissimilar, becapse if woien do

not show sn active interest in seeking promotion,. for;example they
, .

too are often overlooked. "Initiative is the desirable quality in
management; however, women- who hive -agitated for bather prospects.,,. or

promotion, or more equal. treatment are branded,as .troUblemitkArs. ,Many.

women are, in effect, punished for their success: . They are-Ofted.Under--

*Paid and ''resented by men. .
Women who have the will to achieve, and who

have in fact accomplished something, are qften attacked in, a variety
of devioue and less than devious ways.

"Some of the things we seem to be looking forfore include dual roles

for both sexes;, sharing the burdens and the joys of the family.' We're

also looking for a cooperative rather than a.competitive society. The

question is whether it is possible to bring.about. such changet and

if so, how? We know- that° people do change' their habits'-'aiid-ideas.,

sometimes even very rapidly. And cifteTA they change mich mor apidly



polit clans' -give them credit for PAlic opinion is idften in

irsuide:o w at it is assumed to, be
-

rtanc of Le islation

Legis/ation. s the sine Iva non of Change, Ms. liendel said, but

passing laws is no sufficient. *do , however, think there is an

interaction between aw, and-behavior, and attitudes; I think that7

law does influence be vior and that behavior does, in turn, modify

attitudes.

"I -do think that, the implementation of a law equires support from

special groups and that. th e groups have a part 'to \ -lay in a variety

of ways:

"And I think that we can earn from each other, -which is not the

same as saying that one can pic 1,ip an institution from Country A and

plunk it. down in Country B.w

Sex discrimination legislation, said Ms. Rendel, creates a legal

equality between 'men and Women in many situations where this has not

previously existed. "In fact, in all legal systems men and women

especiallyThkarried women - are treated very differently. This applies

not only to family law, but quite often to criminal law, at least in

Britain.

"Before passage of legislation which. provide's ,,for equal treatment

of men and women, you have a situation where the law is neutral'. The

law expresses no view and it is therefore' possible for a state of

inequality in the treatment of men- and women to be lawful, and there

is no remedy against that inequality.. To state categorically that

men and women should not _be unequally treated completely changes

the situation. -

"But there is, of course, an enormous difference betWeen

rights and actual iights. This comes down to a problem of ,eritorcement,

'and no amount of legislation will do much Unless someone, somewhere,

actually wants to enforce it )Normally, it is the victims who have

got to do the enforcing:"



ritish Sex Discrimination Act,'etaid Ms. Reridel al."was'

e 'to be the most far-readhing single piece<of legislat on on

Oct'. It applies to education, to training, to 'a t,

to provision of 'pods and services and facilities, artnerships

and trade unions, and so on. (Thereare provisions which exei

voluntarrbodies so that it's possible to continue women's..

women's groups.).

But one of the effects of sex discrimination Legislation;;
that it applies to men too, so that they may also have silopping days

before Christmas and time out to take children tol'sdhoo.1,
Sections 47 and48 of the British, Act can bel of very direct and

immediate help for girls; to get their level of educationan4 range

of educational subjects up to a more aqual level with4hat,;of boys

and men. Schools and employers can run courses to compeisate for

deficient training in science and technology. But, she warned,."this.

might run into trade union opposition, since_ there's still, an enor,

mous difference -between the policy declarations of union leaders and

whit actually happens on the 'shOp flObr."

The Act provides for investigations into alleged diicrimination,

and this function can be greatly assisted by the, work of Pressure

groups within the relevant institutions. Parents, teachers, ;;.and'-
employees can help tell investigators what is really going on,
the school or office. In Britain there are two .institutions. in

. .

which work arties have been set to investigate the position
., of 'women, in one case with the support of the Administration And in

the other case without' it "But the working party couldn't-have been

set up in either-ca4e-withbut-the-Act."
Ms. Rendel finiihed up: "If I can draw, up some general conclu-

sion about legislation,. the importance of a definition of'discrimina-
.

tion seems fairly olivious. Legislation.must also provide' for individual

remedies, and Tor the risk to which an einployee is .exposed in, ';.trying "65 '

pursue such remedies. It is important that there he, adegitate compensatiOn
/4,4. i: .



e.

e,rebtedies because employers area not going to bother .a great

the remedies are very

Discussion of Rendell'aper

Ms. ICnoOles led off the-discussion: -"I' would agree' that legis-

lation is a- necessary but not 'sufficient condition if soci6.1 ch ge

is to succeed. The American experience is very instructive on t.

1,,et me-briefly rein.through the history of our statutes.

U.S. ,. Sex Discrimination Legislation

"It is very nice to think of astatuteas declarative of public``

policy, but unfortunately", the major American statute on. sex discrimi-

nation, Title VII of the. -1964 Civil Rights Act, was not declar tive

of 'public policy. It was a joke.

"The Act was proposed at the 'atght of the civil rights,mov rent;

and was originally written to prohibit discrimination in employment on

'the basis of race and,national origin. It was vigorously opposed by
,,

Southern senators Who,, in order to point out what they considered to

be the absurdity of the Act added the word 'sex' as an ameidment. To,..
-

..,

their surprise, the Aet passed.

"I established ,,the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EOC)

to act as the enforcing agency, which now algo has powers to bring.. a

lawsuits and itself go into court. Instead or being flooded with

r

racial discrimination complaints, which it the EOC was over

whelmed with

--.

sex discrimination complaints.

'lut an .enormous burden is placed on ,women plaintiffs. Their

personal and professional lives are put on ihe line, everything *about

.them becomes:public, and a'' case can often take years to resolve, during

which time the, woman is in limbo."
0.'

Before the law was extended in 1972 to include, along other thi

educational institutions, fhese'institutiqns were covered by a se les

of Executive' Orders which forbade discridination. It is' in the Execu-

tiVe.biders that affirmative action was .boril,,niit in Title VT .

affirmative.. action is a very complex prbbletn, and out of 2000. pending



ans, the-' Department of Health, Education and Welfare. has approved

only thirty:"
,

w ,

,ExeCutilie Or' as well as Title ,VII provide an.eximption for

,,BFOQs,.or bona, fide OccupatiOnal qUalifications. The example usually

used is "If you want someone to play the role of Judy Garland in a

molder about her life, it is cleats that you may hire a woman for that

On the matter of remedies, the only one avairable under' r1

ExecUtive order is the total withdrawal of federal 'funds. This 'affects

universities most directly, 'and explains why most.administrators are

loathe to use iT "Women's groups should argue for an intermediate

remedy, such as'a cease and desist order, or an injunction."

Under Title VII there is a much widet range of available remedies,

-"even some very creative ones. But Title VII is one of the federal

statutes which provide that the winner gets attorney's fees. t has

led to a situation in which some less-than-scrupulous attorneys re

not doing their plaintiffs much good, or are-doing the lead plaintiff

a lot of good, but in exchange for monumental fees."

In addition,- there is not even a way to assure that attorneys

, will handle these cases, most of which- are extremely difficult and

.' lengthy. In a cliss action suit a women has to coftvInce a -federal

judge that she can certify that the plaintiff represeniPmor than
. 4,..,* .

just herself. , -

\--

.
.

.

.

. t Mr. Maclure asked, "!Is a class action another" name,. for a test

case or is there any corresponding thing to a class action. in England?"

Ms. r Rendel: "Yes there is, It's a representative action, a term.
,

also used in the United Sta;es. But in Great Britain it is very much

more difficult to establish a representative action, as far as I can

see, because- the- interest has got to-be identicaLaiii the different

_members of the class. And since it is not possit;le to. get `damage's

under- a repre'sentative action in Britain; we have tendid to, nothing

about it at all." . .

: _



Rendel also commented on lawyer° s fees, noting 'that in
-normal- -rule is that the winning side pays both sides' kees.,,

puts. a groat. premiuni on, not suing, when you're damn*surely going-to win,
unlbss- Of ,,course , you! re very- rich Lf you're very. very poor yoq,will.

.

probably get the fees paid by the legal' aid system, but it's not certain

So there is a great incentive in Britain not to sue."
The, exception to this',- Ms. Rendel 'added, was in employment: 440.4s,'

and eqiial practice cases which go to Industrial Tribunals which ate .

not- bound- by the :same rules Of procedUie :is law courts 4 Thereiz- nO:

formal system of costs, or what Americans'Call attorney's, fees.
Wt.; Knowles then continued her remarks :"Ziussing Title TX of .

the Educational -Amendment Act, which provides that no educattatial Allisti-
tution in any of its programs, elementary. or -"secondary may disciiminate

on the basis of seX. On the national and state level, she slid, the,
law' threw educational institutions into a state of trauma; But 011.74.
Mandates is nondiscrimination, and. requires that every- in!stitution or
School system. which receives federal money do '"a self-study. "But most

schools hadn't a clue as .to4 how to proceed with such astudy -.they
were not even aware that there.was a discrimination problem; and had
nci 'idea what questions4o ask` If nothing el-se, the legislation has
taught them how' to do a.,self-study-"

The next, major legislation was the Equal Rights Amendment which has

run into enormous problems,. -even. though it iounds very singile: ! It' adysi: ....

k,-,, . .... , .

"Equality of rights. shall not be denied tb aiiy imrson,pby the -feddi7a1 ':

soyernment or the States; on the basis of seise48 It has -not -.yet been -

ratified by enough states to make it: an amendment to the.;COnstitittiOn:
4

Changrng the:subject to leadership, Ms. Knowles drew .eXaMpiei :t2'0,

.women, who: hold traditional,*- institittionagied,positions of 6.uthOrity. in
.

law schools. The- number of 4;4/omen in law schools - students and taculty -
is. increasint

Impact of Women' on. Law, Schools

"The rnterestIng question ito ate is what the impact will be when
have significant enough numbers within the law schools and, the law teach:

ing .profession to really make_ a difference. *omen have been 'brdukht ,up



with a clearly separate women's culture; thus we are already changing

the law-schools in important ways. One way is via the substance of

what is taught. By that I mean not only the introduction of courses on

women and the lawi but by integrating materials on women into regular

laW school courses, which are the courses men attend too,

"For example, a study was done on criminal law case books which

showed that the crimes most infrequently discussed were those of greatest

interest to women - rape and prostitution. My women students won't stand

for that anymore; My colleagues who teach torts are asked-about inter-

spousal immunity. The ones who teach property are asked about the

discriminatory effects of the property laws in Alabama.

"The question is whether the women students who will be lawyers

will significantly influence the legal system. I don't know the answer,

but it is an important question."

Alternatives to Legislation

The subject changed to-alternatives to-federal legislation for

coping, with sex discrimination. One participant said that the American,

Association of University Professors has a long history of.dealing with

discrimination problems in higher education. The Assignments Committee

on Academic Freedom and,Tenure has been the mechanism through which cases

have.been handled.- Sex discrimination, political,discrimination, and

-racial discrimination are all handled through the same committee.

Another alternative to federal legislation comes as a consequence

of the collective bargaining movemenit.within higher education in the

United States, an outgrowth of the trade union movement.

Ms. Cobb raised a question which is just beginning to be a problem-

atic one in America, the confluence of affirmative action and seniority
,

in jobs. In most cases seniority:has been winning. The problem bezomes

most noticeable during recessions and in times, of teacher cutbacks and,

economic difficulties.' Seniority eliminates women almost automatically,

:and most minorities as well.

Ms. Sipila! Political Decisions,:"Legal Systems

"I would like to begin my comments' by noting certain areas in which
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men are predominant and women are missing, and I think çhe clearest

example is in the area where.the most far-reaching deci ion's ih the.

world' are made - in the political field an 0 in administration. And I

.1this it as true at the local level as it is at the national and inter-

national levels.
I

0

, .. "Women are also missing in most organizations, some of which play
r,

3ery important'decision-making roles. Trade unions, for example, which

are recognized pressure groups, have almost no women in leadership

positions. Many organiiations which are extremely efficient in various

.

, fields in trying to solve the world's problems have very few women, and
* . A

the fewer there are in mixed groups, the less we get women's interests

pursued.- -We-lInd-women-in-leadership-roles -in women's-organizations,

but very few in mixed groups.

-Arrine third,category is the professions, which is mostly what we've

been dealing with here.

"Why are women missing, especially in thellical field? I

think it's first and foremost because women were given political rights

so recently that we are all-newcomers in the field and haven't really

gained the experience we need. Let, us remember that the first women

to gain political rights in the whole world.- and only voting rights

at that - were the women in New Zealand in 1893. Next came Australia

in 1903, and the third was Finland in 1906. Where Finland was dif-

ferent from.the ;others w;Ls that women were no only given voting ti ts,

they were also given eligibility to Parliament. Finnish women were the

first in the wand to exercise political power at the national level.

The percentage of women in the Finnish Parliament has never been less

than ,S percent, and in the last ten years it has increased to 23 percent:.

"One of the discussion papers mentioned the constraints which give

women very different status from men in the civil law. These inequal-r

ities.have been built. into the legal systems of most countries of the

world.

"The Code Napoleon, for example, has affected women in West

European and Latin American countries. In the Nordic countries, until

family laws were passed in the 1920s aid 30r, married women didn't even
3.
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have their own legal capacity. It amazes' me to think that in many

countries, even today, women cannot operi a bank account or sign an

employment contract without their husband'i'permissiOn. How can they,

then, become candidates for Parliament unless their husbands totally.

agree?'

"So I think the civil law is terribly important. But as impor-

tant as the lOt is knowledge of its.contents. Most women are not at all

familiar with .their rights, even though they have been written about in'

books and magagnes."

Family Law.

"One day I will write a book on the mystery of marriage. At least

in Finland; marriage seems to' mean that women'suddenlybeciimeinferiori

in spite of all their rights under the law. It seems to be the manwho

is usually the knowledgeable one in all economic, affairs, so that women

sometimes agree' to their own suicide when they sign-contracts propoSed

by their spouses. These can include property arrangements, and invest.-

ments, and income used for daily consumption. So the knowledge of rights

is extremely important.

"One must alio mention women's extremely passive atttude;'the

fact thatthey just accept things. If all women `refused to be the

only ones responsible for the family, and if all men refused to be the

'only ones responsible for society, then we could,begin to. have real

progresS,shaing both .rights.and opportunities.

"But women until'now have lacked bargaining power. We have been

extremely heterogeneous all around the world - there are rich women,

poor women, educated and illiterate's women, women who have opportunities

and women who have no chokce. I think it is-because we have not been

in a position to organize ourselves that even as we have been gaining

more rights, we have not been getting anywhere."
400

U.N. Women's Programs

"There are many iimi.larities between women in Nordic'countriesand

women in Eaztern European countries in terms of their political paTtici-

pation.: At the international level-there is very little participation;
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something which is evident from studying the United lkitions' own

activities. At the first General Assembly 3.5 percent of'the delegates

were Women; at the 1974 Assembly the figure was 7.6 portent. This'seems

to show that it will be another three hundred years before Women repre-'

sent their countries on equal terms with men. And of course-the same

underrepresentation can be seen in the Security Council and tisewhere.

"Now, what have we tried to. do to train women and increase their

opportunities? First let's look, at legal means.

"Thanks to Latin American women, the League of'Nations as early as

1923 set up the first intergovernmental commission to study Sex discrim-

ination - the Inter-American Commission of Women. It's also thanks to

Latin American women, and to some extent to Eleanor Roosevelt, that,

sexiwas mentioned in'the' United Nations' Universal beclaration of.Human--

Rights and the' UN Charter,.

"In 1946 the United Nations formed the Commission on the Status

of WoMen, to study the women's situation all over the world and to pro-

pose legislation to bring about equality and nondiscrimination.

"The 1967 Declaration.on the Discrimination'of Women'was one of the

most important steps forward. The Commission is trying to recommend a
I

.convention to cover all the pointssin. the DeOlaration: it would'lead
/

to an agreement in which all participating countries would agree.ito

eliminate discrimination in all fields - employment, education, family,

law,' political participation, and so on.

"There are already certain conventions, like the PO1iticalRights

Convention,' which was one of the first to-be adopted by the United

Nations in 1952. It grants political rights tp women and'has been a

Most effective means of including woMen'as political decision-makers,

at least in theory. Of course there are still some countries. where

Women do not have political rights.: And in four countries 'men don't

4 have theM either, so there is.no discriminatftn.

"Even in some -of the countries where, women do not have pOliticalz-

rights, there may nonetheless be s me^very powerful women. It amazed'

me, when I was in Kuwaitiast year, to see womenin high ranking positions

on their Piannifig boards. 'And thanks to one of these women,mho



doesfist even have voting iights, the United Nations Development Programme

now stipulates that all its:resident representatives in developing coun-

tries must study every project from the Point of view of women, both as

beneficiaries and as participants,

"When the UN is accused of not doing enough, I usually tell people

that according to, our Chirter we cannot interfere in any country's.

internal'affairs. We cannot change laws. We cannot elect people to

decision-making bodies or appoint them to administrative positions. We

cannot change educational systems or influence health services. We cannot

create job opportunities. It's only the nationals who can dothose things.

"And then my qnestion is, why don't the women at the national level''

request it? 'It's because they have hardly known what the situation in

the-vaotry-is. They- have hardly-known the oriteria-according_to which_

the status of women should be,measured. What are the social indicators

to. be used? In spite of all the research that has been done, there are

no inditatori which would be valid all over the world.

"There' is the question of lack of, education in many': countries.

There is the lack of economic opportunities. -Those who have economic

power, whether male or female, can pursue whatever course they wish.

In tl.e Philippines, for example, women have always been the holders of

the purse, and they can decide what they want. Not that they have uanted

political power - but at least they do have economic power.

'!Women's organizations have existed for many years in many countries

and they have all paid lip-service to the status of women. But most Of

them don't know what they're talking about because they do not know how

the discrimination starts-or what the components of equality are..

"The International Yomen's Year has_given national groups an enor-

mous boost. In all parts of the world, national commissions have

gotten together to begin studying the constraints in law and practice

which insoMe way prevent equality from being achieved.

"The Planof Action adopted in Mexico-last year-is the first,docu-

menflwhich recommends action at regional, national, add international

lev els. The United. Nations General Assembly has declared 1975 to 1985
- ,

'aYdecade of women, and the Plan of ACionis to fie imPlemented during
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this decade. In addition, I see a completely new commitment among United

Nations organizations'. We are drafting an interagency program to concen-

trate rather than duplicate our efforts to help governments with their

planning. There is a new motivation among statisticians to include

women in their data; there is a new interest among research institutes

and universities to analyze the data. They are-eager to find out not

only what is good for women, but to what extent the situation of

women affects the whole range of, problems in the world.

"There may even be changes in the priorities of United Nations

activities. During its first period the UN was very much a peacemaking

and peacekeeping organization. Then it became concerned with economic

activities. Now it has become more social and humanitarian; for unless,

economists and those concerned with inflation and energy and industriali-

zation realize that most problems start at the human, micro leval, they

won't be able to solve them.

"I will finish by saying a word on the issue of leadership. Clearly,

some people are born with a natural ability to lead, but that ability As

also something which can be acquired through training. Boys receive such

training ihiough athletics and Boy Scouts and the' military services.
/-

Women have to be given mole opportunities to be imaginative and innova-

tive in situations of responsibility, to develop self-reliance."

Jane Allen: "I would like to make one point about the United

States' participation in the United Ngtions'' convention'on women - the

U.S. has riot ratified one of the'four conventions. Margaret White, of

the U.S. Mission to the UN, berfloaned that fact, especially since the

conventions only grant 'political rights which-American women already

have. 'The rationale.for the American position .Was that a lot of the

countries which ratified the conventions were snot serious about

carrying them out."

Eleizabeth Janeway:- Four Questions

beenrthrashing around all week trying to discover-hat ques-

,tion 'come up that need to be more thoroughly addressed, and also what

questions.need to be addressed-that haven't come up..
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"It seems to me that we have not really been discussing the ways in

which colleges and'universities.can train women for leadership as much.

as the way in which new social roles, including access-to and exercise

'a leadership, can be opened up to women with the aid of educational"

institutions. We have also talked about how this will affect the

currently male-centered educational establishment, and beyond that,

'Men in general. What I mean is that the impetus seems to be ,aoming.from

outside the colleges and universities. This may be a time for widening

the context of education, both its fufiction and its purposes.

"The fact that we are still defining leadership and'still trying

to reach some conclusions about how to value individual achievement,

suggests that we aren't sure what should be taught if we.are attempting

to train women in new ways.

"I havesome further-questions also, Thefirst.L. Is it enough

to bring women into the current educational process or do we have to

change the curriculum in some way - i.e., the introduction of more

women's studies, for example., How much is done directly, and how much

indirectly, by the presence of women in classes, in jobs, in professions

where they haven't been seen before?

"My second question: Should we be concerned with'actually teaching

men - in contradistinction to giving them the opportunity to learn? There

is a great deal of passive male anger at the women's movement which can

easily be brought to bear against women's progress. How can we deal with

this?* Women tend to act like mothers toward men - to comfort, heal,

take over, and assure them everything will be all right. I think we

should invite men to see us as members of the same sptcies, with very

much the same capabilities as they themselves have.

"My third question is: What are the obligations of women to other

women in the Third and Fourth Worlds, and how do we implement them? I

think that we must tread very carefully in any apProach eyond our'own

boundaries.

"My last question is:. Should we try And find out more about what

we think are the proper uses of power? Can we learn something from the

experiences of 'token wemen''as they cope with their success

6::



"Oneof the things that has become clear in the struggle ovpr,

the Equal Rights AMendment,'for example, is that there is a great /

deal of ambivalence abbut who' women are and whd they want to be.

The women who oppose the ERA say it would destroy many amenities of

life and that they enjoy their traditional role. The question is,

how dd we teach these women, or should we even try to teach them?

"If we could find sources of ego, strength which lie outside

the gender role, and even outside the work role, these women would

have less to fear. This doesn't involve education or vocational

training, but rather an enrichment of life. ".

Discussion of Ifaiieway Paper
s

Ms. Westman-Berg commented on Ms. Janeway's first question, deal-

ing with 'the' educational cutrictilumTby-citing-instances_ip_which her

.own students were outraged when they learned how biased the standard

course books were, omitting references even to outstanding women.' "It

seems as if it is sufficient to study the male of.the human species;

he represents both sexes. That'S the picture they get from what they

study."
' 4

f

Ms. Knowles said that a successful women's studies program had been

established at the University of Alabama which offered Specific courses

with a focus on women, such as "Women in Southern Literature" and "Women

and the Law." But the difficult part, she conceded,-was to_get_tfie

feminist perspective into the standard curricula. Ms. Rendel added

that what had been happening ih'Britain Was that-women who had taken

separate women's courses often returned to mixed classes "and have been

posing questions, and deManding answers4.which the iegular, established

teachers of those subjects have not been able to answer - questions

which are cutting away at the basis or established male scholarship,"

In addition to the specially labeled women's-studies, Ms: Rossi

thought that what was at least es important was "to think -of.ways to

increase'the flow.of WOmen into math apd -science, to make:a pre-med,

program, for exaMple,More attractive-to them." Little girlt learn,'

early that math and science are for boys, she said. Girls'are not
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,given the same opportunities to'exPress themselves in these areas or to

develop:their natural abilities. And this effectively eliminates them

from.sctence, from technological fiels, from economics andgovernment,

and from areas where even simpleomath is required.

.
Mr. Kati\noted that one thing which ought to be on the agenda is

to' get more men involved in women's programs, both as !teaChers. and as

students. ,

Ms. Sipila added that I! is clear from the statistics of various

count4ies, especially,those with 'centrally planned,economieS, that.

women will go into whit ever.professions. they are GIven incentives to

enter. In\the Soviet Uni7, for example, over 90 percent of the,:..engi

veers are women, whereas the, figure for.Finland is about 7 percent.

Several participants addressed this point, noting that the number of

female doctorS in the-Soviet UniCon has long exc'3eded that Of Western

. countries. This has stemmed from twosdistinct Causes: one, in the

immediate, post- World War II period there was a sex ratio imbalance

of 22 million more women than men; and iwo, the U.S.S.R.'s tremen-

"dotis health needs after the war prompted the government to make'

medical education as attractive as possible to women.

The Soviet culture generally is more geared to women in ha;-d"

proftssions because it'is often the role of the female to make the

tdifficult decisions, even in family situations.

On Teaching History

Mr. Colton :. "Just a word or two on the teaching of.history. It

is a very complex subject - the whole study of human affairs. And; so

much of human affairs has been_ political. So much of it has involved

elitist people making decisions in high olaceS. And these people

generilly.have been male. -

"I think it would be wrong to exchlde that political reality

from the study of.history. Which is not to say that there _.should- be

.just oni.way to approach the' subject.

-"Second, I would like to say thAtthere as beeh a significant
- ,

change in the whole profession. There's,a.much greater.emphasis on

what we call working class hiitory, on social history and on' the



history of the family. It may be that, theshist y of women needs the

kind of catalyst that comes from courses org lied by women professors,

or by male professors who have specialized in the 'history of women.

Sometiies a course in black history-is first taught best' ,by a'black

professor. Something of the.course or the ideas carry over to other

parts of the curriculum, and all these other partSoire enriched by it."

Women's Studies Research Center'

Ararious.prOposals were put' forward as to how the research on,

women's /studies could best be collected, analyzed, and discussed.

Ms. SiPila mentioned that an Iranian participant at the Mexico 'conference

had pledged one' million dollars to the establishment of,an international

institute on training and research for the advancement of women. The

institute wouid centralize all information on women's studies, and would

become a worldwide university and a research center.. Ideally it would

'be-locatedLin_a_developing country;
4.
'The discussion then moved on to Ms...Janeway's.second question:

Should we'be concerned with teaching, men new attitudes, or is it enough

to give the the opportunity to 'learn? This raised subsidiary questions

about how 6 deal with, their natural angers, and how women might' learn

to abandon the mother role when they speak of men vis -a -vis the women's

movement. r.4
One participant recalled.a,teaching experience at.HarVard in.mhich

several male student's were very favorably, impressed with the scholarship

of the-female assistant professor. "We've talked a, great deal about. the

importance of role models for women, but it struck me that many of the

young men in that community had not.since.the first grade really observed

a woman in command of information or in a position of academic power.

If men do not have such nn experience they will find.it very hard to

relate to women as colleagues or, even more difficult to work for a

woman later on

Subsequent comments touched on the separation of the sexes - percep-

Aual and actual -'in various cultures. 'Studies have shown,- for example,

that in several countries and several cultures there is virtually a
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second langiage for women, including intonation and delivery. /n Japan

.there, is a so-called "market language" which is.used exclusively by

women. ,A male ii kept from us4g this language and consequently is -

,unable to, do thd marketing - thtre is simply no way, for hiMto'eXPTeis

hit needs.

In Finland the third perso singular is always ill; or "him";

there is no female version at a 1.

Mr. Chafe said that men of en hive great difficulty expressing

themselves about the:experience of being male. "Men,are not social-

ized to be expressive and are n t comfortable with it.1!

Mali.Anger

.Elizabeth C/ess then focus d the discussion on the question of

male anger and hoW'to deal with it.

Ms.'Rendel said that the p

become a rather common term, is

gests something inherent, somet

a certain value of its own, and

Ms. Janeway:. "Anger is natural to anyone who having a role

change. When *women begin thinking differently about who they are, and

rase "natural'male anger," which has:'.

really.somewhat misleading. "It' sug

ing which one shOu4d:aCceptaillaving

I'm not sure that it has."

whether they want to continue a relationship, it came puzzling,

irritating, and frightening to man. The re-evaluation does Wit come

;
at _his initiative; he doesn't q ite understand' what the woman is doing

nor 'what he himself should be doing. So he's a bit adrift in the world,

and it seems that this does create an anger Which is natural."
__,

Mr. Colton: "I worry a li tfe-abodt the notion that-the-mere pre-

sence of women will change thin s, either ;in' the teaching of various

subjects or in the making of a etter society. The mere presence of

Indira Gandhi in India did not lead India to solve its problems more

effectively."

Ms". Horner: "One of the things we have to be careful of is that

We don't categorize women, as though they were one sort of individual."

Mt. Maclure: "May I. just ask why,' when you say that, you spend

your\time categorizing men as if they were one?"

r.



Mt. Horner: "/ was going to say that there are More intragroup

differences than there may be' intergroup differences between men and

n."

Dr. Gallaher returned to-the question of male, anger, saying;

As the cone emotion that men tare taught it is permiasikle'to

display. Sq.even'if a man is frighteipd. or hurt, he will get angry

because that's the only emotion he's not ashamed' to 'show."

MC:Cless'then turned to Ms. Janewars.third'questioh: What,are-

the obligations of Western women toward women in the Third,and Fodrth

Worlds, and how can the obligationsbe_implemented?

Sipila read from a book by Professor Elise Bludiln in which she

wrote that the role of woman as breeder, feeder, and produper was some-

how overlboked by planners, and women. , in thedeieloping.Countries have

themselves done little to correct this omission. "It isUp to-women

in the First World to help them, but theytoo often suffer fromin Encom-

globaA-perspective. PartDership_fwith_our_sisiers in 'the Third
. .

World can becreated by women's groups everywhere. And as partners, we

can set directions and priorities for world bettermelit-;"-
"--

Mr. Kati wondered what kinds of obligations.were specificat

women's obligations, and received, a number of diverse answers: 'Most

technical aid which goes to Third and.4urth World countries goes to

men in those countries; birth control methods which are in widespread

use In the WdStern countries.haVe still to be introduced in many parts

of the developing world; vocational training for women is almost nil in

many regions.

,Future Training Needs

Mr. Katz recognized that certain kinds of work can best be 'd ne

-by women because they are often better able to communicate with-o her

women. "for specific jobs, then, it is better, to ,train' women.

other.ihings ought to be put in terms of general humaniconcerns:"

Ms. MiChel remarked,that-even.t6ugh about 95 percent of the

Western experts which France-sendi to Algeria are men,.-the Algerians,

are just as happy to have women, as long as they are competent. "What
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they want is expertise and they don't care which gender vides it.

By sendinj only men, the sexist model is, imported to Africa."

Mi. ,Murray: "I think we have been confusing vocational, or' tech-

'deal triaining with higher education and university training: Education

'fie broad enough, so that it is flexiblet tecilnological trainin

should be short-term, so that someone who is trained to be a hydrplOgist

can ,easily be re-trained when another priority arises."

Dr; Galliher cautioned against exporting,the Americin 'way of doing

things.when the American way is often; unsuited to other cultures. The

consensus was 'that the two things to be avoided in dealing ath'the

Third and Fourth Worlds are cultural imperialism and ,sexism.
.

Mt: Knowles referred to Mr. Chafe's fdea that the technical assis-

iance ,component of U.S. :aid terms-ofprograms be examined in termof spxism:and

be accompanied by an impact statement on how it will affect women. "The
.

problem _with this, however is that the United States would be exporting
ftftiroms4

a movement which is not even universally accepted in its own ,country,

and thrusting it forward'as a condition of aid." Everyone agreed that

it would be a very delicate matter; at best, to deny funding to a de- '

velpping country because its plans did not direcilY improve the status of

women.

Ms. Cless then turned to Mt. Janeway's fourth question: What do

we mean by leadership andshow do we want to use power?

,Mt. Rendel: "Men are often pushed into positions of leadership

they don't even want, and women prevented from attaining those positions

even when they want. them very much. The, fact that fewer women aspire

to leadership positions is a result of being sobialized to lower their'

aspirations. Eut.liberation cannot be taught; it is something,which

gni do for Ourself.

"The most that anybody can do from outside is to help people to

help themselves: to help provide the Circumstances, the knowledge,

and the self-confidence."

. 'She remarked thatEritish trade unions have taken on an educational

role,-organizing women to secure proper negotiations and job-valuations.

- "Many of these social_policy issues, can be dealt with by institutional
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40ans and legialation can be passed to support this sort of work." '

ini,thadiscussion which followed, ertiOhasis was on helping woMin

"liberate" theagelves. One observation was that women Ore usually,

more progress.oriented than goal.oriented, that they generally have

ax ariat), of interestst as opposed to men who are okien completely

dedicated to a single profedsiOnal goal, Women 'ire usually more

interesited in what is going on around them)loially than theyiare in

broad overviews. All these things might provide clues as to the

%read ii which Women should seek leadership, and the ways in which

they might apply their, power.

Ms Rendel: "If we are agreed that this diver fication of ,

interests is more characteristic of women thaitlzof men, nd we are'

weed that it is one of the good.things of the .women's culttire that

we wish to'retain, then we must try to change'the reward structure

of society which presently favors pursuit of one activity." ',

Diversification of Interests

Ms. Janeway: "There are dangers and stresses fo omen are

changing their own roles and who often feel this as a loss of idintitYi 1

loss of an old self with whom'they were familiar. , ip
._ V

"The question becomes: What ,sources of identification, or iden /-
,.

tity, are open to us once we get over the barrier of sex discrimina

tion? Once we are past that, what do our vocations mean to us: wha

other connections, with life seep into the self, and strengthen or

weaken ft?

"This is not a plea to ignore the discrimination that is part

ourlives,,but a question as to what else we wanrtii.do besides' fight

it. This is'not a protest against anger or negativism. I belfeye

anger can*be justified. Tt's a proteist against the fragmentation

that cuts us off., in anger or protest, from other areas that can

bring psychic rewards.".

Ms. Rendel: "Slmply terms of efficiency, we need diverpifi-

catiow- pitople need to move from one thing,to another. , Any 'responsible

job involvet a diversification of abilities and interests. Therefore,
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simply in the interest.of carrying out,our work-more efficiently and

satisfactorily, shouldn't we encourage diversification of interests?

And when we select candidates for jobs, shouldn't we look at whether

they have shown a diversity of intere;ts in theili lives as opposed

to concentration on a single activity?"

In the comments which followed, it was commonly acknowledged

that a woman's diversity of interests stems partially from being

.
directed toward-all the things that men rant and appreciate;.. that

to a large extent women make life possible for the people around

them. Much of what women do is done bedause others - mothers,

fathers, brotherschusbands; children - want them to'do Iti it

belongs to the women!s culture to make sacrifices for these people.`

Ms. Horner pointed out,tliat, realistically, one must regard some.
...

, i

of the effects of the Women's movement as negative "and self-limiting.

For example-r\the fear offamily,disruption'and social` rejeetion may

well prevent some women from pursuing goals they Would like to achieve.
o

Some fears,ofchange:may be irrelevant and some, rrational 'but some

are very real. "There has to be some kind of cost/benefit calculation

to see if the necessary trade-offs are worth it."

,Ms.-Janeway thought maybe women were being conned,

that power curtupts and isn't all it's supposed,to be, j

they'don't come on asking for it."

"being told

ust so that

Ms. Knowles: "When we talk about women's culture,,it ought to be
. ,

clear that proof of its existence does not depend on,the participation
r

of every singlemember of the female sex: That is the,first caveat.

"The second is that it is often difficult to distinguish between

those parts of the women's culture which are biologically ordained

and those which are dde to socialization. What is'true'in any case
*

js that there is a premium on expressive valpes, as opposed td;the

instrumental use of other people."

Varieties of Power,

Ms. Cobb asked about contemporary societies in which women are

in power. The responses provided different definitions .of power and

C
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affereOt examples. In BurMa,.it seems 'women haveeconomic:power

.but.theleconOmy is.not a prestigious area; religion-is. In .southern

Italy wOmen have enormous power in'a psycholbgical sense. J4s. Horner

wondered what role higher education has, as a route to various kindso'

of power and prestige. She suggested.that perhaps the more advanced

a society, the more important universities become as the beans to all

1.00er --!economic, political, and intellectual.

Matina Horner: Agenda for 1976-1986 -Recommendations and Alternatives:

Ms. Horner: "We have shied away frgm tbo many prognostications,

Which is probably a credit to our understanding of the complexity of

the issues with which we are dealing.

"The last Bellagio conference on :men followed a relatively long

period during which women, especially in America, were absent from cthe

work force. -Consi4rable effort was directed to their re-entry, and

to how the educational Systeminight help to accomplish that.

"This conference comes closely on the heels of a.reiitively short

'period of rapid social and economic change,. and the massive re=involve-

ment of women in the work force. Our major problem now, at least in

the industrialized countries, is to get women into the higher level

posAtions from which they are 'still eliminated.

"I.think that as a group, we share an aWarenes's that we can't

go on ravaging our natural resources and we realiie the terrible

consequences of ravaging our htman resources in the Third World.

"Each of us has called for a re-evaluation of the respective

status of' men and women in our society,'and for a more meaningful

and equitable balance in their respective roles. We have aspired

'to a more androgynous society in the future, one which would

capture the best aspt tz of male and female culture, although

we've had some diffic.:1. in defining exactly what .a female,cuIture,

as distinct from-a male culture, really is.

"We-have recognized repeatedly that this is more easily said

than done. Yet we recognize that one of the best means of becoming

more completely human lies in adopting, and I quote, 'a principle of

O
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perfect-equality between the sexes, which would allow no power or

privilege on h'e one side, nor disability, on the other, simply as a

function of sex.' This certainly takes us a long way from the Aristo

,,telian.notion of the limifeaVeapacitiei of women and the unlimited
_

-.capacities' of men that have so restricted women's creativity.

"I think it's also important to "mote that we've goneJoefond

simply saying that we want womel :a have equal opportunity with men;

that we are in fact asking for something more. - namely the changing

of roles for both men and women. That's a very different kind of

emphasis than in the past."

Ms. Horner commented that one of the important issues raised at

the .conference was the desire to change the process Whereby normative

vajues become prescriptive.. "Educational institutions and legisla-

tures which now reflect and confirm existing-inequalities ought rather
,

to challenge them, to adopt a progctive rather than a reactive stance."

The so-called "nature of women" is an' eminently artificial thing,

Ms. Horner pointed-out, the result of forced repression in some direc-
,

tions and unnatural stimulationdn others. And she added that the same

seems to-be true of men, "that essentially, it least in American society,

we repress the affective and expressive component of male behavior and

emphasize the competitive aspects.

"Many of us really believe that men and women have the potential

for the Oevelopment ELTteXprg5i011 of both these aspects of their

personalties but our socialization experience doesn't bring them

out eggIlly."

Ms'. Horner went on to talk about the functional significance

of children in our society, and that society has,made it difficult

for a woman to combine a family and a career. "There' are a great

many pressures on women which lead to the decision to have'children

and thus make it difficult or impossible to pursue a career.

"One of the majG: questions is Whether or not society will have
.

the courage, and be willing to make the bold and innovative moves

that are needed, to find alternatives - alternative patterns of Work

and family life.- for which there may be no historical precedents."
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Essentially, Ms. Horner said, we're asking for ways to make the pro-

ducttve patterns of society compatible with the personal patterns.

"And the rapidity of change means that we may'nO longer have the

luxury of time to learn from our mistakes. We will have to' anticipate`

the consequences of some of our decisions, technological and otherwise,

and develop the kinds of skills essential for4foresight.

-Joel.Colton followed with some observations about the conference':

"The relationship of the women's culture to nonprofessional women

wasn't touched on sufficiently; do jobs necessarily providi the

satisfaction and ego strength that women are seeking ?. think some

damage was done to countless middle-class women.in the United States

when Betty Friedan's book first came out. Middle-claps women were

urged' to get out of the home. It didn't matter what they did, and

very often they got into jobs that were not very satisfying. To

be a secretary or a typist, to be a clerk or a salesperson, is not

necessarily more satisfying than staying home,and taking advantage

of some of the opportunities one'might have there.

"Related to this is the question of voluntarism. Ip liRe

Ngw York,-where many of the cultural, institutions have.been hit by

budgetary crisis, a call has gone out for voluriteers-. Vet intelli-

gent women are uneasy about serving as volunteers in a.museum or-

library, perhaps because they think they are displacing other Women.

"I'm glad we tried to work out a compromise-on the relationship

of men and women from the industrialized societies -to the women of

the-Third World. We talked a lot about questions of changing life-

styles, of men sharing household duties and sharing child-rearing.

If you go to an extreme and say that this is something men have been

deprived of, it becomes more difficult.for- them to accept, e)itn'though

this is obviously a creative Undertaking. _

"I think, too, that_a very critical question is the question-of

the single-sex 'school. Is it the better way of preparing womT'for

their new lifestyle? Or is it an artificial way?

"I would conclude by saying that the unpredictable plays a very,

very important part in life, both in'human relations and in.social
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change. I think' some of the rational anp,oaches we have discussed

and' the kind of positive action that we know we must have, may not be

the preponderant factors in the social change that' will take place.

"I recognize that the question of -.a.lues is what wt; have all

been concerned with here'- inherent value; the inherent digriitv and

worth of the individual., whether male or female, and the opening up

of sources of creativity that our society de,sperately'needs. 71._se

are the things I come away with from this conference, and much more

-enlightened."

Ms. Romer then continued her prdsentation noting that during the

second half of the 19th century,.when industrialization was in full

bloom, certain changes in the lifestyle and status of Women were made

necessary by new economic developments. "Women's roles have histor-

ically fluctuated with economic needs, making a virtue ofnecessity."

"In the 1950s and 60s, for example, men emerged as the sole

participants in the economic life of the community; the comfort of

a.wife and children at home were both the incentive and the emotional

reward of a man's achievement. If the wife had-to work, it was a sign

of the man's failurA, a negative credit against,his manhood. American

life was increasingly separated into a male sphere and-a female sphere,

with one more valuable than the other and no thought given to mutual..

relationships.

"The women who had this life of leisure impadd on them became

frustrated and restless and many looked to education as a means of

redressing these wrongs. At the same time many colleges faced finan-
.

cial difficulties, and in a daring and desperate measure, opened

their doors to women for the first time. Coeducation saved some

previously all male colleges from financial disaster."

Ms. Horner pointed out that earlierin the century, when some

sc ols began to admit women, "the result was a strengthening of the

sense of women's mdternal and marital responsibilities." 'Shd won-.

dered whether that same sense would again be strenvhened by Coeduca-

tion

"The fact remains, however, that women who have achieved positions--

:11
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of leadership have come primarily from the single-sex nstitutions.

There are arguments tfiat women develop 'the capacity fo leadership

when they,don't Have to worry about being second class citizens, as

they would in' a CoeduCational university. Or that wome can estab-

lish greiter self-confidence in a single-sex institutio ; or that.

more is expected of them and that they meet these expec ations:

a



SOCIAL TRENDS AND .WOMEN'S'. LIVES - 1965 to 1985:

Abstract,.

Alice S. Rossi

.

Only twelve years ago (i.e., at the time of the /965

-Bellagio conference) there was a general assumptrion that

the post-World War II patterns in women's livesjibuld continue

a pattern whiCh involved the interruption of/schoofing

. by early marriage and a long withdrawal from the labor

market for the bearing and rearing of ch4dren. Women

were seen by themselves as well as by;/men - as essen-

tially service-erientedi passive, "prilike." feat

researchers failed to take into acc unt, says the 'author,

was that the models on which the /based their prediction;

were taken from a relatively slow period of social change.

. In the decade from 1965 to 1945,-in which change has been
/

surprisingly rapid, women pecaipe far more active on their

own behalf than had been foreseen ("the most important

impact of the feminiit/movement," in Ms. Rossi's opinion).

In the. United States/there has eebn a shift, small but

measurable, toward/increased authority, responsibility,

and autonomy-one the part of women. (Some of Ms. R^SSilS

examples: an increase in the proportion of women attaining

the doctorate degree; a move awayfrom sex-linked career

choices on/the part of the youngest women, namely, entering

college/freshmen; and a reduction in the fertility rate

and alfrage family size.) In the near future,_Ms. R4si

pr,dicts, this trend will continue - with some manife;ta-

tions such as a continuation of lower fertility rates and

higher divorce rates than in the' past, coupled with the

/ increased labor force participation of women-and, possibly,

/ greater .flexibility as regards hours of work, days of work,

time spent at home, and so on.
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Introduction

Like the xest of the participants at the 1974 Bellagio. conferen.e,

I received a copy of the McIntosh report on the (first) 1965 Bellagio

conference on women's education. Unlike all but two of you, however,

reading the report again after ten years'brought back a rush of

professional and personal memories of that earlier occasion. The 1965

report provided a good anchor point against which to assess the changes

that have taken place in this 1.r.Ist decade - in the world at large, in

the lives of women:And in-the problems confronting higher education.

A chronological framework seemed like an' appropriate way to

organize my paper. The first section concentrates on 1965 and sketches

what I see as the major, foci and limitations of to 'first Bellagio

conference, as one can assess them a decade later: The second section

sketches the most important developments durifig the decade between

1965 and 1976, as they bear upon the lives of. women, their place in

higher education and the consequences of their educatiOn for their

subsequent lives. I must beg your indulgence if I lean heavily for

this section on American developments an& American data", for my own.

research and political involvements have been largely restricted to

the American scene. ir will be of great interest to learn in what

respects trends in European countries have paralleled or differed from

. 'the American in. this period. Inthe third section I shall discuss

a few factors that, directly or indirectly, will affect the lives

of educated women in the decade ahead.

Although we have been encouraged to allow our discussions to be

wide-roamihg and speculative .at this conference, I feel a responsi-

bility as a sociologist close to empirical material on women in
A

higher education and the economy, to provide "a firm base in fact,'

fro which we_May take off to more speculative issues. in our dis-

cus ions. Hence the paper will present and assess empirical data

relevant to our discussion-and should be viewed as a springboard for

comparison with European societies, and then to interpretations and

proposals concerning the futur women's education.
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Bellagio 1965

Any .Jooking backward to an earlier experience necessarily involves'

selective recall and a reconstruction of the *past .in the light of

intervening experience. It it, well to -make this point as an intro-
,

duction to an assessment of the'1965 Billagio conference, for I am

aware of the impait of my own experiences in the intervening decade

upon my current assessment. It may be that what I select as salient

will differ from what other participants would give, and perhaps

Ms. Cless and Ms. Murray will wish to 'compare my account against their

own.

It is relevant to cite two aspects .of the past decade that have

been influential to my current perspective on the past. Within a

year of the earlier Bellagio conf wence, I plunged into a decade of

involvement as an activist in the AmericFn feminist movement, the-

- highlights of which were serving as a founding organizer of the'

National Orga.nizition for Women (NOW) in 1966; an organizer of the

first women's caucus in a professional association; and the national

chairperson of Committee W 'an the Status of Women in Academe of thee.

American Association of University 3rofessors (AAUP),. a committee

once chaired by John Dewey in the 1920s but only reactivated 45

years later, in 1971. e.

-My professional life has been olosely related to my political life,

since my areas of scholarly interest have been in family sociology,.

human sexuality, occupational choice, .and gender roles:. This was one

respect in which my perspective differed-from other Bellagio partici-

pants in 1965. A second was that 1 was one of only two women; whose

professional life was primarily as an academic- teacher and Scholar.

All the English participants- were, at the time, occupying key positions - -

as administrative heads.. of colleges; on the American sidethree were
.

college presidents; two, administrators of special programs in higher

.education, -two, foundation officers; one, a college trustee. . Only

Hannah Gray and myself were then primarily practicing teacheilscholars, -"

and, interestingly, she has since moved on to administrative positions,
,

first at Northwestern and now at Yale._



,The 1965 conference participant necessarily. devoted iiciod deal

of time acquainting themselves with Ole diffvences in the structure

of higher e4ucation in the.two countries. r think it fair to' say that

the Americans were most impressed by the tritish system for its

efficient, nationallapplicationtadmission process, the.extent of

financial support-to students (coveri g as it does both.tuition and

maittenance), and the stress on one-to-one tutorial relationships;
1

while the English seemed most 'impressed by, the. sheer size and scope

of American higher education, the considerably higher proportion of
,

women students in the American system,' and the diversity of the

,curriculum. This was an exaggerated contrast, perhaps, for the

English participants were exclusively drawn from the older British

.
universities rather than the.new ones,' while the Americans spoke from

.

experience in the then-rapidly expanding sector of public higher

education, as well as the older, private institutions.

-Substantively, our focus was heavily., on enrollment trends, the

administrative organization of higher education, degree requirements,'

and the occupational utilization-of women in the two countries. Much

dis ussion went to the changing profile of employed women'in the two

soc eties, and the need for flexibility to facilitate the retraining

of, w

\
men as they planned a return to employment,\following a consider-.

\

able ke ,riod of time rearing children. For the most part, there *as

an implicit acceptance of the post-World War II pattern that had

emerged, which involved an interruption of schooling.by early

marriage, .a long withdrawal for the bearing and rearing of several

children, 'and the need for part-time jobs so that familyresponsibil-

cities could be cotbined .,ith employment%

There also seemed to be an implicit image of women held by most

of the conference participants: ,they themselves had been vigorous

leaders of their generation Who had not put their own uniqUe talents

on a shelf for a decade or more of child-rearing-and homemaking: They

had "made it" to the top or close to the top, in a man's- woDld which

they accepted for the most part, and sought; only some accommodations.

in that si:stem to make things easier for women less dedicated or
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driven than 'themselves. -"Other' women, which meant the majority.

of wolnen in the two countries, were seen as essentially service

oriented in all spheres of their lives: toward their families, in

their choice of occupgtion - heavily concentrated in teaching,

nursing, social wqrk - and in their community participation. The

English spoke of their_women students' passionate concern for famine
,.

abroad, and the,Americans of their women students' equally passion'ate

concern for the civil rights of southern blacks.

Anotherelement in the image was of general passivity in-wom

a. class. One had to do thlings for them: provide continuing,educa ion,

make it possible for them to be part-time students ano wor expose

them to talented women to serve as mentors and to stimulate-a rise in

their aspirations, and urge more job opportunities fbr the wives of men
. .

in the same employing institution. This passive quality is symbolized

by the view expressed by two participants, whd objected to any emphasis

on "women qua women." This meant,an exclusion from our agenda of any

attention to political organization or-political demands by women for

women. We would encourage our women students, but walk softly in the

corridors of the maleworld we had access to.

Nor did we raise an'ihard questions-about the relationship

between manpower needs in the-larger society and the then-popular

emphasis on.women,as a laA4emaining resource for trained professional

and technical personnel. Neither did'we look into the future to

assess the likelihood of a continuing expansion of either higher
7

education; or the piofessional and technical fields for which high r

.degrees were assumed to be the proper credentials. Had we doneso,

we might have raised some serious questions about the employment

prospects for women in light of their heavy concentration in the

-teaching fields,iand their poorshowing in the expanding technical

In short, we shai.iiiihAWSumptions7zomon_at_the time in both'

societies, ticat universities were and would continue to be one of

the centers of power. This in turn was based on theories popular

at the time about the evolution of modern societies towa d acceler-.

ating technological innovation, sustained economic growth, a largely



s-free internal social and political order, and increasing

oximay/ion to ,the good rife through social mobility for anyone

with talent and_mctivation (Berger 1975). .-13-

Our theories were derived from. the common intellectual heiitage

DurkheiM, lieber , and Freud; we did not appreciate 'then the

limitation of theories developed at an early stage of modern economic_

development for societies in the throes of 'a transition from advanced

to post-industrial development. All of this .1e4 to the easy prediction

that all inodern industrial societies "were, traveling along a path.

which the United StateS had already traveled, so that the most

iMportant thing to know .about a European society was aw close or' -

how far it was .from the American

At the Bellagio conference in 1965, 'I think we shared the

expectation that despite some minor differences between British and

American higher education, the British system, -and increasingly

British women, would follow the.lead of the American pattern -

i.e large-scale higher education for increasing proportions of

young men and women. That. we assumed there-would be increasing

numbers of young people is an indication'of our neglect og the impact

of feMtility trends in one decade for college enrollment an omen's
N,

employment two decades later.

In sum, we were insular in our concentration on the inner

workings of colleges and universities; we had no theories about the

position of yomen in family and occupational systems; and we had no

preparation for the impact ot external political and international

events on campus life and the aspirations 'of women in= our societies. ;

I do not mean to exempt myself from the'implicit charge of .
_ .

tunnel vision in this assessment. I was struggling at the time with

the implications of my own preliminary research findings on,wemen,

college graduates. If you -have read the summary profile provided

in the appendix to the 1965 iepott, you will recall thati.moinen-

Irere indeed .far more domestic in their basic value orientations than

men; chIldien,. home -and kin_were_of overwherining importance to them

displacing concern for their own, independent careers into -ge-tond-place,
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They were largely moving into a sex

the very, service orientation I note

were headed for advanced degrees.

ed occupational systet with

ove. A very small proportion

In the analysig of these da in the:years after the Bellagici

conference, I' found weak' but significant,relationships between early
,

b

family influences and later adult.goal Orientations, whph'carried

the message that change in women's orientations would be a very.glow

process indeed. My basic theory was that serious career goals emerged\

among women only if there was a vacuum in theiridolescent years such

that marriage .and family were not considered possible, desirab17, or

primas goal, priorities.'' Thus, in one chain of interrelated

events .R411*fligieWho grew up in -a household with marital frictiOn

between her parents, dissatisfaction on the part of her mother with

her own lot, in life, some tension between the daughterand at least

one parent, would tend by adolescence to look, less rosily on 'the"

prospeCt-of marriage and'would, instead,,shift her vision:to include .

some serious dedication to a career goal.
1

A second, but relatively

minor route, numerically speaking, to high:career aspirations among

women, consisted of-women who grew up in dual-career professional.

homes, where mothers' were happily involved insignificant work, and

fathersNetccepted such work for; their daughters as they did for their.

wives. In the 1950s, there were not many such families

InvolVementAn the women's movement, and observation's of its

impact on' young women during-thesesame research years, led to a
I

revision of this model. The early goal of the women's movement

wav'tdrremove discrimination. from the work place for those women

already there. Removihg the barriers toadvancetent, lor'the'

'privileged few womenaspiring,to-top positiong in sociitn took

priority over any more Tong-range,goals of effecting:a riLein the
. _

,:;

1Some indirect support; for thig theory is givpA" by recent analyses
of fertilitY and labor force,expectations of young women (Mason 1974).
By using a simultaneous equation model for the statistical analysis

-,of theAr data, Waite and Stolzenberg found that fertility expecta-
tions (read here, one'index to familism) are three time more power-_
ful in their effect upon labor force plans than work. expectations
are ppon'fertility expectations (Waite & ttolzenberg 1975).



tions of the larger mass of women in society po's me these

erste paths - as a political animal on the one hand, and a'
searcher on, the other - -eventually clashed, as I saw a basic

defect in the model. It accepted a devitopmenta.; notion of goals

and aspirations that accounted for adult behavior almost totally

terms of. early family and primary group influences. I was. led to

revise that a consequence of two criticisms of -it.. For one,.

the' model assumes the passive pa.wnlike creature I spoke about before:._.
,

women. acted .upon by external and internal forces beyond -their-control.

Second, it accepted the notion that social change takespl4ce

largely in the technological and:political arenas of Society; that
.

family and priyate life" lag behind, highly resistant to change and

oniy slowly sofftened up by external techn-Ological ...fro'rces - certainly

not fast enough to effect any great chante between proximate generations

of' parent's and children. ihe more involved I became' with. efforts at

direct political change, the more I came to believe that psychology

and sociology were hisiorically bound dis.ciplines to a degree we hid

not realized (Gergen_,19,73) . What I mean here simply this : one ,1,

can ,find strong correlations: between early f ily 'influence -and-2Iate

dharacteristics of an adult child onl in an ra .of 'reiativel slow

rates of change family systems. at was the:case in the

early decades in which the social sciences ware maturing; hence our

research suggested the powerful, continuing nfluenceof early family'

life upon future development. Once the proce s of social 'change

speeds up, and takes place in areas of life th t bear directly upoir,

the private aspirations and behavior of men and women, then the

cbrrelatibns between early anct later-phases of life will drop

significantly. Some eviden in support for this revised ,conteption

f human behavior is imp crt in recent trends%ins- the' aspiratio s of

ng women. By an early -family-infIuence model, the be

all that' diafferent from their-dothers' generation since younig

collage;age wpmen in the early_ and mid-1970s Were rea4d in the
early 1960s, before the emergence of the women's movement ion any

large enough scale to have such effects. TO the extent of e finds
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sigAificant-changes in the advanced degrees earned by women in the

1970s'as compared to ten years ago, there is even greater evidence

of perSonalchange in ulthood, since recent Ph.D. earners are

women.close-to 30-- ears of age; hen6e reared in the 1.950s when
.- .

"Conservative traditional views of women's lives were at their

'Peak. Data presented in _the second section of this paper support
l

-----

the Oxistence, of such trends in recent years..
.-

..

,

The last re_commendation in the 1965 epo'rt ran against the
.., .

tenor of that conference, but it provides a good transition to a

sketch of the events. that have ta)cen place in the yes.rs 'since then.

The suggestion s,that flexibility and a aptability.were'fine in

mOderation, but:

,
.

,_.

Some stiffening of thespine and of demands are necessary
before society will see that there is social provision on an
instifutional level for the services women need,if they are.'
to create complex role patterns 'on a stable, basis along the
family life cycle. (McIntosh 1965, p.31)

L. .-,

Beaeath the cumbersome sociologese was the kernel of Oe idea that

it would take political action, by.women for women, to effect-a change

that would perMit more than a small minorify of women to live.a life

with simultaneous continuity-in both family and career development.:

That increased continuity, in my judgement, is precisely the direction

that, social and political change has taken, in the decade that has

the-Ballagio conference. And further-, that- such change came

about not through shifts in the internal 'climate offames from

which-young women were launched in the late 1960s and 1970s, but

through a combination of external economic pressures which pushed

increasing numbers of women into the labor force; and also the

political impactiof the women's movement upon countless individual

women, providing them with an ideological rationale for combining

work and family, replacing anxiety with pride w1en they did so,

raising the expectationspof women that they were mtitled to the

same job opportunities in hiring and promotion as were men, and

critibizing,the traditional, service orientation expected of women in

favor of one that stresses fulfillment for the woman herself..
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Changes in the 1965 to 1975 Decade

/I requested that the Rockefeller Foundation staff, distribute

copies of thefinal chapter from my Russell Sage book, Academic

Women on the Move, since I believe it gives a reasonably detailed

summary Of both the political developments and the researc ngs,

concerning; women students and faculty in higher. education

the year.1372. Consequently, I shall give only a very brief sketch

of those results in this section, concentrating instead on materials

that have become available in the 1972 to 1976 period, and supplement

ing the focus of the Academic-Women volume with broader materials

bearing pn

to broaden.

involve Or

sexuality, fertility, and marl/laze statistics that help

this conference's focus to larger social trends that

affect women.

r can illustrate the rapidity of political.change in this decade

as it touches women's lives by using an intriguing introduction to

an essay by a sociologist friend of mine. She said:

A person who maintains a self-definition with no social
support is mad; with minimum support, a pioneer; and with
braid support, a lemming. (Huber 1973, p. 125)

Since most people accept or change their ideas about rights and duties

when-they have some social support for doing so, most of us, most of

the time, are lemmings. 'Looking back over the part decade, it could

be said that the few feminists active in the United States in the

1962 .to 1965 period were then consider, '. "- from 1966 to 1972,

were viewed as 7pioneers," and since 1,, almost, but not quite,

lemm_ags. Many women could testify that during this past decade a
3

dramatic change has also occurred among many men. At least some of

our male colleagues these days have changed from viewing women's

. political activities as mad and disruptive of their careers, to the

admission that the wo:aen's movement is the most significant social

movement of our time..

The most important iM1,3Ct of the femihist movement -has been the 3

sheer fact that women be-ame active on their own behalf, 'gaining a.

-
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new sense of themselves as "doers'." .There is no substitute for action

based on self-interest in the development of confidence in one's self-

worth. There has been no vast increase in the number of women teach-

ing high school or college over the past decade, but there has been a

decided change in the social and psychological atmosphere within which

women students move, make their plans for their future, and implement.

those plans. We have been learning the lesson that a disadvantaged

group is taken seriously only when it takes itself seriously.

Women on Academic Faculties

At the.same time our research review was completed in 1972, we

could find no evidence of any improvement in the status of women on

academic faculties in terms of rank, salary level, tenure ladder, or

sheer numerical presence. National estimates of the representation

of women in faculty positions from the ACE-Carnegie survey in 1969

//
-were no different in a repeat survey in 1973: roughly 19 percent

of all teaching faculty were women. Table 1 shows the rank distri-

bution for three time periods between 1959 and 1972. These data

show that in this period women lost grouna at the full and associate

professor ranks, and gained only at the instructor level.

TABLE 1

Perdentage c Women on Regular Faculty by Rank, 1959-60,

1965-66, and 1971-72

(Base: All 4 year colleges and universities)

Rank 1959-60 1965-66 1971-72

Full. Professor 9.9 8.7 8.6

Associate Profossor 17.5 15.1 14.6

Assistant Professor 21.7 19.4 20.7

Instructor 29.3 32.5 39.4

ALL RANKS- 111
19.1 18.4 19.0

Source: National Education Association 1973, p. 13

a,
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4::... The low proportion'o women on faculties through 1972 is partly

'due to the drop in the size of the pool they came from; that is, the

bachelor's degree holder of the immediate post-World War II-period,

when women students ohs ituted only 30 percent of resident college

enrollment. It took t enty years for he proportion of women among

college graduates to ,reac\ 940 level of 45 percent, as it .did'by

the early 60s.Earningiadv4nced degrees beyond the bachelor's, plus

a number of years of goodperformance at work, must ensue before,

advancement to the uprer rilks of'academis life, takes place. From

this point, of view, one ca\ only expect significant increases in

women's representation at the upper professorial levels later in
1

this decade, quite apart from the sex discrimination that has held

women back in the past.

The lowering of the age at marriage, azfd the increase in the

marriage rate during the. 1960s, both contributed to the reduction

in the cohort pool from which women could move into academic positions,

until very recent years. Since this is a process of change that is

very slow to take effect, it is only by looking at the most recent

empirical studies available, on younger women now entering college,

that we can foresee what kind of potential improvement may tal place

in the coming decade.

Doctorate Attainment: Number, Career Field, and Trends by Sex

The proportion of doctorates earned by women is-a sensitive

index to the potential pool of well trained women in academia,

government, or business. When one only had data on degree attainment

trends through 1970, there was no cause for cheer, for the proportion

stood at 11 percent, still fat from the high of 20 percent in 1945,

and not far from the low: of 9 percent in 1954. With this background,

Table 2 provides some optimism about the future. Comparing the two

three-year time periods of 1969-72 with 1972-75, one finds an overall

increase fom 11 percent in 1970 to 15 percent in 'the early 1970s, and
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an estimated 21 percent in the most recent three years, throulii 1975:
2

TABLE 2

-Proportion of Doctorates. Earned by Women

1969-1972 vs. 1972-1975*

Field
1972-1975

1969- 1972- 'Proportionate Total Number by Sex
1972 1975 Increase Men Women

Engineering - .5 1.7 240% 5484 93,

Business 1.3 4.3 2.30 1294 56
.

Physical Sciences 5.3 \ 7.8 47 6673. 520

Mathematical Scientes 7.3 9.1 25 2353 .214

Life Sciences. 14.7 19.4 32 6012 1166

Basic'
/

Social Sciences 19.8 25.2 27 9197 i318_

Health Professions 22.8 29.6 30 1256 /372

Other Field**
c

24.0 31.1 71. 8344 -2595

s

I Education

Arts-Humanities 22.9 32.1 40 10669

27.1 32.0 19 2045 656

fi,.
Grand Total 15.4 21.4 39% A3327 11415

Source: McCarthy & Wolfle'1975, recomputed from Table 1, p. 857

* Sample consists of 46 universities that belong to the American
_Association of. Universitiei (AAU)_, which includes 89% of all
graduate departlhents rated as "distinguished" or "stron0'
in tiie Roose-Anderson survey (1970).

** Miscellaneous category including communications, criminology,
foreign affairs, bcme economics, international relations,
library science, liublic administration, sdcial work, speech,
and urban planning,

There we: a rportionate increase, then, of 39 percent, in

Women attaining-the doctorate degree in the two time contrasted

in Table 2. That still ddes not mean a vast numerical increase, and

2McCarthy and Wolfle obtained their data directly fromthe *retaliate
deans of the 46 member universities of AAU. The figures are actual.
earned degrees for all years from 1969 through .1974, with estimates

for the expected degiee earners,in 1975.
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should be cushioned by the sober realization that more men earned a

Ph.D. in the single year of 1971 than women did during the entire.

twenty-year period from 1950 to 1969. Note too that while women have

earned more degrees in the hard sciences, mathematics, business, and

engineering in-recent years, the total number of women doctorates in

these four fields for the three-year period is still less than 1000

women, as compared with almost 16,000 men. Women's presence is far

more apt to be felt in education, the arts, and humanities and/the

. social sciences. A further note of caution: with 11,000 degrees

earned in .three years, an average annual number of new women-Ph.D.s

is only roughly 3,600 womeii. Even if they all remained in higher

education, this production rate would contribute only two new

1appointments; in a ny field, in each of the colleges and universities

in the nation. Table 3 puts the matter in even sharper perspective,

for the numerical totals of degrees earned by majority males stands

as a Counter to the optimism implicit in noting the positive improve-

ment in the degree attainment profile of women and minorities.

TABLE 3

Number of Doctorates Conferred on Majority

Men, Majority Women, Minority Men

and Minoiity Women, 1969-72

and.1972-75

Reeipient Group 1969-1972 1972-1975 Percent Change

Majority Men. , 43,768 39,773.' -9

Majority Women 7,781 10,451 +34

Minority Men 1,332 2,139 +61

Minority Women 414 964 +133
,

Source: McCarthy & Wolfle 1975, p. 858

The fact that increatiligilnumbers of women are earning the advanced
0

degree suggests that me pat of the attrition problem in graduate
-

school' has benréduced in recent years among women. In the 1960s,-

4
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a stud* of Woodrow Wilson fellow, rated as "excellent" students by

thei/faculty, showed that 32 percent of the men.but 58 percent of

the wcmen dropped out of graduate school befoiecompletirig their
%

allree requirements (Patterson & Se,i.t. 1973, Table 4.4, P.86).

One study by.Sells (1972) suggested that social support given by

advanced women graduate students and women.faculty has helped to
,

reduce the, attrition rate among more recent entering cohorts of.

Women; 'for example, the attrition rate among women dropped sharply

in the years after a women's support group. emerged in the BerNey

sociology department. 'The degree attainment ddta gathered by McCarthy

& Wolfie is at least consistent with the possibility that some,, such

process has been at, work in other disciplines and on a national level

during recent years.

rends in College Freshmen Career Choices by,Sex

The career fields women -ove into, however, have shown- relatively

4- little change away from sex-linked choices at the advanceddegree

level. It may be that career choice is determined to_a great extent

at the high school level,,and hence a change has not been made manifest

in ata on doctorate degree.earners. It may only be among the very

youn t women, in very recent years, that one can expect to find

significant beginnings of a loosening of the sex linkage of

career fl\elds.

One'lehil set of data, with significance for kuture higher

education pa terns and occupational distribution of women, are the

annual nations surveys of entering college freshmen, conducted by the

American Council on Education and the Cooperative Institutional

Research Program a UCLA. Since the samples are selected through

weighting Procedures on a very large scale, the' annual te'ports

permit a profile of th national norms of college freshmen cohorts.

The most recent report eleased in mid-January 1976, provides career

field choices of this years entering freshmen class. Statistics

show the trend from the 1976\through the 1975 freshmen classes in

the two field groupings with the most dramatic change. In what-
\



halm been-the four most traditionally masculine fields - bwiness,
4

entneering; medicine, and law. - -nme..) fres' h ha..s shown a steadily

Ancreasing rate of-Career choice, a shift from 197( when the ratio

of men to women making suchykDoces was 8:1, to 1975 when the ratio

has dropped to 3:1.

Over the 4gme'five yeari, women are showing an even greater

shift away from career choices in elementary and secondary school

teaching, a decline from 31 percent among 1970 freshmen women to a

mere 10 percent in the 1975 cohort, the largest single shift in

occupational goal *hive ever seen in the literature on occupational.'

choice. Part of this shift no doubt reflects'a spreading belief thac°

there will be no jobs in the nation's schools because of the continuing

drop in the birth rate. . Ironically, the ACE Research Advisory-Committee

had an interesting discussion last year on whether there would be a

sufficient teacher supply from these young cohorts to meet.even :the

declining demand for,scho61 teachers.
. .

Changing iGerxAttitudestmvallderRolesandse3.----cualit

The past few years have seen an enormous proliferation of

publications on changing conceptions of genderrole& in the American

population;-some of it is more advocacy of,change than reports of,

actual change. There is no reason to burden this conference with an

account of that literature. I have selected one of the best examples

of the nature of the chdhges actually taking place from:the same set

of data on entering fresHinen classes during the last five years.. The

item involved - "The-activities of married women are best confined to

the home and family" - is a very general one, perhaps already archaic

in urban sophisticated circles, but in the country at large, attitudes

have beenafar less lorogreseive and the iteirrseems to have carried

positive meaning to,a large proportion of entering freshmen only a

few years ago. Trends among, men and women freshmen in the national

annual surveys are striking. A mere five years ago, mare than half

of the freshmen males, and slightly more than a third of the.women,

endorsed the traditional role for women. By 1975, fewer thah 1 in
1
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5.women and 1 in 3 men took this position. However, the relative

:difference between the sexes has. remained about the same; attitudes

aAlt changing at the same rate and hence there has been no closing
o

of the gap between the sexes.

Table 4 shows a select number.of items bearing on attivides

toward women's roles, marriage, job equity, and sexuality, from the

1975 college freshman survey. Some of these items were only added

to the surveys in the'last two years, so that trend data will not

exist for several years, -Ther5 is almost a saturation now, apparent

in acceptance of pax and prombt,ion equity for women among both male
et.

and female college7fti'shmen.. So too, men'and women do. not, differ in
e?.

theextent to whichelr dairiage expectations, or the importance of-
::

raising a family,isiimportant to them (though women have shown a

drop of 20 percent in the proportion who view "raising a family"

important to them).

The most:istriking difference, similar in numerous other studies,

is in the sexual area (Sorensen 1973). Casual sex relations,-based

on-short acqqaintance, are endorsed by two out of three men, but only

one out of three.women. Like the changing views toward traditional

home roles for women, there is a general trend toward_greater sexual

permissivenes, but a continuing discrepancy betwPen the sexes. The

direction of change, however, in this as in other data, seems to be

the male orientation toward sexuality outside of marriage: the

double standard may be declining, but the single standardithat is coming
*.

in is a male pattern more casual sex, with multiple partners.
3

The.last item in Table 4, on Cohabitation or trial marriage,

shows higt levels of endorsement by both sexes, and is a good index

to the attitudes'that underlie the behavior charted in recent vital'

statistics; which show a rise in the age at'Anarriage. With marriage .

no, longer the only context fowsexual experience, tikcoMmitment to

3The figures for the 1975 college-.freshmenApre.strikingly similar to

those found by. Sorensen with a national sdigole of 13 to 19 year old'

adolescents, in which two-thirds of the males, but only a fifth of

the girls, thought sex was Fall rightlmith someone known only for a

few hours." (Sorensen 1973),

O
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marriage may take place only when there is ft commitment to parenthood

4 as 4011.

TAgLE 4

Selected Attitudes and Expectations of Entering

College Freshmen Clasg, 1975, by Sex.

F

Iteni Women Men

.

Percent who agree Strongly,or Somewhat:

"The activities of married women are ,

best confined to the home and family". 18,1 37.4

Percent who agree Strongly or Somewhat:

"Women Should receive the same salary
and opportunities for advancement
as men' in comparable ,positions" 96.2 88.7-7-

Percent who consider "rais.i4 a family"
Essential or Very Important to them . 57.1 56.2

Percent who consider the chances V-irT Good
that they will "marry within a year after
college" ' lg.7, 14.8

Percent who Agree'Strongly or Somewhat:'
.,..

"If two peopler ally like each other,.
it'sall right f r them- to, have sex _.
.even if-they have knot each other
for only a very short .L.ime" ;

Percent who Agree Strongly or Somewhat:

"A couple should limo together for some
time before deciding to get married"....

31.2

41.2

65.0

53.7.

Source: ACE, The American Freshman:-National Norms for .Fall 075,
1976.

Demographic Trends:Fertility, Marriage and Divorce, Household

Composition

'Fertility trends are important in a numbet of respectsto our

concern for the lives of educated women. Family size is an index not

only to the degree of familial orientation in a woman's general values

;,,
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(Mason 1974), but the probability of withdrawal from employment to

cope with the multiple demands of a nuMber of children. Macroscop-

ically; fertility trends are important to the extent that women's

occupational choices place them in jobs' sensitive to fluctuations in-
.

the number of Children moving through childhood and adolescence.

Schools and colleges, obstetric and pediatric nursing,.recreation

work, welfare agencies, all are subject, to fluctuations in the demand

for workers as the supply of children changes with a rise or fall in

the birth rate.
\

The American fertijity rate (niim'..er of children\per 1000 women

betiveen 15 and 44 years of age) has changed from its pe of 123

births per 1000 in the baby-boom years of the' mid-1950s; t69 in

19730.the lowest in American history, and haS dropped even fUrther in,

the ,ast tWO years; to an estimated low for 1975 of 66.7 (N.C.iLS.
\

1975). That this- trend is likely to-persist is suggested by recent

surveys of the fertility expectations of yqung women betWeen 18 and',,,

24 years of age, among whom the propoition/expecting no more than two

children has increased from 44 percent in 1967 to 70 percent in. 1973.
. I 4

Suter and Waite have even found that yOung women with traditional

'attitudes about gender
,

roles in 1968 were the group with the sharpest

change of attitude and famlly-size plans by. 1973 (Suter & Walte 1975).

Childlessness has been a topic of interest among women collegt,

students in recent years. Although natidnal data on fertilityexpecta-

tions typically show TIO more than 5 percent who expect to have no
,

children, I have had classes in the past two' years-in which asmany

as 20 percent said they expected to remain childless (includingl._

participants in a cpurse on the Sociology o? Parenthood). These
, ',

local and personal impressions receive some substantiation from I

other studies which show sharp increases among undergiaduate college

women in the proportion wlo expect to postpone marriage far at least'

several years, to remain childless, or to combine careers with family

responsibilitied (Angi-ist 197 ; Wier1972). David Riesman' (1974)

reports numerous womemstuden s at' Radcliffe College .who*Consider=

marriage so, antithetic-to th it goal of getting established ass,, ,

0 c



Trofessional women that' now they, have begun to talk about marriage

'dafter 30.'

There_may well lie changes in these expectations as students move

into marriages, and adult life imposes pressures they feel free of,in

talnpus world:. One follow -up of a freshman clas's in the ACE survey

series gives an indication of this: fewerthin10 percent of the women'

in the driterins class of 1966 expectedto.marry.while they were in
1/44

coll ege, but when surveyed four years later, 38.percent had in fact

married during college (Bayer, Royer 4 Webb 1973) .
.

On the other hand, one must keep openthe possibitIty that/this e

issue has become more salient among recent cohorts of young wo en, and
nf

they'may stay closer to their college e'vectations as they move into

adult world

Several other demographic trends areimportant to an understanding

of the Changes that are taking place,among American women. We are
- 4

experiencing a rising divorce rate but a. drop in remarriage among

divorced women. Like the fertility trend in recent years, American:

divorce rates are breaking records, with the 1973 rate higher than

the peak reached in the imiediate post-World Mar II period.. More

children. are involved in.divorce than ever before, an increase,of

.100 percent over the decade of the 1960s, so that close tceone million

Children'under eighteen,years of age are affected Dy-the divorce of

their parents each year.

The combined effect of smaller families,higher divorce rates,

and lower remarriage rates, is a sharply increasing number of house-
4 i

holds headed by women (Ross 4 Sawhill 1975). Of the 26 million children

under 18 years of age in 1973, 8 million were in female - headed house-,

holds (8.1...S. 1974), and the incidence of such households, eulecially

among well educated women, has -been estimated to have sharply increased

over the past three years. While there'are many complex factors involved

in this trend, .I think it fair to say that two central contributors are:

the national dialogue on women's roles and. aspirations triggered by
/.

the feminist movement, and the. increasing proportion ofwoMen entering .\

the labor force during the early child-rearing years.. Between1963 andl.
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.

1971 moihers with at least one child under three have tripled their'
J.

employment irate from 10 to 29 percent. While only 20 percent of these

women work full time, year-round; theillsheer fact of emplOiMenf while,

very young chilareniare in the, home EndobrageS a conception of them/.
. . 4

serves as potentially capable of carrying 'the full eConomic'responsl--
,

bility for thewlelves and their young ,children,, if iheir marriagei

in divorce. As more. women become economically indepenilent, or even

potentially So, fewer women Will remain in uthappy inarriagei, and'

fewer will find remarriage as att,rac ye as it was when economie,

independefice was harder to coie-by.

Trends in Higher Education

In recent years there has been much debateabout the current and

future state of higher education in the United States.' Not only does

inflation press against institutional resources,.but there is a more

basic undercurrent of "concern that education has been "oversold" in

the United States. Research is increasingly showing that although'

people.with advanced degree§ get higher starting salaries, they do not'

necessarily perform'onthe job better than less. educated workers and

often show high levels of job dissatisfaction, job turnover, and

absenteeism (Berg 1970). Concern increases as the signs, increase which
1;

'show unemployment. and, of college graduates and holders

of advanced-degrees.
4 History and Englikh professional association '

meetings first expelienced-the liOcid.lif-toomany-unhappy applicants for
t

-WO few academic jobs seiferalyeafs ago,-but by 1976 the phefiomenon had
, .

spiread to nuswous,other fields was yell. The early Warnings;Of'a reve-
.

-00 sal of.the supply-demand cdrve-fordoc;torate holders, byAllan M. 'Garner

4A recent stut.(by the Survey Research Center of the University of Mich-

igan estimates that as much'as&Z7 percent of the national laboi'force

are underemplayed,7i,e., forced .f6-take.jobs below their qualifications.

The National S8ience Foundation and the Bureau of Labor Statistics

estimate that in the last fifteen kears.thg number-of male College

graduites who -had to accept- positions unreiatedto their majors climbed
from iS'to ZO. percent, and that of. women college graduates,from 10° to I

' -:- 17 peroint,-while the number who .ssettled for.nonprofessiong/, n7n-

manatetial.positions ihcreased threefold_ pen and fourfOld for

,women (Shaffer 1976).
A"
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\,argir theros went , unheeded for. many ;ears. °Tbday, inereastng.numbpra of
4

:idmi istratora,"faculty members, andiovernmentifficial4 are leokfng

,hara for the'first'time at the labor market foriCo11-egeograduates:.6 in

conjunctiOn with predicted enrollm nt, degree prodLictionTirnd'the under,:

ly 'demogAphic°f rippl;s that fol ow any.:Sharp ch4nge,in far& itY'

rates.. .., / ,
1

.
1A.long-term overView ofaocfbrate prOduction.inthe,Opit'e4 Stites,'

overwthe pait century shows a, near-per ct Linear expansion 'to n
,

stimate0-33,000 doctoratei grante in 1974. ProjectiOns for /he

production /rate by 1980 vary, .but Ieven a more mlanceedownward

predictioncurrently estimate, that the numbs may reach 40,04 by

the early i980s.
5

- In this oneext, the most recent pitilicatiOn ofthe.

NationaL.86ard,on Gradu= e Education'W976) bears somber new rndeed

for graduate Students The4eportliays.that within five years as few

as .7000. to 9000, a probably no 'more than 15,000 to 20,000 new Ph.U.s'
i1

per year may sec e emFlOyment that is closely related to the education

they received n graduate. school. Thus, during tlie comingi'decade,

when an inc sing proportion of new Ph,D.s will be Womensithe presp4ct

o(their rption into the labor force, at levels commensurate with
.

/

their tr; g will be, extremely poor compared to the marketdi:1ring

the ye ;'s of expansion in the 1960s. ...:

The underlying demographic,reality that will produce this rnder-

employment 'is seen in studies which show the annual percentageiChangeg

expected in fi ll-time' ikuiiilent enrollment.ini ig e e iuca tion . /
J

Enrollment will be expanding it an increasingly slower rate and will

shift .to a decrease in ,enrollment in 1981. // #.' i

Abe federal goyenment respOnded ratherquickly to 'the worsening
, , .

.

academic job market by cutting back sharply onifeder4 fellowshiDs -:

and traineeships as early as 1968. From a low of 11,591 student's"

5 1
. .

As recently as 1972, the U.S. Office of Education predicted a supply
of 68,700 new Ph.D.s in;1980-81; a 1973(revised estimate reduced. this

number to S2,000. Oft January 19,-1976, David-Helir7 i,- chairman of the

National Boal.d on Gr3luafe Education, predicted 40/,000 (Henry 1976).
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.

supported on 'federal st ends in 1961, the number reached a peak '.1-11

1968 when 51,446 siude s mere on federal stipends; sincelhen, the

number has dropped steadily to. 19,649 in 1973, with anestimate for

1974 of a 'mere 6,062. (FederalInteragency Committee on Education 1970

and Freeman & Breneman 1974). The decline in federal suppqrt has not

been accompanied by any immediate drop inthe number of first-year

enrollments for master's and 4igher degrees:. between 1968 and 1971 the

number of such studentsicontinued to increase (fromH458,000-to 528,151

estimated for 1974), during Cie period when federal Stipend-support

was rapidly dropprg (U.S. Office of. Education 1971).

The response from'the academic world to this changing outlook

for graduate education has been erratic and mixed. Least affected by

the deterioration of the labor maiket, from a'short.-run perspective,

may be` the elite universities, which resisted the tide toward great

expansion of graduate programs'iri\the-1960s and early 1970s, and

have slowly cut down:the number of gran ate student admissions in

recent years, . Overstaffed newcomer departmiUs to graduate education
..

drawing on less financially secure students, may 'be- -.the first to

experience drops in application rates, as potential graduate students

.in the late 1970s reexamine the economic advantage of further higher
, ..

education for future economic returns. In thelong'run, hoWever,

as the teaching ranks in undergraduate colleges are less fully .

.utilized because of declining enrollMents, the pictpre may change as

.aconsequence'o, changes in the offered bY graduatt'depart-

ments. A sign of the times is apparent in the recent recommendations

of the National Bo doh Graduate Education, which stress the need

cfor graduate depart ents to reexamine their curricula and revise it

° TI ways that wi/l'at ract "new clientele. ":: What the board has in
, .. ..,

/

' mind here are older tudents, fully employed 'students', part-time.
!-

students, nonresidential students,'inCluding the vast numbers. cf,

,commuility'college teachers:who currently hold only.master's degrees.

To attract Suchstudents; however, will require'a shit in the goals

or'graduite 'faculties - away from the;production of academic

replacements for themselifes, to training programs thatprovide skills
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adaptable to business and government employment.(N.B.G.E.1976). It

may well be that the graduate\departments in the public institutions

/will find such a revision of their goals more palatable than the

more prestigious departments in the private sector of higher educaiion.

Hence from a long range perspectiVe, both admission to and the economic

utility of an advanced degree from rthe less prestigious institutions
iP

may show an improved prOfile.
/

,i

/ There are serious issues at stake for the academic disciplines

in the coming decade. SholiIdadmihistrative pressures to reevaluate

academic.programs and new deralfunding
6

combine to encourage the

development of such graduat'Tn.ã. rograms as the National Board

on .GradpAte.,Education recommends ne can imagine some rather new

looks in academe. As just one instance,foreign language'and literature'

departments might shift part of their orientation away from:the: I

.

humanities divisiqn and seek new alliances with ilrsing, medical-, and1

social work schools, on the premisetnt the influx of Latin American;

Cuban, and Puerto-Rican immigrants who have increased.in'the patient :

and client loads of hospitals ançl social work-agencies should be ,

matched by a social work or nurs ng profession thatlspeaks the

languages of their clients and un erstands their culture. Much the

same point cold be made about hea,th and social wOrk professions

in Europe, in relation ta\foreign Common Market workers in their

midst.

It would be ironic, indeed if institutions of higher education

finally yielded to greater fleiiibility for employed, -part-time, Older,

-non-residentialQStudents by changing.the requirements fora degree,

alternatives to the PhLb., the timingof.course offerings, and the

content of courses out-of concern for their own financial-andYstatOs

security Such changes, are precisely what centers.fOr.cOhtinuing edu-

cation for women have long urged upon their institutions with only

spotty success From being tolerated but not particulai-IY welcomed,:

,.6The National Board report recommends federal support for the devel-

.
opment of such programs, through the extension and full funding of Title
IX of the Educational 'AMendments At of 1972.

/ - ,.
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such omen may be wooed to enroll.in academic institutions in the

fui re.

From the materials plisented in this section, we can conclude

with a summary profile of the changes which have taken placeyin the

decade since the.1965 Bellagio conference, asfflfollows: avt result.

of the c bined impact or the feminist movement and increasing job

opport ties, -women by 'the mid 1970s began to show an increase in

numeric 1 representation' amongpigraduate stftdents and advanced deOee
/

earners!. Among women there is a slight trend toward tradition-
1 2ally masculine occupatioflal fields, and a decided hift aWay from!

the teaching' profession at the. lower 1-evels of ed,Lication,
towaz31

`y.

entry into and promotion on a more equitable-basis with men in higher
.4

education..

It should be noted that much of this change is attributable not

to-any libetalizing effect of a college education,,but to broader'

social influence through media coverage:-PublicatiOA,,and.poIitical

activity of the women's movement.. That the trend away froth traditional'

views of womes roles- ha's, taken .place independent of coliege-influende'

is seen most dramatically in the marked trend among entering cohorts

of college -_freshmen away from traditional views - this, before highI
schools'evidelced any significant infUsion: of anew ideas about women's

educdtion or life goals.

During the decade 1:1,150M 1965 to 1975, there has also been 4

continued strong, trend toward greater female labor force participation,

especially marked among women with young children. With a_ Arie. in the

age at mazriage, an increase in the divorce rate but less remarriage.
. .

-amongeducated women, there are -increasing numbers 'of economically-
,

independent women' at work; many' with chief or °exy usive responsibility
.

for' the -support of their children

The upcoming generation of very yourig women shows

toward earlier sexual experience, which may contribute

differentiation between sex a d marriage in the, future

a strong trend

to. further

and hence

less pressure to marry until parenthood desires press for the

stabilization and legalizdtio of a relationship. With a longer

, .



`....

4t Pertitii15,4'orsindependence socially *iia. sexUally, -and higher levels of

edUcitition,attainaieni and work a Cperie ice, there may be greater'.
retention Of egalitarian'sharing in marriages formed in the mid to
late 20-14, smaller sized' families to Share responsiylity'for, and
hence greater continuity of labor force participation in the_lives

.;: .

The serious and
I
open question in this_ reliliew concerns future

employment opportunities for women. Like men', women today are still'

makirig career .choices for entry into 'fields whick there may be
fewer'? openingsin the 'coming decades, with the possible outcome,:of''
a shift, between 1965 and 1985, of the 'following sort: in 1965

. .

women had llower careerwespirations while' the economy co d have
utilized more women in the upper leyelso.f profes al and managerial
fields. In 1985 a great many women will have high aspirations for
significant careers in demandinOposittions,' while the economy may not
be able, to utilize them at the levels.to which they-aispire, An

aggressive watchdog, function will ,J)e of inerasing . importance in
feminist 'political organizations"; to withstand the 'pressures to retreat
from the gains made in women's.- economic rights in the late 1960s and

This summary is* obviously drawn from exclusively Ameridan .data'
and American experience over the past decade. It will .be of extreme
interest to learn in what respects Nomgrrincluropean countries 11ave

shown a similar profile of change in recent years, and in what
fespect and why the European pattern has bedn diffetent.

Looking.. Ahead

The preamble to the agenda we all, received in advance of
this Bellagio conference makes the point that Western educators are
concerned that their studeats be equipped "to nye, in an unknOigable
future." I .would like to begin this section by' making two comments/
abou,;* the idea that the future is "unknowable." One is that .:there
are many things we can know about the. future: human populations do

have soinecilaracteristics that permit extrapolation into the future.



For example, _knowing the birth and death` 'rates.. of a population perMittt
some i4vande knowledge,of the si \ze and age distribution of pOliniiitions
in: the iuture. Even on a global scal.e, we knoW thit the current. 1976

pOnlation is sbont.4 billion people, and t4st ten years
will. be roughly 20 percent larger 1.13 billion people. We also know

that this rate, of growths fat from uiiiform, Tor theirthe popuiation,in-
crease ih the deireloped countries will be betweeh-7'and 9 perCent by

1,985, while the, pbpuiations of the have-mot nations. of Latih
,

`America, and Asia will be about 26 percent larger by 19as: By

contrast, many ,Eastern European communist countries are/ troubled by
declining populations (New York'Times, January 25, 1976). DemographiCo.c
trends are likeglaciers, slow-moving but predictable.

Onqa smaller scale, instituticins of "higher eduCaipn
school systems-can make airly 'accurate predictions of the future. size-
of their enrollments. S too, resource specialists can Aredi4t future
supplies of the Aminishing atural resources.,in the world-, given
ertain assumptions about rates Of use.

Second, there., is Also an 'ideological, and political elerent in
the view that the fluture` iS unknowable: it sugges we cannot be
shakers and movers, molding the future as we wish t to .be/. Yet there

. ,

is a sense the human- community can no longer\ sim ly .leti, the
future- happen,' for many of the, predictions we canl,mak.w4h reasonable
certainty suggest a future we would find iniolerible. Yetsolutions
to problems we can foresee will require a far,different
than we/have considered necesSary, in the pagt. .,TO!cite but one example, '"

the concern. expressed in 1965 by university Women for faMine abioad-

cannot. be met in 1976 through_ phillanthropic shipments of surplus -food
overseas/. The larger food resources. 'of the world are precarious; the
solution to famine in the long run must _involve not just feeding hungry

children- but reducing the number-of hungry children, as quickly, as it
is possible to- do- so -throUgh --the -contraceptiVe:ediact ion of parents .

-Topkovidecontraceptive,educatIonwithsome'hopeforsuccessful
.adoption requires an uhdeiistandihg of the history and-culture-of the. ..

.

peoples involved, ..and for that w,e need the knowIedge and skillsof
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ari,0400o.):_ogists;r. historians, and contraceptive .tedhno-lo-giSt 'Si- together'
..those:,Of:litiohal leaders of the affected nations..

loSTr. 'to. 41tar own conference ,dondern for educated woriten; ti,..
._ . .

,;iendourage' more. women to ,obtain. the Ph.D.' may be. self -d eating T,

future.; "less- one 'works either to Change.:the content.' of the.' . -
. . . .

trainitv: for those degrees -or te° .' expand, the .manPovier uses to .whicit
,

cli,-.-highly -trained personnel `can -be. put . OtherwiSe.'we--are-merely.
n, 4 raging :women to expose themielvei. to great frustration... in jobs

ch their' are overqualified". ,

'conference 'clearly .cannot take on the °rid; but
we .ouglit-to. have as our ultimate framework . appreciat n of the lim-
its to growth and-development in Our Western societit(os 'that* inhefes

urdependende on and interdependence.with the vast; haVe7nOt.
majority of the global population' - a population-that cannot 'indulge
in.tfie luxury of seeking i'niean* gful", work Or grea-terl.' se lf-ful-,
fiLlment"." of eifher" women, o me We might wtsh to share our iaeas

mimome

on 'how. tunianistS and social scientists in Weitern societies ..

redefine ',their mTsion _as educators to conttribute to th'e solution of
these larger global issues, and also tO;13.pcuss, how the ,educat?.on of .

.
. women could' contribute to such- goals'.

For my pIrt, I shall restrict my focus to humbler matters.-in the
foreseeable future; in the ,United States in particular leaving to

. . . . . . . .

Our .discussions how many of these trends apply ta-other mations in
the 'Western tradition. Several of the 'trends that, in 'my. view,- will
pefsist over the omit decade, have already been indicate 'n the 4, .

preceding section. I shall merelyitemize them here, and add a few
..

comments_ about__possible future implications:
Fertility. ::Small family-size desire's and low. fertility rates

will _probably. continue ,o..Ver. the. foreseekble future The one . and two
.

child' family will probably remain' the new Modal _pattern in the United
States for some -time to come, :: This doeg not mean there will. not be

cyclical fluctuations:. Fertility decisions are often' responsive' to
the. state of .the .economy. Some demographers are curreetly claimihri
thi inflationari pressures have ler niat to ji finar'redutiOn in



i . .

faMil si.ze;b.Ut to postponenie i Of births, ,and-they ,pAdict AvITASO,
, 'f,.., .:

the.'fe ility rate in the next lye years as, those younr'couple v.Awno ..
;,,,,, . ,. .-. :

ribettibited births' enter'' their! latV\20. IS aad betin dhird..4arinr-
_ ..

4- :Berkalt.l974) . But the sheer, ?act, of birth postponement teapil toward' .,
. P .I

.smaller family. size, . and t,hcF..size' Of family is -far more important ..J:-
.

....
siterms of what else individ4l women do with their .lives 'than tke 'ova st :.

a.1-1-fertility rate ..in their/ whole:birth cohort::
s.s

. a b..." i .:.:......7

Cqi .. the other hand; as ;contraceptive practices 43edome.incire',Wiiiel - i --
f

u-ted--,a.nd4More effeb ivei, or, as abcirtion 'becomes more .widely practiced

as a -back -up.- to tuiSuc essful conacepting behavior, th re is .one I

:had:, in::min when'important, consequence that few planners en" they
..visualiZed the perieCtcontraCepting soCiety`'..; Unwanted births' have .::.

the advantage of evening .out the respOnsivendss 'of the :fertility rate .

.. ,
tO , changing Poi itiCal and .econoinic tides..-, When only wanted ,:birthai

..
occur?, one can prediCt more sharp, .shortterin increases' and decline's :
in the fertility Ate.. This could mean that; in the 'futUre there will.:. ,

!A.

. .

be far -wilder fluctuations in the number of young -people-. eventually:`
seeking entry into the labor forck, varying !by millions. of..young
..people within a few years. It is highly questionable whether the-
economy will be readily able to adapt to 'such rapidly .'fluctuating :'
variations in labor -supply. This could .neap__ siblings._ just;a4e_w_-___

years apart acing totally differdnt e4loyntent: pictures When they ,/
4# .

finish sC of - a- feait famine `.syndrome. . And:if:would peen that
considerably greater flexibility. will We necessary for Schools and
colleges, in order 'to adjust to such sharplyva.ryint,cohort sizes
(Campbell 197:5).

Divorce. Ratel of marital disruption. and divorce may continue
at a 'relatively. high level for: some -time tO `come. Though the' focus,

in-this piper has been- on the impact of the,,new itleas about gender
roles and the increased economic independence of wonien as precipitants
to .Marital break-Up, it should -be noted that for the vast bulk bf
women who hive not 'moved through our colleges,. there.,is an additional
'route to such marital disruption. Women are considered by,,economists
to be the major- tomponent among- "secondary workers" in American house-



.

been'observed. that: the nuniber of such Seco

, .

.1

o,,iherease3A4v.P*0PortiOo to the h010014v of °uneitiplo id
eadi

eL"..ptitrt,. of

tilbute
Nit in, the family, with;indreaseC e

t0.are taneitflaYed conibinatiOn
'neitin within the marriage and eventual

Cabo* P C . The bimodal r
ore, ..0ipitioti - with WithdraWil,,41L4Z01.eLniiii

. from employment. during the- child-bearing years and retain wheh'..chilkIren

reach school'. age .- will 'Change as 'family size ...decl'ines, ,larg r
.Portions io women _remain unmarried and/or childless, and ,increasingly,..,
larger. proportiorts of young mothers .wfili preschool Childre

.

in the work force through the early child- rearing
singleparent. head's of 'households. following, divarce.':
that,proxiiions .for pregnancy and childbirth leave With

,

Pay: are 'eXtended, social legitimation will increase for,ko
of very young infants. The ,recent -SupreMe Court decision w

:.
-unconStitutional any state, prohibition 'against emPleyment

pregnancy or® the first six weeks following childbirth is, a s
.

.thin direction (A.C.L.U., JanuEity 1976) . Cm the:other. hand,. \the
. . :.

resistance -to institutionalized child'care'n the'Unite4 Stat
_ .

continues as a brake. against Any extensive, continuous, labor
participation' for women through the elrears, 'Most of their.w

is" pait time and'nist of the child care is provided by re-LAI es at
the chtldes or the relittive's home (Roby 1973, Westinghouse 1971).

.- Government' Policy re: litomen's. Economic Righti; Feder 1 'pres-
.

Aire pertaining to equal employment omitunities' and aki lye action.
plans. is more 'problematic as we look ahead to the next cleciate-r-4hese

main

l'-ne
extent IL...

1 or partial
int.motherS

ich. ruled

directives. have, led .tO -.employer efEorts to recruit and. promote More
women- and-.minorlty group members 'and at the same 'time have triggered

. mounting cri-tAcism from adMinistrators and senior male fa. ultY

-.aciadeMia and white ethn(c 'groups in the larg fora . Cutbacks
requited .by economic austerity are -currently -1-8viding evi ence to!.
support the old adage, "last hired, 'first f At the same tim6,



.
.. .

tic

ng ..p.es*pnisik.: An :women's s po ilii citicircles" 0
4.00urimuta*ifit*AtnoftheggiitAt

ii,1 Wli)1itaifslow 4hgt 1of ti 33 needed Or'1 tnti' ti.
;6 ii i :L: :; ; t4-' q;4***4XiiiAlIntet i:tiiieaxJ04 OV ii*-

ocietiet..heve.rhad in. improving the -Stet ;1.w

and !hat .political idling :have. been useful.

fionie can, Job, Location_ 4
There is-bile remaining broad issue -Oar whiff

s 1 im- ConCernipg, futUre trends,; but -whic

. interesting, enough, share and .to discuss, 4; this -co
It his iignitiCant imp .cations for.higher'edU0a

..
women. :

This issue concerns the meaning of the -ho
relationship to the job. 'Ile expansion o
United States over the pas? thir,ty .years,, _couple
affruence and increkged car' ownership,. has led .to,rthe
of the. Urban .populatipn in .the suburban satellite- 'rinj

---

our cities. This had led to increasing diltan0 s,
work pl'ace Considering- the gr ing conceri-Oa o

is quite possible that here w 11 be a shortening ...and

a lengthening of the work. daY . to;conserVe Fuel consumed the tram
.-r.,.'., ..2.*

sit between homeland job, perhaps even home and ::school for young-.
steis. ,

A
_,-

four-day, nine-hour day, or ,a four-day, eight-hour.
cla

, . .
y, would carry enormous implications for the weekly schedules of em-

' ployed immen, includi4 changes in child. care needt, and- the' kinds, of' 11-

activities that become associated with the home,as fairiily ;nrierilbers

spend lcinger''periodi of ..time ..itiere. \ Sorfie,'educatorg have; talked 'ab-Out
.

. . ,. .. . .

futtire use of coMpater terminals ":to permit interactive stud y .chili-.

.dren right at home,,- planners talk about :ghoppoint'si y .comyriter
..,.....

terminals in homeg. As colleges and reach
---.---: . - -. \ . . . . -- . . Ir. . ,, ,'.;.. , ',.... ,.

,r new.:

'newclientele, ,.inCluding new varieties ostudents tiiivelim er
digtinces ..to. attend claises And there', feta:tires to ,

. consolidate course, offerings -in a -way th- would. minimize 'the number
. .. . .., . ...... ...-. .



'1hai4t4iitents

40.0::ari:.60fisIderable iCatiOns -terMS .

On 'the 'hOniefroni-iather,'..i-
.

,",,
, .

thitt:C4rclol*tea d#ring the 19"50s and :1960a,

where .family
,

mgmbers.mergIy catch thel h,'.00ep;',404 .ett.

on tie: run 'would thtis undergo a considerable. ehang --.

.

facylty 'make to Ori cassroom.' gere'again,
. 4

. .

Added -to. this*14Ould be a 'subtle; varidtidn in. the ictiv tietnot, .

'being engaged in, voluntarily, in the home Wane.: indgi by,,th6

Popularity of arc, crafts, organic:.fooda, . canning 'alc n d ...P Taie0i- 4 li t ;
.

and'
do -4 tryoUriel f prbj eati; , it becoMes increaSiVY. cOttiOriabl*:vlOer..
tEe home: is ',Merely__ a Iv cciasumpt ion" ,wiit..:.anir ;longer. kaAY11.44hili:: are...,".., .,
beihg produced. ,,the e as well 0._11 these 'days and, increasingly !manufacturers;

, .. .-\

d cOnShmer4eis ince' td totally '"finished", -produtts,..so..tliat the '!7

"hcime' tiAiithieS a: last-stage processing lOcui as well (Bums 7-1-9Y -; A '''. ': . .

r work week would provide an added push in- this -dirtictir, since
. , . . .

,.. ..
.4-

it w d.:ficilitate ta)(itfig.Jan More l'abor-interis).vp.'activtties:::at-h
Home- 'improvement has become a. signi fi4ant-: growth industry in the-: past i- 4

vera1- years. in the...United States; much of,rt done by.4he.homeowners-- .. s ' .. I.
-

einselves. In: fact, the financial returns, o insulating, a heat-a eakifig
.

me are greater 'than the dividendsearned,fr ni most stOek,n.vestmentsi
iltereit .from savings accounts Local buii esses:*.t.'sell the .,-. ` ' . r. -

uipmint tor, building 'a garag, ,or. adding .a ,r om .tir a h or nsoMe; instal l:-'
,...

.
, .

:ing an extra bath-, have beert taking on inter'', ting -nevi. functions. IA': .
. . . .....- ,some parts of the countrybY Offering short ,Classes of instruction.for, ..;.,...-..

their, customers on the skills involvecLin such projects, an additio t.. :>...- -g;..,
. Sign of a blurring between the major institutions of- khop, home', .-w rk. $c 'r .' ;

-
Aft . ,
place, ano -school (Wall- Street Jotmal, 19:75). . ; ;,..

As the' ".badhelor t s and master's 'degree -1Ose thep..crederitia.kizilig
assurance *of; entry" into .pvofessional and managerial' jobt, *Mote. Wo41'

. .1
eduOated -men and .w.omen,Will not only tiorlc, at jobs .they:did'nof pial!,-.

.. ,_

:.for.; but the: pressures. may ii. so be ' particularly ,great: for them.to
.'suple):Ment, Incomes..:bk. blue Collar _proj eats' it home,. 'These jobs witb.

.
do ,-;

ca41.:for skills .6t a very different order fillbm those 'they :acquired, on
-college .campuses. So there will -be. the 144itional. blurring 0:f status

..

95
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,.p retain their jobs.' In We saMe -.6

le nikmevement take'the'iriet
., .

.: re,. the tstatui . of.the housewife is throu
cause ainfi*fcrIns only vOtie Something with a diiett.

- -altached.,t.O. 'it - 'the, larger society may ,be..i.iinderi; n

of . ievaluaton off/these.'ver adti zstities, simply b eau, more
.-women. 'w' id, have/iearnalia that diilltie-value..of apy:impro Vetheni.. the make

in their own homes b;P the labor of theitfownThands. .:. - .,,.'
.

4 . , . "
,f / . t I

Yet:_an5tth4r, implication:Of 'such a *end. would be 't interesting
. , / . r. , -- . , ,
possibility, .that, an ecologicak ethic of respect f -natural world

.
. . 1

and, the' Weed te preserve its liinittki resourc'es ma acquired, :.11tot - 1.

.

froni c egae courses. in ecology, and ecenomics t from - the, dtrect 1-\PW and ''
. , .. .personal experience a leariung to value s

!natural foo through he_ pleasure of wo
. been"-s-ugge ted. `An. "son) recent fiminis
'the manrbuili world ,-o industrial 5 etiee.. As Mete net. Rioh. p .t..i.t: -.

I I

' ' . ' t , a.

Allman's riot d. 'But ,firilshed.'
-. A.

i

They themse yes have sOld to' Mae michines. (Rich I973)

-
A

She Sfrikes a .not.e.re iniicent qf the romantic poets and nature:lovi';s1. . . 'T -. novelists of -an earrer. t.ime. - ----

thins: as Wood and

_with. 06411: Pli1/ha
riunciiiion- of

. It is hoe'veri. to merely
ioisi 'Char

st.ic of itdUStriall ocieties cannot be fetC.cloth'ed,.'anC1,....-'hons.

that ,route. The issue is 'how to use the technology at our,:di
:in a Manner that suffuSes it with, human spirit d pride 'of

- .

And thrs brings' us"back 't,p the lioint with ,whiph this

e an. .:Beyond the hard eiriderice from the- social. science's



1.!" 7-ii i3y4

. 4''1/4: . (

e..l;'Ole i "kill:A.46 l'1,111 chartiote4stf.a*:a,

;t h°±4f:.-5140..t....andItiloWledge.:Of the...,.;., ,,,3._

Itires*,pro ite.:uifir, friffe'yuriiiii1.Ssicsizi,'41
; .,.:, . s

he Crafts; Oith tha.:healer mi
:,..,

nsi:: 4th :thi- e.doloeically-,Iiiii;Odaii, :iC4alitts,
r;riiiii,:tind4413:Sen who ,see til'un'I.Y.'b'e nd.'"the . ii r

cue d together ,mak thb hisSanitiei'.a1.44St4r.P.
:

futu by :;iving, idving -nnd teaching it.:'.,: ''.
...,.. ,

i \,
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.
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A
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EVOLVING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN.

Abstract..

Joseph Katz

... ..
As a,. regurt of detailed, studies of college students,

graduate students, and middle-aged couples 'in which the..
wife has returned. to School , the author. foresees a general
improvement inrelationg between the sexes, Predicting a

0

greater - "mutuality" between husbands and wives, men and
women,with relationships based more commonly on Consent
than obligation. As regards the middle-aged 'COuples he
has, interviewed, most husbands have been "overwhelmingly
supportive" of their wives' return to. schooling. ALthough

ambilialent reactions, were present, i.e.,- guilt on the wife'S
prt or,loss of confidence on the husband's,, most couples
experienced an "invigoration of the relationship." One

interesting effect of -the middle-aged wife's return to
school Thas been concomitant freeing up of the husband in , *

= many cages- .SoMe_ of the men are now beginning to plan
career changes' or additional Schooling for themselves -

.made posgible by the woman's greater 'finanCiaL'contribution
to the faiily. Mr. Katz says of the educlitional pursuits of
the women. that they,'"had the effect of Ilelping men: rea4ize
that a different phasing of.their own liives was now po'sSible.--

Women.'s roles, the underdevelopment of their.,potential in the
pagt.their long "history of -supprepicin, ha ,e moved., sharply into the
kforegrotinkof consciousness in.the United tates in the last ten
years, The 'media, politics, the law pUbl c and irivate, discussion
all ive\'consideiably enlarged attention o women's" economic, social
and psychological status iand there, are bd inning to be eiforti
equalize opportunities for women in acad mia, businegs, and governme

.5



Wonien's enhanted. consciousness of their chin power, their sense of
autonomy in determining their own Fives, has bolome a central fact to
Abe reckbned with ,in public and private life. It spells a changed
consciousness on the part of men and altered 12elatibnships betiveen'
women and men., In this paper I want to trace so bf these changes.,
chiefly, as, they emerge from my own studi'es of university. students and
of middle-aged men whose wives have returned to education:

Undergraduate Students

One of the first signs of tlfa newly enierging women's movement

was the appearance of cbeducational living on "college campuses in the
second '1 mill of the 1960s . It signaI+1 the endof the discriminatory
custodial confinement of college women in theii\dormitories and it
brought about unprecedented changes in relationships between college
men and women. Stanford.UniversAty.was the 14oneeringrinstitution,
with students themselves tIking the initiative against administraive
resistance. A group of students asked that a recently vacated
fraternity house be made over into a residential community which would
include 'male and-female undergraduate and graduate students and fac-
ulty as well A few years before this request was made; -Stanford.:had

built mew, dorMitories for women in a part of the campus quite ieparate '

from male residences - thougli a woman'dean had-protested that such
separatiOn was not in the, interest of foStering, understanding between
the iexes. Now, however, the Stanford administration acceded to the
students*, 'request, at least to the point of housing men and women
inidergkaduates under,..the same 'roof. That first - arrangement more than -
'fulfilled the original p.roponents 4. expectations- 'special . intellectual
and social vitality characterized the new residence. The following
yeai--four Asidences were "integrated',', -and after 'another two`ears
there were only a few residendes on the Stanford campus that were
stilllingle-ser. Dar*ing as the concept of .;coeducational reSidefices
had'" seemed at the beginning,. few protests were voiced either, by
parents or in the .public press. , The,national magazipes in text and



,.

tunes commented approvingly about the -new arrangement \ ere was an
." - . .

ei-whose -fime had come.-
Sttiford -.Model was sodn adopted on campuses thrO

nation. Today' it is hard- °to reineinber that in ig61 the vis
c011eege men .and women in each other's rooms was , a. na.tionai

. .

ghOut the:.-

,that parietal 'rules were rigid, protecting the girls4 virginity, and
. .

restricting their freedom of movement. '
Coeducational living was one -of -the consequences of the, student

moxentent which in turn was based upon the civil- righti movement.. The

- 'desire, fOr freedom from previous. oppressive rules, and. for equality,
characterizes.all-three. In the early days of the. student movement
there was still the practice of assigning secretarial ,work to .wonen.

But the women soon protested. It became quite comnion. at mass rallies
rsit-ins, to find women leaders on the platform and befoie-the*

microphone.
Student activism provided the -immediate stimulus and the support--

ive 'setting, for the emergence Of; Co 1 lege women into .;equality, There

'had been -] preparatory conditions, anrng them the factthat
nearly halt.of; the.cbAlege.Population in the United States had been
women - who;;. moreover, tended. to do better acadeiiically than the men."
But in the:past...women Often ;wound.. hide- some of'much of t, r ,`compel

tencies in, the preezice of men:. A; study at Stanford-and San Jose
. .

State College, 3indertaken as late as mid;1960a (Leland, 1966)
. .

showed' that there had been no change over several decades in--the-.

tendency of -a large proportion of women to: "play dumb" in frontlot

This approach-had been lihked with another - Colleges :were considered; .

in .economic 'terms, 'a Marriage, Tharket. Marriage had been' a primary
"''vocational ". objective for women in.the face..of an occupational ..

_ . ,

situation in-which they were, nionotonoUsly offered Clerical, low .

level -selling, nursing*, .and -teaching jobs: :with these-occupations
.definitely..subisidiary- to the job of b a houSewife:'. Premature

prekrnancy or even sexual. experience often threatened.entry into ..

the-hOnieWife job' miiket - hence., the..parietal..rules. ....

The :Students"in the mid71-960s had witnessed. the housewifely. drani

:

,,j, .41, 4
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; r -

.

its full consequences during great "economic .prosperity .

r- many, the dream of togethernegs in large fainilies in the suburbs

had -indeed grown sour. Many a g'youn middle-class woman a,student was,
-

motivated by the observation of the -intellectual and emotional confine-
-.pent of her suburban mother to conceive Of- a different life. *for her--;r

. .'Self:: Her desire for greater .freedom was abetted, physically, 'by the
availability of the- birth control pill, and =later by ;the'' legalization
of abortion and, 'psychologically; by the -emphasis in .the. youth, Culture.-

. .

. .
. .

on,- greater. frankness in expressing feelings and folloWirig impul sea
The consequences have been substantially altered sexual ,behavior and

. .

n.%
4ttitudeS;:kOre7ambitioUs.occupationalasPirationonthepart.,of
women,' .;and .changed

. -

conceptions of male and female roles- within :the :

-, '- family.. : , , .. . °:"
.

J

I

The .sexual ;behavior of college \omen.lchanged- damatically.
:Studies of: women college students unde taken .in - the '1950s : never- seem-to ,
have reported an ,incidence of premarita sexual int4rcoutSe beyond 25.I

percent and usually that percentage was onsiderably lower, Mote-

over the research of several investiga'tors dicates that 'a consider-
.

. able-_portion of. female. premarital coital/ expei4ence was mconfined:3to",1...
.

yher- future spouse and to the one-. or twos period -iminediael rptecVii: ..

::.- ,...:---:
1-ng marriage." (Ehrinann., 1960,. p .43) -. Studies :-Undertaken,',bk,,me in. recent ,

,.. I ' 1.,'

years of samples of stUdents 'at eight' ..East and fiesbItOast2*nstitutiOns,1
' show a. considerably different ii- icture. j..FOr instance ,.,:in 1973;,'64 Per -=',',--:,

cent. bf the college Women reported: premarital . coital.- ei4eriende. :'MOire-

oier, . 50 percent of the freshman- VoirenirepOrtedi-selual experience .and '.
'. tiffs figtire rose" to 76. percent, by the junior -year :J.: (eventj:r4one'...perCent

of college mai es. had experienced :sexual' ,ineertourge ; 6r percent'.:of tee \,:::.
. _ . , . ..

freShmen;and 75,perCent cif the'"),Unia-.. ) Of perhaps :: even. greater .inte
est.iS the--fact that the women are considerably more' sexually aCtive.
than: the men,. At the .;time of :the survey; 70 -percent. :!.. the women,; but:

only i e percent of t h e men., .re or:t d having. a sexual re14 :onsh49 i h
: someone Diffe nces ii frequency it*.intercourSe.:were,cigrea*: , !-.':Fifty-. --

...
four. perCent -of he women-, .as . against 30 perCent of .the men: :reported

: ...

These . S tUdi es' lialte not yet been.: pub fished in full::.. : .04 a brief'.,k '., - :-3'.- :
.

overview see 'Kat' {1974'). .



sftimei .e.e Or more often:, The ..womei*

Ueiiily than the. men that their- sexual.srelations

111;filling (80 percent vs". 64.:pekicen
.

s.are'astounding ..if held against -tr tiOilal pre-..
conception. of roles..r.. Once freed from certain social

sei itenCes,., women seem less repressed,: lesStglii

reeddm.gaink an_ alded diujension when one -consi
tie :the: :emotional and physical . aspects of se2:' togeth

he `women in -.contrast to the men, see
sely connected. Seventy-two percent of the wo

.
ection a

inst 26
ofLthe, men; say that they 'Would-not- have iiiterbd,tirse,,Witk some-.

..-one if _t rhey ,wee only physically attracted to them,:,--:In,T.our interviews .

. / / ., . s'
we found omen . resistant to men . for whom sex was' 'a test of prowess; . or

,a. release .of tens ion-. .0ne of Our female interviewees, who' viewed a:.
.sexual relationshiP as one of two"- equa.1 'PaOtnerS,---remarked..that !tzt .

. _ .

takeS. courage when you are sitting n.in. a -dark room and someone 'makes

aggressive .-moves', to say,*'Wait a minute, let's talkI about it and. find':
out it we both 'Teel. the same way a.bout the situation. "'

Just because the 'women we ob'Served" were considerably freed,poth AP

fiom past taboos and the use Of :sex, as a meansk.cif-zgetting a. inanii:,they. . ..... .

..
. - ... . ,.,.... -, ,..., . A....

. .. ..
:Could : ilso . affords to ..take .,a. more detached :view .af:..seic..-,,We rfolind,i'inen :- ......... ; .. e.: ' .. , ,1?':,': . . ::.1., .- :,.. . .

,preising for.,the security of a ,commitment' ,such as, marriage;: taklmg-.the
.. . . . . .

:..:' Sexual., ac:ti:as a token .of such 4tOmMitMent.:,..-:..The -NOmen; :boweVeri..;resisted
.. -::7.SiiCh: PresSOrb until they could be *more-. sure that !:the:-relationship .:

.- :.. i.OittSed- the.. mutual ,Understand.ifig, and support they, wanted.:, e:. Women ..%

ed.- the teachers of. the men to -whom they. 'were attached
ard ;t6 emotion. and feeling .relatiOnshipi 7. asking

,k. , ,
-

'rations , moods, and sensitivities' .be reCogni zed, and 'cared -fOr. By
*. . . : 7 .1,dati071, .11111 es were asked to become .more-, sensitive and caring

ir,own moods;aspirations, mOods and sensitivities.
. . .

ahied..pc7PPP.tiOn !IY010.80;41* witha"'
tationi in. regard to futUre -Islo longer ''syould, a wOm ..

rani, , signal the end for many. Years,' itnotr.,foreyer



.

eifiSts acid skills. developed -in:. her prior
o occupations .otheiWan, the':traditib

Mje, 1975: survey, 82 .,pecentr 'cOnaidere,-
r'` important to their. self - fulfillment.

!Career;.abOve:Marriage.'.:and having children
eredlnar.-riTge an 62 prCent considered hiavx

:or. important to
ected :about 1.9 Children. (The Men, a tee
ave -:some differencesain pHerCei

. . ... .

en Men and women. :la of. special' interest.

students4 the changed attitu es.,o e women -

support from men Most ': colllege. men in my studies wz ^Ili

-face tip .to' th-- further. consequences- Of, :the changed occu apcona

spira.tions of:women. They are willing to divide domestic tasks -

. 1

=equally.. In particular,. 86- percent of ;the men' (and' 92 percent:'of the
women) say that fathers shotild spend as much time' as Mothers in the

_ bringing up- of children. -Regarding who earns .the'Moriek

-tri'ditiotial attitudes- still sbow themselVes: Seventy -sirs der
. . . .. ..

dent' of t e vomerrasee -it as A joint task; only 44 _percent: of .the' men
. . . .

do. '(But even this near- half of Men is a -eonseiderable ;break with
-traditional ideology.) Ninety percent of .the.woicen say;':,- nd 76 'percent

Of. the men' agree withtheM, that young women tod4 must,' re
.

independent. plans for-. their -lives than their mothers ,did:

:The,general picture .is,r'one of a.,cOnsideriblefreeili of

IexgreaSIVeness,.Ahe removal' of many of the 'social .restriCtioni:tand.,

'between Men_.and ,womeri", . the suspension ...;kitificial

itieS that 'formalized; ritualized,' and demeaned; velatianj

"date" ;wining, irittitution . It ...tendecil.' tO inhibit aCqUalffitanee.,..

encourage 'power and seattits gameS . There is 'less "se e
:- ' . ; : .

-and' Women on occasions . There has been '/EL dimznui

OCeaSant. belittling jpkes. and ;teasitga .of yeomen =by. mei
er than 015.1..jiation are seen as the-, determinant;

enOnienOn of 'tliving ,tOgether,!'.
4notriage4. illustrates and' exempt

. . .

r .

. .

. 406',



. .,
.-

studies. I hallo' Participated' in show. a
`cOmeS:27tO. male and female condepti na of ;their

ate -que*tiOnnaire,.t have already Ci tecti has . a.ls yielded :..
. , "I

ein:..to : show. that 'both
.

males and females: i!sers:iSt.- .-in certain

tionat: conceptions of their,role:s.. Pluralities:. of _pie view 'tliem..
es ls : w---irei: a:,', gg i-`:e' sii- v e and

'

obj. c tive- ly r.a- ti,. o:-na l it: d, les emo tonal"

omen. Women` tend to View themselves as more .emOiio

,

al: ;i.nd- senL
*Vet' 'and -lass aggras'S'.i.ve than 'mai:ea . .While ManY:!data s ein to -Move

n .the. -direction .of ,a "unisexu*voneeption of the roles, of the sexes;Is

other data go counter to it Do theyoindicate a wining ersistence- of

' old stereotypes?". Is there siege difference between the s Xei-that is
,

irreducible, but needs to be expressed in fresh termS? will discuss

thit later in the paper.
.it is important' to: -note that;, the new freeddm has.'-'n t 'brought an

., easy so1uti.6'n to the old problemS*.o.i relhilonships , in tytiding: anxiety
- . -

eand. guilt about Sex,. the ..dtsposition to --raise barrierS ,and- to mis-
. .

.-. .' understand each Other, tendencies to exploitation, cru lty; and -.

c
destruetiveneis. These perennial ..problems , which. hay i inspired much-.

...c
the 'literature of the world, areJ still very much wi tr.'us.' But at -

..''' least woMen- lno. onger need to carry the Pefennfal st a:.oP. second

.iihic , (--ir ten -the` bUrdenoof j usti fying the - geniality. r excI ,,usionof women..
.

. .. . , .. a ..

I .houi.cl alSo like to Call. a.t-pention..to :the' fa that the women'. i -i.
,. . . , .., ,, .
movement s part of a cultUr'al ,climate characteriz w enlarged-

.

recotnitiop of; and latitude fOr, sexuality. The lasing of rules

about. what. can be seer and printed about sex, wid = pread teaching

of how to'enhance the. enjoyment- of Sex, social. eptance of living

together. withadt ,marriage, changed legal deffit ons of obscenity

all indicate, .a larger acceptance of instinct perhaps' of -human

,; rationality
\ .

at ,well) ., it fs interesting, to no that ; the-recently

emerging: opposition 'to. women Is equality, -f6r starve.. the ..recent defeats

of the; ERA Amendment in several states, retie heavily on such -targuments
..

.

as integrated bathrooms. 'to- me; is an nly slightly veiled ,ex-

spression of the fear of sex, regressively e ressed In its scatological

(t wonder to what extent . the camliai n against abbrtion is an
.



sex;Trither ihan'what a

etus is -a human tteing and as such,. e
s an ./

I-

Graduate Students

; I _have. thus far talked about undergraduate stUdent'S
the more ctamai4c changes have taieb
have pioneered certain way.s of behaving and ecausb t

.

ruture-. But I wOuld also'. like- to report brie 'On
data 'collected by mysell and my assOciates,
(1976), on what is happening in graduate 'an
recent years, increasing numbers. o women

i sle: They have( been helped by affirMatiiie action-,
stionS- 'of awards and. assistantships,- they :toy Nave been. Brea

discritpinaited against . ....here y are still glaring, discrepancies, 16i/even..
Women :enter .advanced' trailing: in,JTaidh smalidiAiroilattiOn$ than men and
the wpmen who ace apply are brighter,: 'better:academic 'per rmers),

than-thekr _male counterparts, indiCating that Self-selecti6ii still -,

impiises limits. Of even greate_significanee :is the-,fact'that once the..
.'women get to graduat6 .Schocilinkich- of 'what i.s. traditional-- about the'

still ,inhibits fuli use
.. , k

-`.!One-.:' obstacle-,

'for exa!MPle, that the overwhelming..numtiiii _offihel*, teac ':are .

males.. This not: only infringes upon their sense- of
both women-, and a.Cademiciads, but it also helps to exClu
full; ParilciRation in the informal piot-arT'liten---studip s

1/111#-a
4 '}.

em r f

e_ easier'
access,, outside the classroom, tx-theirema.leprofessors. ; Lingering..

. , t.

; atptudes of :faculty, theire-colleagues, 'anit'i4iveS cast smile* a
. -,. .

$ light on in:forMal .associati pn .wish' .fengles; e' . . , .

infoimq: -pro Ces s through which much learning te1iii.;
e .,

the network base for the._ launching' 'cif- .c ee
riot% easily subject, .to- change...'.d);

ata .a so -in rcate Aiime

of iScrithination, among' them ."h6Moroils emar s bj
, ins which women students are viewed as sex '.Objec

mpg .111111

)'' 4'7

recent



e of the women :.reported o isery

onal instances-o iscriminatia:13 male fac.i4lty Members ''-.a.gainat
. .

is judgment, is confirmed by ch, obseivation4--of-S6---perperAtt7. -,
-'.-

at has been said..-about the comdit
lain -why some women tO

sertiveness, not only in their social' -and pcIlitical

.

ons. of women ip graduate school'
ot-Ileverop th

sktions
s even in the expression- ok their views and the fonnikation

14 414
:

'.- theory.... Ong., hears male taculty -members -say- .t a w3- e.wome
- - ."' .-.V;,;found)... perhap.; even in larger numbers, among ;the ,upper third' of

their classes ,.- the really outstandsilig students tend to be males. . Such
.Poutstandfngnessu may well be a unction of the encOuragemen+ . and

informal sassociation from which men benefit in. larger' proportion.

Middle -Aged Men

The data for this section come from 'a study of ,,continuing
---edtidatibn programs foewomen under the :direction Of Helen Actin (197) .

My own' partidipatiOn in the study _focused on the husliazi.ds and (the home- .

rife of the -adult. women who returned to educat2on at the college. levet ..
(iCatz '1916) . The husbands 'of, these Women turned ou, to be overwhelMing-
ly, supporiiVe-; of their wives return to .schodl. (Evidence" of this
support was' olitained..from. husbands and wives' a."ndependently. j

. further Oata -'cif the study indica,te.
o
kooth. bickwa.ra:-looking and "fOrw,ard-,4

_

4oOking aspects, to. these attitudes. . . : .

The ll'ackward-looking. aspe-ct. Is that:the husband's ,stipport
=jots without. fianibiva.lenCe. ;There .Were indications that when some of .' the .

customary Pectitions *ere' disrupted. e. . the 'manner and :tine of
inner; a ociali event, -entertaintent.of guests'i, husbiands..'wcpressid,:'
ciugh of en stibtlx,',their' disa.- ppro101. Here, 7wlat happens* is

.,..,.,,iJust a fiinctioir,of the male's attitude. a...1Oft;..--womerr.ofteh share.
.. _

,

lar.attltudos and feel somewhat gulty about taking trine .and-A ,. ,-.:' ..--: I.'".

. . .

these.Lcustonsa.ri ad-t-i-vittes-7-17 ens -the,iwomen I -
-

.>-

'cofifined -t academic work to times vhen eultryhody in the;

.rb9
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ence a used itself more
ce of :601iVenrenCei the -.1faw.

`threatlped. the
mplicat ion the< Male's sense of ..his owns

iiricds, examp le, w h en . t he wr

that of her luisband, it could,' lea
ou t On the usband's 'part. In afmore .

cIared to me that he had, married one wo
fek,

of her,-schooling, had
and lifter hesi

If(th this last respo
of the situation. 'file, wife

..-inteziesting.person. 'Converse

has "accesito-e4eriences and activities in which
Shoe), nese friends, people with more deyeloped in

nother I -iaked him: whic

tion he said, therpresent one:

se we mave into.the forward-looking aspect
3 t").4

schooling means tha.',."she.becomes
.a. more

ion, at home has a 'new -vitality; the wife 'f
the gamily can
erests and compeignct,

now "come to the house. At timet-wiyes plve t eirhusbanas in joint
activities, such as taking courses together ' Al; thi s..Meansmeans' -that the 4

lice of 'ihe- family is not only enriched 'hut, t t 7 the husband .,acquires. . "di

...!: . ,:k:.

' b a -Ow r.espct for his wife and she in turn can more nerOut, more.'
. .

understandirig f him, because she no longersuffe
unconscious) seng of tseing pat down by him. -The.

bnlarged, Sense* of hiS ,,own7powei.t. It Ps no sU
that we. found that.-a- large percentage- of, the we .`,Istu

that because of the wife's schooling.
e: re ations p.,is..fe

Tier 1 dren' interest in SChocii ' gOeS...up.
.

le-.of their mother and may be ;found stUdying. sii

et:childien's;-*rapport is not without iti::,,owniEuithiVq..-
expec,tatioiis haVe, been modified, It is . my,

clear ',from our data, that thedaughtors tend. to li
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stronglyorientø ttowrdaccupationaI ob3ectivek as

;hey put 5nterest i4 1eaiiig, and
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enr fflld idemtitr ahead o getting a )ob That iejons
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by 1 ack of. mobi-I ity 'due.to- Jata make unnastakabiy c1eathat evei i
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: increased, these woiiteft would maintain a dedicatonb
.

ideas. The excitement they express over fearning
I - ' ,. h- /_

;i .
dedication thatoneobserves tn. highLy motivated sOhoiais. Part

I -
l : J7 c,.. ?

their excitement probably is aftmtion of their greate
4_ ' , jV' ?

makes what is presen..ted-çn courses ffiore concrete And it is certainty' "
. \ ' I 4 r

true-that in the past much-of the inte1lectia1 and axtistic lzf&f-', ,

.i
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America has been supported by women ho read and wome who Irrer\ 4,
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i: now :c:an summarize and expand on some of t1e trs in male-
female relationships as they einergefrorn the,..-da of less than.a

. decade. It isinteresng to realize inhow short a ti.me many oF -
I these changes have taken pla I have ialked abothe iirigoratiön.

, \ r - , - .

I
which can meito men's' lives when, as in th eases of bbt1i coliig

t _j. .4

'1youth and iniddle-ageden., women take aroJ.e in tliIinotionai and L

V I
£.- f

intellectual education of their mei friends. . .

Irj our intervxewj,witi middle-aged hisbands I' foendt1iàt the .
- 'I J 4 -..-----. '1 'Ive' return to schooL, with a career as a possib1ity forthefutue

I / .-- p ..

had the) effec,t of/helping the husbands 'rèlize that a diffeent11ik., '
I /ng of theiD wn lives was now possible Some men expressed oes,4

I ' -
I

'

that they mig})t take off a yer or s for their. oT ture dveIpmèit,
V.

p

\4 .'

)
4.

the\zher it'meánt th9 develpmert of an artistic or ...wrrtx4 capacity,, : 1*
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urer scoolin, or simpi moie leisure. rhey couldë iagthe---- -
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;possibility of a careershift. They could look' forward to the Possi-,

bility of a,greater.sharingiin the financial support of the family.

.For many, of the men, the co4aniOnshfp of a 'Woman involved the posii-

bility of a support-unheard-6i in'preVious times. My first,point is

that the new situation mak s.possible Mutuality of support between

women and.men:.

My second point is 'the obiervation that relationships now can be

more strongly based on feeling and consent, rather than obligation.

In the past, regardlesscf. how marrfageswere entered into, regard--

!

'less of initial 'feeling, marital relationships_ were strongly ruled by
,

a sense of .obligation, founded .in both law and social sanction., With

s

,/,,,

the mitigation of legal and social conStraints and with changed moral /4

attitudes, marriages are coming to take on, more the character of /,

voluntary consent, illustrated in such recent breaks with tradition as
.

marital contracts renewable every so. many years. . We also .are paying /

a temporary', price for these social and psychological reatrangements;in
,

the many painful breakups of marriages;.ifley,ar6 in part a functiph

of the new freedom that has not yet found a correlative stabilization

in bette, selection of mates and greater capacity'to maintaih(relation-
.

ships, armoniouslk.

If the present trend toward smaller familieScontinues, it may

'lead. to men and women spending more time with each ot*; thus, these

relatiohships would take on ever} greater significance. This raises

the-interestIng question of what will happen to the life,of adults,

particularly of women, because of the decreased time spent With c1iil7

dren. Will iediminish the opportunity for what Erikson, has terried.

generativity? Will it cut people off fromthe renewal of, self that is

provided.by the youag? That need notA6 so. Fewer Children may mean

more care. and. sophistication -their bringing up. (I believe that'

Xmovement bfthe 1930s that xpected great social i4roveMent

-through better child rearing was essentially op :the right track. The

problem was that sophistication in applying the knowledge was lacking,)

The. greater equality' of- mothers and fathers, tie increasing entrance

of motile into profession'S'and occupations, are in ihemselVes going.

112
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to affect children daughters

of an enlarged'respect for. wo

the sexes that one may expect

by way of pentification and sons by way

en, The diminution of tension between

well produce children with fewer

.1;eterosexual anxieties. The father's greater participation in child

:,rearing will diminish thesex-linking,of'nurturance, the myiterious

distance of a partially absentee parent, and the 'reliance on one

- person as ihe.chief early-educator -.an absolutism that is cut more than

in half when there is a second authority in the field. My third point,,.
,

therefore, ismthat the new relations between men and womenimply-alter-

?,ed relations With their children ana as yet only.partial,ly foreseeable

effects in the next generation's identityy

Further, we cannot, assume that the manner of association will allot

significantly change. During the last ten years there has been a good

deal of experimentation with vale-female relationships. Stable dyadic

relationships have frequently, given way to serial.,monogamy in and out
2 .

of wedlock, And even to simultaneous intimate relationships-something

one might label polyphiy. Moreover, all kinlis of group 0.ndlEonmihnall'

liifing arrangements have been'explored. (It is possible tjhat because

the proprietary aspects of sex have diminished, people \have been able
.

to bemore open with each other - whether or not this "finds preSsion

in sexual intimacy.) There has also been an enlarged acceptance' of

bisexuality and a considerable diminution of social and legatsanctionS

'aghinst homosexua,lity. 41.

None of:these patterns are particularly new in history and there

'have been periods when one or another of the present arrangements

have beempursued more vigorously than even in our relatively liberal

times The experience of hiitory seems to-be that periods of liberal-
A

,ization of instinct expression are f011Owed by renewed imposition.;,of

social and legal restrictions`- and there are some signs that this is

beginning to,, happen now ',At .the same time it seems that the present

,situation is different. That difference consists in thejirmer

sense that many women have of their own right to autonomy; and the

sophistication they have acquired.withAich to pursue and defend it

This may well be an irreversible fact of history. If soi.then prese t

113
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experimentations may be the.confused beginningS of,fresh relationship's

between men.and:women based more fully upon understanding, 'sensitivitY, ,

an reipect:rather than on defensive stereotypies and divisive roles..
qr

4

Is. There a Difference?. 7

\-%

Do the trends tdwar&equality thave noted mean that we are mov-

lng toward unisex? ReseaTch points in that direction. The recent

'comprehensive survey brMaccoby. and JaCklin (1973) finds some sex.

differences; females seem to haVe greateryerbal ability, Males'seem
.

to excel in mathematical-ability, Males seem to bemore aggressive'.:

Yet MacCoby finds.that.she'has had to.retractassertions ofsexdiffer7

ences.sheAlad made in another authoritative survey only seven years

earlier.' She now says that we have'goodeason todoubt'that.girls!
-

. ,
.

,are more dependent than boys, that'girls.are more..oriented toward

interpersonal cues, that boys have a higher. attiVity level and are

more impulsive,.thatgirls.are more passive (Maccoby andJacklin,

p. 132)., If the evidence.can shiftlhat-ripidly,.to.what. extent. can
,

it 'be based "upon !'real!' differences? Are what Wejlave called "masculine_
.

and "feminine" simply definitions of general huMan tendencies, some=

times foUnd more fully,in a male and sometimes more fully in a female?

Nb 'clearer .evidence for this'fluid1ty can_perhapsbe found than in the'
s-

.

writing of Aristophanes, a man who clearly, in Lysistrata, expressed a ,

feminine consciousness,in all its subtlety.

Yet the tholight persists that there is more of a difference betWeen

the sexes than we can grasp at thks moment. One thinks of the many, ways

in which women have appeared in art and literatUre - women'who have

qualities of intellect, of nurturance, or of destrUctiveness that are

universally human rather than sex-linked. 'Vet not all their character

and behavior seems reducible to Such universality. One feels' that

Ophelia, Desdemona,'Lady Macbeth, and Lolita, are,also distinctively

women. Is this a_feeling conditioned by the past separation of the

sexes or does it.poineto some real ,silifference?

. .

The tension between the-sexes, the dynamits of their relatiolislips,

may be founded in differences that pefhaps we..have not yet been,able to.

It



perceive. Perhaps the anatomical difference between the.seies has

some determining power. The exposure an4 vulner y of the it

'sexual organ may give rise to 'a special castrate n ankrety And to

special-protectiveness. A woman's more intimate xperience of he

body through the menstrual cycle or pregnancy may'make for a,sens

life ane.growth not easily accessible to thermale Yet'the very

data .1 have presented' point to the.alterabiliti of the physical

psychological self-image- for instance, through the separation

.,'-ancL reproduction made Possible.by more efficient contr4cePtion

data.also put In question, as.we,have seen, such-traditiOnal'co

tions as.that of the male as the "provider-u- suoh notions as
.

are more suppressive of emotion, do not cry, .docnot write poeir

strongly culture-bound, and, so

In all the confusion there is only one .certainty and that is that

the old tendency to assert the superiority of one ,sex overthe othe r,.,

is illegitimate. Very'little assignment of social and occdp tionai

roles can'be made that gives one sex more access to various a tivities'

than'the other. Thesedivisioni did have a biottigicakbase4 long

os,MUCh of a, wokanrs active life was spent-in pregnancy:. Bu the.

customary division ofiabor has shown itself "to besubject t modi7.

fication, particularly through. the itvention bf 'flesh techno ogy.The,

technology'is recent, hence-our-present ponfusioh.
,

One iinal-Pointi in the past the separation.* the.:Se es'; the

social and other taboos regulating access bf the.sexes to etch other,

combined with the power -of the sexual urge and ,with the.fa aties'

about the parent-Of the. opposite sex .geterated in childhoo' have

'given enorMOns'idealizations of male-female,teliti nthips. At

the same time, men and wojen haVeworked with a d loved
- ,

one another; their relationships. have been based uport,co onality of

interests, similarity of capacity, and the:diatinctive co tributiOns:
,

that two, people can make to each other...The tendency tow reMutua

eapect,.rather than idealization, may well be strengthe ed

resent situation. But with the phenomenon of idealizat on (and' its.-
4

ottelative disappointments) we are entering-a difficult terrain



. ,

.is the relations 'between thy, sexes ihat the subterradean' psycho-.

logical .'forces, both creative, and, destructive, have fourid their

favorite mode of manifestation; much of art and literature .has ex ptess-.

ed these forces and tried to underStand them. These forces 'remain as,'

vigorous and difficulLas ever and awareness of their presence ought.
s;

.

'always to be at the back of our minds. ,

,1
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atlAs- leadership .'incr can one be tra'
SuggeStis that,. :atriOng the ,iVAi.ritou

styles, certain.

, ,

chiracteristiCsare!.:*0
41:10.11403 :$1041 S 40eriek*

..contendt, flthe:-mOst.',1'
.

is Self-Confidence and a to -lead.'
. .

The educitiOn and socialization
---

to likhibit this quality' twd:verY,:-

"in. ideal:of feminiiii.4 has 'been, set, 'val4es

.a.if.difrectly. contrary to those qtiatitieS needed- :for

success.." Second,, "women who reSisi-,thisIsOzial.izatiOn,

with the excepttion of, a token few, are r.ptinfshed .fo;. their
,

temerity and ,independence. " Ms: -Rendhl discusses the.
"precarious .position of token Womenr the :fact .that-I"girls

and women Seem: less willing to risk- failure thin !biiis

and men.," and the -ilistoitiOns of 'women who' have ,been:trained'

to see their life role as almoSt totally "expreasive".. (i.e. ,

supportive, nurturing) rather than "instrume talzw.". .She

r
discusses

osex-discrimination legislation in Mdetail,

maintaining that it is helpful, =at the very leest, as .a.

"declaration of public policy;" although enforcement,.
. . -

course is key. Such legislation, she sugiests,"migh pro-

r
vide government support for women's _studies; might. mandate:

.

the evaluation of experience gained "outside the\formal job"

(i.e. ,' in Community affairs) when women are. Covidered for

promotions; and might "directly ttac stereotypin-g".. and..

"the sexual specialiiation of labor."



dUdition :for leadership, , leadership of What? 'What, sort .o.
leirdershiPf AO .theie:any. abilities or attributes ,tliat'iciceillmOn.
*):i. diEffetrent-,-.S'Oirts'otIeadeisliii)? If- so',' Can they bet atightl c -Qr.

ti PY**ged ? )3oys.tie often:said: to :-."eductted.4fOiliedership";--Ir
04:14; girls liiettuOated. in :thiLif same way?: :What part can ,IiiiiSiiiiOn-

lair; in all thiS?: :Aria whit ..S.OrtOi1.e?.islatiOn?' These'eSe''itie Sini of
.

'Uestions, that. caMe,.intd",* mind 0. ,,I;; ieflected.:0 .this pap r. ..
:'s ha 'I '.tky, : if not t%.ansWer the questions .......someseeffitO mei lmost

UntriSWe ble, , 'at. leaSt.) to of fee Some reflections on, -that: ...:.,.

Probleiai,'
. .

e very Ord'mleadershir can arouse the deepest'antpathy; it

P'is associated With notigitsoof "Der friihrev,"'or "il DUce,"/With the
, . , ,-

yuladic'schoql. and scoutmaster ethic of the White Man's ,purden,. with'

DokIar'Diplomacy, with cultural imperialisnif in 'short with' arbitrary-
R.

poWer, oppression, dominance; paternaliit,.condescention instrumental:

poiver.- . .

But leadership may",also mean quite ,otheichari/dteristids.:

-Leaders of the peOple,,,by -their counsels and by theii,knowl'edge,of 'learning, meet for the people, wise and. eloquent in their
. ,

instrutti ns Such as found odt musical times, and recitid .

.verses in writing.
Ecctesiasticus 44, v.4-5.

4 r

,Here is, creativity, imagination, inventiveness, skill vut both to

intrinsic or expressiVe and to instrumental 'ends, but instrumental

ends eelated-to others rather than to the self.

I have presented -these different Concepts of' leadership as at '

opposite poles, but any-definition ,6f.leadership 'is multidimensicnal,
,

t
The literature of; organizations,. o "polities; of sociology, of history,

his in one way or.anothei much ',:to say'about leadership and vario6s

tyres or models of it It is no purpos of' this paper to review thtt

ii
e'

,

literature. More relevant to ou, discussion is' whether there are

common factors in these different 4 forms and whether one qan.- devilop



attitudes'tTka are apprOpritte..to'rrange,

.1.404-Verne, tN't 541_1 t Cf-f 1'anof
t0f044011,47 Fine fence intell 'ctual

Mah`ual

Z.:leadership as the ,ok..ce, Intellect

..
zsc o 'ei a e'leSt likely to:becuine,l,prime,

x'e

, ,
I

1....,:..t;.1'ght story. ands pe ..Bri. Jab: Oonstituti§,
e-subje i girli* take at .schoo am- strongly:;bi

. wets s and 'away ,frOin .science and mathematics (Statisti ti-,0 eitiO
:; ..

'.':.. ': f..wriat e*ideriCe there, is shows that girls -do' in :friefij fi e.-Sciente suba,
jeett .-eiptici:ally,MitheniatiCs', fiut.t at these s edis1,-;ireifierr' .nOt.

...Well taught an girls' Schools (Seea Rendel, Byrn . try .mixed

schoo's, :Whatever inideqUate.facilit es exist are often Used":iar'
boys; rather thin 'girls ...(house ;of Lor4s . evidence,. Rendel, Byrne) ,; .

us, ,structUral factors in the educational 'system with

,prejudice' to exclude girls, 'from an. important part.,ef:the curriculum
.

.. ..... ..,

1,and.to limit their future access `tO a range .of important careers,
While skills are clearly' important , ,they' are. ,not :the 'onli...

-

requirement. What', are tilt other: chara.cterlstiCS essential to leader=
shiP7,,,, I\suggest that the most , iMpOrtant ''quality is self-confidence.

. .. . :.-.

and 'swill to ,lead, to stand -m. As has beenlpOinted%';04..many:.times.,

..;

maxcli'of the socialization of girls in fact restricts the developient

o,

.. .

of. Self-confidence. and. self-asstl*ance. Lack of role lack of
encour agement, lAck of interest, lack of opportunity,. these-have air--
beendocumented. The 'difficulty is wider and deeper. There is in
fact a pervasive and 'sometimes active ,diacciuragement. This operates .

in two yays. -of femininity: has been set up, the.valties
of which are directly contrary to thoke .qualities needed for success.
Wooten, and ydung women in particular, internalize those values and

limit their :aspirations accordinkly. Thies has been well-.doCumented

Matina torner's work on the fear of success, by. Jessie-Bernard



6:',iesidt this: soda fzaiion-i with the ''excepton of a', token
e, 'I >ttibmiat , . punt e o their temerity and' indelentince; This 'd

the 'simple: failure 1.:* re".
levement , not,I.eenioOmparably documented;., SuggeitiVe evk-

pogni the 14041.: pUbli4hed "by.. t*Iii0c1jig
.!:ihe':'Statio: n. the F'rofeifsion Ofthe British Socio

Oat AsSOCiation,' Rendel' B,3,, and Korda..

Unlike women who mire their :positions by prim,-
14 'their ekpertiSe,; -b moving up oecupitionall.

into positions f authority. miy -Or risk ,
loaing friendship d respect.,: influence and tieOesi.,!ke

infOrmation. They mi ht expect thAtlithe 'strainsl'aretited
bi the .0forki. might in ease and almott. 'none "Of.
improve with time. Mi I ler.and others, :1973., p. 378)

. .

_ ',this survey, the Auth rs came to theconclusion that disd;imination

against women operated ffferen'tially according' to tthe).evel: of

education and expertis of, the wonien'concerned: The sury,ey was 'cow-

&toted' in five organi tion's of v rious tws, all ,af 'which had been

shown..by preiriaus ores arch to have ,a structure and organization which

conformed to the ide lrtypical meritOdratic..modet: But their
researChes ,on the -e 'eriences of men and women shawed. that 'women .tend-

.

. cid to.'find their p increased by: increasing expertise and status;
in,icontresi the e women who occupied. positi*s. tAzaditionally.defin-
edlis- feminine (p The; authors .observei

," a'.

Women' who ve moved into organi'Zitional' liositionS and
occupation that allow some acdess to decisioni-making and
policy fo ation threaten the very core of male. dominance.

(p. 378) /' .
"

Much" of

his proces
let them,s
p

he female folklore . about how to succceil presupposes'
.... "Mike his own .Cdea." Von" t

e ytu.' re, tough; use your'
The rocess' 'of punishment is ard.to document 'for several

/
h evea

, . .

reasons. The victims are comoonly unwilling to .talk,, :about *incidents

that are exceedingly painful. Furthermore.; such incidents ,h, if they,

become lidelY known, may be Very damaging to :'what is left of :.the

individual 's taree6 pros'pects _thus the individuals may lie. ,unwilling. :.
,
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It 14 only too .obvigtus'that i man
Itr` '. : .' . whatever to woman litho is cdns,Okred.,..

... 1

..:inch"a).-woman: a man can be anttatefi4, :?

,,even mean- (English: ; spitoill)', 4it10 4ne .,,

of takl.ng her: sidili(tdadame" de' St*,)
1,

Thii.'kind:)of. singling : Ott' can clearly happei
to liAppen -to4teri for reasons of their politica

, . .

But women ' also have politicalH'V.iews,' (Abbr.:yak** protass. :
,

,/ :

Of punishment for sucois.si.which''Can men and
. .

. wcfien for various reasons, can Operate' additionally

-,
, . ',Mire is evidence .Which stiggeit4 that WomenWh'o aremottvated

' ; :

;i - to achieve, in fact conform less and feel 3.-ciaa- ancietatout nOt

A '

It, -ten

0kimP1. e.
.

:reason of their "sex.- .-They, arez,exposed eopa

. conforming. (Schenkel), and that those wito -. seelc promntion taie--a-.1ess.;
'4," " ri.;!

conventkonar attitude to home duties. 1= : .thatIntosn.
these women 'are.iier3 confident of their ,identity ginfiless c6flcáned :

dout/Whith-evoe'not: they appeat ?TO nel;" ecL el's
siirIrjoe, there was no correlation between traditional: femininity ,

. , field-independence, but thei 'ratter .did correlate very highly with

. "...el. achievement.. Such women are rherefore less likely to come within
-

Homer's category of women who fear success because they perceive
success and what it entails as ,being,."Unfem.inine.ni However, the

5. . exgujie of women: who have been punished for' succees., . whether pie
these -; bproc kis analyzed n terms-or not, must be a cons dere le

7 I

. ' :'



*

1111 afr:at'14.the,Useri'l.,,Is ',it worth 'thei Rn .

women ke , in so in:. a', pmecarious ion They hold

*v,ionditicw
or .attempt ,chingt .the.aystom..0hon), they.. dare..noi

tors : :."

414',0: &ince .41.1i6 means 'a capacity to a6cept'aitd:tOleraete
M; fai,140; and 'even defeat, I: and, ,,ometiples',611 .1#0f0

. . I

its. women ;seem; tin tie whole; lesl'Ayilling,t9 risk fa3.1.4e..thati

1;Oys .and Men,. . In one survey it Was f*.ind....tiftetiiirls:...preterre4.: ta;. b.

..la ga in .'a 'problem they 'had :already solved..sUcceAsfitliy or one of .e;
Op!, -wherecasboYs Mite4ted 4;3;, more difficult .probe;

one in which tthey hitt peviously (e."g. , 6raifdall.1u4:;: jtObSon).::

j'here:Asi.,eioideniceYthat:fOmfin shOolteirChefs in Birtaina.'rett.
rtillinc.to continue to ;for PrOmotion :thi:'..faCee4iif!itij$'te

mile. collpaguesi.:(kilsita and Start, ;1974, i A .more;

-recent survey by the Association of Assistant" Mistresses' shoWs:that,-
Whereas men are prepared, AO apply tineUccemifullY for,. ptomotiens-

..i:oerhaps a hundred times, women tend to giVe up' aftet .abo(ti, three:or

faux+, unsuccessful .attemptg, appirently conVinped-. on 'this small evi

dende ttiat they are' not fitted4or tirokotion.

':.Perhaps,inother aspect-of the probletn of .'lack of confidence is
the difficulty many :women have, in issitiSing.'hogood. (00, .bad),,: Oitir

. :

.encouragement, .a13Pte08.0.c!n,

alreactY'noied,:but the alisenCe. Of reipet6e what. -.'is dOne makes it `.

very difficat if not iinpossible7o assess its Furilie.rMore;
,

:women tend to receive fbr performing badly, 'eithex,-in

.14

domestic ttaiks piofessional woik, but riei.theT .praise nor r5ward,..
for performing well. r'

It is also arguable that women's professional...performance is seen
h '1as secondarYto t eir 'domestic performance. Part of the raditiOmli

ceirtemptuo-us or p;iironizing attitude to single.wonien, can be seen 'An

'such terms. The toleration of a career for women who hate -.already tn'

married and had children may reflect' a similat attitude -: they, have



r. 011, '

ni4k 441i: The married woman beefs the' .6#11

and 0414-rearin g role ands . e sin
, ,4,000IherAwm

1 '

4106 :'131 an :appreciative resOns'e to sOt 'eyi"
' the w4rnan who ha y {either td :put he

'alt.. aiiiit of::iediety. 1'itit. 1:
alli for ceptional gift& of inde

to h dint' from self. It is th9se 'Whets Se
haViiiiitiin most eroded Eby sooiai'lsstiori{'

capacity, and who have4R make, a::.4ally act Of
rk, hei*Felves. ;:

factor' which May. Anpuencii wdmiin in PUttin
. h

..forwaid for leadership rioSitiOs-7 1s that, they are ::040onif,trained
to talce;:an'ekigreiSiVe' and not 'an institmental**iiii.:of:!their".rolei in

Iifeti

: , .

'ituiy 'leadership' positiOne in fact reciiiire:thelndiSidual to
. , 11 .

use otherg!*peiiPle more;or less: instrUmentally.... In.ah.-extieme .fapp,

the eXptessiVb.iode- Means -thail,woMen see their function as berg
. .

suPpeztiVe,,'applying.balm to thevoxiiids of he wafitiiibi: preparing and
servicing, rthe nest to which the Oreadwiiiner:May, retreat,' ani

,on. :SOCh training is incompatible with theOdenaines,.01. any"siikatintiat:
colamitinent: to iir6fessional. activity, :as tiernaiti.!has mOtt,

.:the Other" hand, have 'been trained to'z'ileciali- znsttuMentai-
-

functions. ,.'As thelwomen's movemenfjuis stressed, the specialization
of each sex is stestructive to itself 'and to the other.. Specifically, ,

however, women's sipecialkzatiolitn in exprsaive roles especially disables
them' from participating in ,anything that might be called a ,leaaei.Ship

role or activity.

of herself as a potential Prime Minister, Presfdent of .General.Motors,

or. Secritary-Gineral of the United Nations. This 'would not only, be
z

-It:would be.'a mistake to considir educa.ting Whiten tor. leadership

pply terms,Of helping the rea:lly exceptional. young woman tO think.

"-absurdly it would also cut off the few ,who might aspire to



,.)

.top jobs m 't* masts Yotiiii,woMen whode titipirations.should.,

Vaiiiil to a level that is more :iti ;keeping with their abilities.
hould be-:thinkiniu Of leadership, in the .present oontext, at i

_.f-wi,r ,7-4--r.:

in .any. activity that inVorvoi, steppingoitt of line front the seiti
. .. ...

.: norm 04i 9:141. to ,betonte a skikled plumber Or a shbp,Itevitt
'deniands the ,same, qualities of courage, selikrkonfidelloe , and .wi4in
nesd.:.to makk,:iierself conspicuous and; put herself ..at,'*isk; as'
necessary if .' sheii: to mike speeches' frOm theshustings .or, to appl

. .

'*a chair university.
.}, .

Reforms must therefore ,apply tri all levels" .not" only. 'fO'r tht
pera,onal :aryl .democratic reasons just' sketched,: ebut beca. of the4'

inadtkui.oi of selection procedures andtheAtted' to provide a s.
4**bide. A :rev few women .scattered i71 a few top-jobs :are, yulnera le Wand

exposed; they 'appear 'at best a;.exceptions, at worst as freaks. They

are too strange and' unusual and _too isolated ..to. serve as role-mOdel.s.
They ire shooting- stars, not beacons on high places'' lighted by the
national grid.

. . .

The achievements' of men and women are, perceived differently,
those of i:somen'being rated as-Joker, even when the achievement -is
identical.: This hai been shOwn in. a number of studtes of -the assess-4
ment of 'women's.' and men's work' and. curricurum vitae (0espc .at d.
Emswiller Fiddell 1970, Lewin and,Ducham '1971, Simpion 1969) .r.

and ,irt the lowei prestige, of careers and' occupations in which large-
.a s.

numbers of Women are employed "ti'ouhey 1974). 'This also refle6tad ,

iri levels of pay; not only in professional.and semi-professional:40'4c'
but also in manual work. 'Thus nursing, and until recentlyy teaching,
have been low:paid among the.semi-professional jobsih and the same`..\\
biak has applied. in social work. Now that.the level o pay as

-improved in-these fields, more men, are entering them. Almost by,
definition, work done by women 'is rated as unskilled, whatever it' is. .

Routh shows that the proportion of rfomen doing tvprk ;rated as skilled ,
in the British labor force dechned_between 1914 and. 1961. Ftlithet
evidence pl''4ow liay in OR in which women makeup' a majority of, the
labor force is to be found in the statistics published regularly in



,

the Department of Employment Gazette. It is also seen as shore

humiliating for a man than Pora woman to fail at an activity that

is labeled as a male occupation (Feather 1975). This'applies whether

the activity is professional, skilled, or unskilled.

Even in the same jobs, different qualities are expected of men

and women. Ina Finnish survey Ctcta Sociologica 1975, p.199) formal

qualificuLiont and long service were considered to be the most imPor-
,

tart_ qualificatidhs_for wOmeii'in professional jobs, whereas for men,

formal qualifications were considered to be much less important\and

leadership qualities were expected.

Remedies

So far I have analyzed the problem, or rather problemsmany of

them circular. the solution of each depends upon thesolution of othrS,

My particular interest is n sex-discrimination Jegislation,.and,tthe

contribution it can.make.toward helping to resolve -the problems I have

ti

... 4

outlined, 'What can be done by legislation depends on the nature of

that legislation, and on'the legal andsocial system in which it oper-

ates. Let, me hasten to make clear. that I do not think that the-mere

passing of legislation will solve all problems; T. do however believe

it to be a-nepessary cendition for many types of action.

First and foremost, legislation is a declaration of public

policy, of theofficial ideology of a society. In principle,

legislatiofi states thb ideology which is approved and which,.further-
,

more,- is enforceable. An unequivocal statement of equality between'

the sexes shpUld therefore contribute to enhanCing the status of

women and mugt necessarily remove some of the stigma of.a previous

ion of subjection. ,What this means in practice will depend on

the terms of the legislation and how effectively 'it is enforced. .

, Legislation may be of several kinds, It may be- merely declar-

atory.'.It may have legal or consiitutiOrkal,binding force but require

individual initiative fez. its, implementation- It' may, on the other

'hand, require the active promotion of equality by official agencies,



.A

which* goes much further than, and is irrespective of individual

initiative.

Legislation, which provides remedies for individuals who are

willing,o seek them is dependent upon there being individuals

willing to demand those rights. A11 the evidence.suggests,both that

relatively few individuals do assert their rights by Litigation and,

further; that many individuals do3not expose,themselves to sithations

that would give them a cause

is easier in some situations

It is easiest where there'is

individual ,and the person or

for action. Litigation to enforce rights

and in some countries than inthers.

no continuing' 7lationship between the

organization she is suing;-for example,

a woman suing a-restaurant,or bar which ref sed to serve her. In

fact, many of the successful cases brought- un er Britain's Rae

Relations Act of 1968 have 'been of this-sort.

- Even cases of this sort 'require' the individual who is suing to

.have the self-confidence to'pursue the case, and to, feel either

sufficient outrage to her sense of self - esteem or,a sufficient duty'

to uphold the public principles involved, or both, to be willing to.

give up the time and effortinvolved. Women and girls are taught

to swallow slights and indignities. "Don't make scenes." "You're

making a fool of yourself." They are taught not to assert their

/..ights. They are not encouraged to fight back when attacked. Further,

girls are taught to think of themselves .as,private p rsons, involved
-

in private, domestic concerns. One exception, and the ly one, is

that women may act on behalf of their children-or' husband. But in the

circumstances I am discussing, it is the woman's own interest and her

own rights that are the subject of the conflict. Many women feel

guilty at asking for money.or benefits for themselves.

The number of women, therefore, who are likely to sue their

employers for equal pay or equal opportunity is likely to be small,

6./

Thisvproblem is likely to be compounded in Britain by the foimalistic

nature af the legal proess.' (ThiS is less true of the Induitrial

Tribunals, which have exclusive jurisdictionfor discrithihation cases,
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and concurrent jurisdiction for equal pay cases.) But' the legal system

is very conservative: in character, greatly. expensive, and very narrow

in its canons of interpretation. These features are in contrast to

American law and French administrative law.'

In Britain, therefore, promotional legislation is likely tobe

of major. importance. Here again,, the' administrative process tendszto

. be conservative and regulatory rather than promotional, but .promotional

legislation. Can do much to assist change in publicly provided services

such as education. However, such legislation is unlikely to be of much

help in changing textbooks°and other materials which affect women's '
/

attitudes' toward themselves and men's aititudeS toward women. In.

Sweden such action has been possible, but in Britain a long established

and deeply rooted tradition allows great autonomy to teachers, and

especially heads of educational establishments, in their choice of

curriculum, books,and other materials.

The Equal Opportunities Commission set upby the Sex Discrimination

Act of.1975 has-clear promotional functions.:

S.53 (1) (a) to work towards the elimination of discrim-
ination,.

(b) to promote equality of opportunity between
men and women generally, and

-(c) to keep under review thelworking of this

Act and the Equal Pay Act 1970 and, when
they are so required by the Secretary of
State or otherwise think it necessary,
draw up and submit to the. Secretary of.
State proposals for amending them.

5.54 (1) The Commission may undertake or assist (financially

or otherwise) the undertaking, by other persons,

of any research anclany edu, ,ional activities

which appear.to the Commission necessary or
expedient for the purpose of-section 53 (1).

In what ways cans these functions, together with the powers conferred

by the Act, be used to help in the education of women for leadership

in the wide sense that I suggested earlier?
0

Before discussing the use that.can be made of this legislation,



I want to say something about the activities tp i,might suppOrt.

It could ell turn out that the-reach of suc legislation is greater

than its rmalterms.

Women s consciousness has been rais d, essent ally by the women's

movement,, hrough small consciousness- aliing 'grou s. TheSe groups.,'.

have rightly. concentrated on avoidin conventional leadership and

organizati n'and on fostering-self awareness in t eir.members. From
,

such group have grown a variety of self-help' oig nizations in which

women have had.the self-confid nce to acquire ski ls_and then apply

them to th ir own problems.

Ther "has also develo ed a critique of esta lished schOlarship.:

-Women's tudies Courses ave developed. And are veloping in the United

in universiti , polytechnic institutes;. and cicher_institutions

of gher education very Commonly. in'adult edu ation, Auld-tosome

ex enti.n schools A recent report (Hartnett,. endel 4-Fairbairns,

75) showed, f m an incomplete survey, more t at thirty courses in

iversities)a One. Women's studies, whether,' .teaching or.research;

Can be seen/as the intellectual arm of the wome 's-movement. They are

concernecith correcting and completing the sc olarly recOrd-Which

n w, has been Jargely.concerned with wha men .haveydOne,and how.

they ,have done it.. Women have,been perceived, s a deviation from the

maid nort,.treated as of lesser iMportance, or exCluded... In some cases,
/

wOmen have been-specifically excluded when fin ings concerning them

,

/'
xhave significantly deviated from the male norm (Refs;Research:on.

Achievement Motivation).

.Some women's studies courses have had the-ainrof helping
c.

women especially to revalue themselves in the light of new
-knowledge about the achievement's of .women and their contri-
bution to human progress. This knowledg can help further.
the advent of a more'equitable and theref remore stable .

soCiety by increasing the awareness of op ression and its
consequences in waste; bitterness,, and ho tility between
pppressbr and oppressed: The relations b tween men'and-
.women serve as a paradigm case. This kno ledge can also
coniribdte to'the-self-confidence and know edge nee4ei
to use the 'mechanisms society has develope to proVide
for peaceful change. (Hartnett et al, p.3.



.

Many women s studies courses are talight, by women whoa are:
'temporary, part-time, pr visiting lecturers, or' who do nothave

tenure: Probably no course in a university has been taught :.by

woman- holding a senior position. The number. of men who have been

involved is negligible. In polytechnic institutions or colleg4's of

education (the less prestigioUs establishments of higher education),
one or two women holdings more senior. Positions.haye been .concerned
with women's studiei courses.

The 'continued', develOpment of women's-,studies . Courses. depends on

new research bUt evidence seems. to . :suggest' that. at a.11.1.evels .women-

may be undeservedly 'less sAccessfni than men- in icibtalnine research
Money (B.5.A. .Report 1975). The allocation,: -of 'money .froll:the.:

Department of. Health and SoclaiSecurity, fin.: research on centers .for
battered Women, has' 'gone:predominantly:to Men. :That =fact reflects
part the distribution Of men and :wonien in the academic. :hierarchy men

are on top (Statistics of Education), at least.:-partlytat:the:rOult.
of discrimination (Blackstone and Fulton 1975)". may also be that
t'heSe subjects, and indeed other's, of particular Interest to w
are:not perceived as being. important by grant-making organizati

In these circumstances, the powers of the Equal:Opportuni ids:

Commission .(E.O.C.) under S. 54 Of the Act may be of the most value
-and help. The research _would 1 e ,directly reieVatit to. the COmmission'S

work and the courses would, dontribute,Significantlyto the COmniiiSicin'S
educational work. In particula,r,th0- iesearch.will,deal with aspects-
of curriCu/unrwhieflva public agency, =such as the CoininisiOn, can,

scaicely dare to touch - at least under British conditions.
The Commission may also support training for those who are

concerned in the. selection of individuals for recruitment, training
and promotion. 'A good deal of research, as has already been need,
'indicates, the extent 'of bias, especially_unconscious bias, in the
judgements -that are .made of men and women respectively. There are

many, ways of training people to recognize such subjectivity, in them-,
selves; perhaps one, of thee most useful techniciues is that of 'role



reversal. This can have a traumatic effect on those who suddenly

realize what has been hidden frpm them before. The British reaction

would tend to be to shrinkfrom exposing indixiduals to such a drastic

learning process, but one wonders, whether in' the circumstances ..such

timidity is justifiable:

.The cari also use -its pliwers to give practical and

financi-al assistande to self-help groups concerned with promoting
.

equality between the sexes-.

-Promotional legiilation can.clearly influence the job..maiket

the affirniative action programs in the United States have shown.

Although these have been sUbjecterto criticism for many: 'different'
reason's, they have at least .alerted attention to, the problemi:involved,
and- this. Is worth a lot. At best they have made more jobi* available .1

to,moten, have increased women's salaries, and led to the 'holding of

jobs under better conditions.:

Improvement in the job. market` for.' women affects the use that

women and girls will make of the education system aS was noted, in

eVidence to. the House of Lords:

There can be little -doubt that- job opportunities cast
their shadows 'ahead and that girls of average ability.
are unwilling to pursue with energy some subjects' which.,
they' knoW cannot lead them to.satisfaCtory. jobs,
Discrimination in_employment is -thirefiire one-of the
reasons for the drop -:out of girls from-education.

(House of Lords evidence 1972/73, p.77
and`quoted in Second Special Report, p.5;)

The problems of leaderShip in the iob world and education for leader-

ship, are'mutually dependent. 'iv
.

To repeat: educating 'women leadership should not be seen

as training an elite but as preparing generatiOni of womeri.'The q.o.C.-
, .

in -Britain, in considering with employers the promotion of women to

the most senior 'positions,' is confronted with the difficulty. that

there is only a tiny pool of women who.- have had experience at. the

levelsimmediatelY below. Consider, for example, - the following

comparison: a woman (0. and a .man (M) are both applyink for the post

of Deputy' Diieotor of the EducatiOn Service..
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essional qualification 'nn erien0e.
e ,yea ,s,.'ogsexpetience: nistratio

running an esta lithed pal
s of 4doi
e is 'now.-an:e,.,sskttant,:pii*ot.or,-,

, and in heil. eirly.forties..
,11! nr fesSil$0111JA04#figat?Pngrl

,-en cfp, .a
- adm3nistTatzue4.

higher _and' accordtrtglx etter
a k carry through a. policy 'against -,op,po 'ti

Aisis int Director in his middle th ies earni

lwhich

F and !Care. equiiralent in .pro essibnal quail

tion- However I
of a moreprestigiouS'kind altho gh. there is no e
that .he will be:,markedly superi at Performid

naa4e3Terjence'

ever,
in- a better. porsition to seek adVanceinent . et ..

title irid is earning the 'salary-. He: is
'un

n.-#,
bait not too young; so that hiS greater youthfulnett%;, -/his higher ialary and better/titie,, will:add to his advantage
competing for then post of Deputy Director. . will at.least,,allow
members of the interviewing panel to claim that 'he has "Iiroilie1). and
F has nothing to set against this claim: It would also teein that

/.M's career hay been enco raged i n a way that ..F'sfhos not. It is
therefore ttiffitUlt to ;rigile that F" -is thebetter.candidate, although
it could 'well be that her talents are the greater.

. .

.Mow should such.,CAses be taCkled? . Should the woman be appointed,-
tent on a trainingi4ourse, and given the necessary support 'byjSenior
management?. And iff she is, will she be able to appear -as authOritative
in the eyes of h r subordinates, some of whOm may have had the
experience 'she acks and think they ought to have had the job? In

any case, s difficult to avoid the dilemma of either reverse
4.

discriminat n Q1` perpetuating ,the effects of past discrimination.
A pas ible way around this obstacle is to take into account

.

initiativ s sought, and caxiied through, outside the formal. joN. and to
weigh t i is form of achievement'in relation to the -difficultieS over-

.

cbme. The teachers seeking promotion, whom Janet McIntosh" describes,
migh be tingle or married, with or without .child r n; but in addition

ob and home, they have been active in local.' onmuitiitY tical
fairs. They-are clearly women of energy, capacity, and, init. ative.
is.sometimes possible for the woman, denied opportunities -in her

.
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.

to make those opportunitieS, for herself outside it In these cir-

-Cibastances she will be able to test her organizing skills , her capaCitl, . .

to Spiak in public, her ability to convince her. fellows, to.'carry're----
... ,

..sfoonsibilltyi to attempt " -those things she never knew :she- could do. .-She
may have- to, learn to cOnfront her limitatiojts-and. her failures, to Sur--
viv them and to understand that .failure should not be' seen as a threat-.
but may tare. accuratelyreflett th4 mea-sur; of what as attempted, the
strength of adverse or sheer bad lack.,

Sex di.scrimination lepslation has yet another ma3 r contribution
to:make. It can directly-Attack .sex-role stereotyping and hat Jessie
Bcrnard calls the .sexualL-sPeei-el4zation of labor.. BeSides'--gi 'ng women

. .

access to jolzs and activities prexf,4usly reserved for men, it-c , also ,
.

give, men access to jobs, and activities, such as child rearintr and

conditions of work, such as time off for home responsibilities, that
have "previously. been granted only .to women. If part-time work can be
made available to women, then seX discrimination legislation can ,insure
that it is also made available to men, just as the effect of Danielson
v-;----Saard of-Higher- ,Educatiariras-been-to-make7 maternity: -Dave of one
year available to either parent for employees of the. City University of
.New York.

',The effects' of part-time work for all could be, far-reaching
the.folloWing passage, written in 1968; suggests,.;

. . .

Part-time- work should become a recognized\and normal
form of employment. Married women will suffer if 'part-
time jobs become dvailable only at the cost ,tof being
underpaid and their holderS undervalued....More\flexibility
should be inifoduced into.. the Pattern of :men ' s employment

. At pieSent; virtually all men have a ContinuoUSIdareer and
it will be relatively rare for women to do so.. Women will
tend_ to be at a grave disadvantage in Coktpeting.for Tthe t"

highest posts and, because. .',they will seldom occupy them,
it will tend to be assumed, as it .too often is.. today, that
they are incapable of 'doing so. Hence promotion opportunities
for :women will b_ e restricted causing a downward vicious
spitel,. In the future, men (as well: as . women) will need
retraining. But- more important will be the recognition
of all part-time work for Pension purposes...-.
More' part-time jobs would solve a lot of problems - and
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ready
udente, th

eWt,""
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C !it

a or pAci
or

c short..trme ax
tiOCUpatiim

rfilli-time..is* -a Wort
:to:; a:;pofession or acCUlik

ailed upon only as tempUra"
e hard toe:;

Men woUld.l)rdfit:froi ben ale to have a bre
: pareeis.,:.peOSPsr.in middle eiii4t040hei40#40-

besides .. -those 'mentkoned..,,..-40pOrtuni.
travel are Wider and reiciUrCeSZ
society!':;. are greatei.than .ever,.bef4re..;:"

. people able to .-.put . the two--toigether it .as
assumed- that must be: occupied FON'
active life with. their daily: work, ::annual

.family- is no erkt
. .alone, and; if .,the wife .receives equal there:5,3. ..

offett-i-vt choice--es- tb : whfch .shall.:wOrk- :or Wlk "
shall. work' full time Or- bcith shall, work'. part.. tiM e, d this
is a choice. that_ the Couple-. will be able to vary from # me .

.

. to 'time :. Thus it would. be possible for :.a'1105;M ay"
. , '.' at htnne and --iodic-- after the children. X :Ii- is un aro

.acknoWiedged that bringiniUP-;,Chitdren.';',is.'e.-i*O"Wiyancf.;-,--
satisfying 'task:. l'herefore:w6me ..should -notf- mono. 41.*e. it....,

For the Unskilled male laborer; era is'IAP4iii?.-
..--iMportant*Creat ive. and ,responSible.,tiS. 't - --could` be

.- his'
,

.. easily within 'reich .-.,...' '''; _..

(Rendel '1968, OP.'24-30)
. .- :
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xre lOyment ...and Leadership- Weeds'.
eeQent

. :ears have revealed all too .'many '-fai.

its .. Who had 'foreseeriltbe enerry

e rise of; unemplOyment, the -hunger .rich: looms
e people: of the Third World? One Of our: most

ttiOlOgisti wrote this 'sentente'in11965:'-."today,
sed.heLtligricultural produCtion o0,the.fie-idS in'

centuries, fie are airiving.at .such an 'Cultural._
heciare.can nourish an indefinite number;

Is,therej,,-anyone today whoa really believAi-t

Land; is inexhaustible and Of "an.-Aanlimitect

. . Reseaich.into the sociology of knowledge. indiCaies.'t

is. inseparable.. from a sYstem of power. ,Science is ,eoncennt

the rich- and industrial countries, and within. these,'' it
hands of a masculine, middle-class the scientific 'coimun

is in fact a Closed, elitist world with few openings on the eXterni
-world; the 'expert and the scholar are encouraged to remain in theli

ivory tower and to intellectualize the great social movements which

Unroll, outside them. As a French sociologist has written: Science.

grows out of. the same myths as democracy. .Univer,.. al in 'principle,
.-Science is in fact; reserved' for a. middle-cliiss.Ita;g311ine-:elite;
..the same manner(.'democratic power,..which is in. prin'liple
is"in fact 'exercised by that same.segment.of the..population.."

good
. ..
illustration' of this, failure of .science.is' ran;

-new'concepts.fi.e., the "patriarchal systaint and-. Sexism") w

been-born, in the women's moveMent oUtside the universities; an

invading them ow thanks to women s stirdier.. ,n FranV. only 4eil nk "
cOncept.,-ot. sexism has penetrated'the .-leiis`lative domain. Un

11; . t

Jean Fanitaatie, The 4;000 Hour's. Pa.nS.' Biblfotheque.Me rations
:

tiThe ay.t'.an..and the in
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presiure of the women's movement, an anti-sexist law has been passed

which permits women toomresent themselves before the courts when they

axe the object Of sex discrimination. But this concept is still

refused by academics, who are cut off from the deep changes stirring

the feminine masses.

Must, we, then, do without scholars_anclmen_of science for pre-

dictions of the future? It is not a question of that. 'But we must

demand their ."reconversion," and., this can only be accomplished under

certain conditiopl.

The first is to become more interdisciplinary. Is it conceivable

that a sociologist can make a prospective evacuation of future employ-
.

ment needs without the collaboration of economists, depographers,

,.political scientists, agronomists, or statisticians?

The second condition, is that we must also invite to the round-

table nonexperts who represent the interests ofthe sociological

minorities 4certain of whom are also democratic majorities): women,

'workers, blacks, people of the Third World and those of the Fourth

World (i's we have begun to designate the millions of people in rich

countries who do not have the minimum requirements for life). It is

for these social minorities' that those Who have power - men in rela-

tionship to women, intellectuals,as opposed to manual laborers, leaders

in industrialized countries. Compared with those in the Third World,

whites,as opposed to blacks, the rich compared with those in the Fourth
%,"

World - make decisions which will dominate the future.' Do we really

believe that the armaments race among.the great would be pursued at

a continually increasing pace,-despite all conferences on disarmament;

if the poorest of the Third and Fourth Worlds, and not just the govern-

mental representatives, were called. to the 'world conference of experts'?

We will be told that in formulating the problem.as such we go

beyond the role of the scientists and the experts and that we enter

the game of local or world volltics. But there is no other aliernative.
,

To.believe that the future can be dedUced from the ifrogress of science

and technology is an error. For this progress takes -plae in 'a power'

system wher'.. injustices and inequalities are institutionalized and
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generate war Sand social conflict. In using technology for predicting,

the future, the expert errs, thus deceiving. those who surround him.

It is not technology or science which .decides the future Of humanity,

but ,the voluntary choices of those in'power." The expert'S affirmation

that technOlogy will determine the future implies his refsal to

analyze the poWqr systet which directs that technology in its service;

it follows that this reftisal implies the complicity of the expert_with

the:present system.

In this paper I have tried, to take as my point of reference the

needs and aspirations of these underprivileged minorities, insofar as

they have been identified.

Projected Future Manpower

Is it desirable that the employment of womeninCrease in the world?

We answer "yes" because we believe, along_withiboth'___Marxist and capital-

.ist sociologists, that economic independence is the'best way for a woman

to eiLape a.disastrous marriage in the West,3 and the polygamy or heir'

husband in partS of Africa and some Third'World countries. In the

family group where only the husband earns a living, the latter has

priority in making dfscisidir:, for his wife and about her work; it is

only when a woman practices a profession that she'can establish more

equality in the relationship.
4

Second, in case of separation, widowhood, or divorce, the woman

who has a job can exist on ner own despite the diminution of her

incote. Experiments performed ii France, on the return to work of

widowed or divorced women, reveal that it is more difficult to re-

adjust to the demands of a professional life after ten, twenty or

thirty years than after shorter periods of absence.

if one of the goals of society is that of Making the individual

Breker, k., R. Hill, et Family, Marriage and Parenthood,.

Boston: D.C. Heath and Co., 1955.

4Andree Michel, "Travail professionel de la femme et-la vie conjugal."

Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1974.

r."
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autonomous, that autonomy has as a first-corklition economic autonomy,

for any other cohdition places the individual\ in-a position of depen

dence upon someone else. It is thus necessary for us to list the

kinds of economic activities which women perform in the world, to ,

see to what degree these activities will give them some:leconomic

independence in the future.

In the developed countries, as in less developed countries, there

are several sources'of income:

money income earned by the exercise of a salaried profession,
manual -0i intellectual;

money income earned, by the exercise of an independent pro-
fession (doctor, lawyer,-businessman, industrialist), in which
one sells products or services to society; '

incomes in kind earned by the exchange of goods produced
by the family for other foods or products; and `

incomes in kind coming from goods and services produced .by
the family and consumed by, the family.,

The following portion of this'paper will examine schematically

the question of the future possibilities of each of these four sourees

of income.

I ought to say at the beginning that it is ver difficult to

compare the developed world with underdeveloped regions, given the

considerable differences that exist in the practice of compiling .

labor statistics in each country. In underdeveloped countries, the

important category pf unsalaried workers in the family (usually the

feminine members of_the household, working in agricultural enterprises,

crafts, and small trade) is sometimes included in statistics on the

'economically active population and sometimes left out.
6

. This renders

comparisons among countries extremety difficult.

An illustration of the difference between statistics 'on the .

SSee for example,Esther Boserup, Women's Role in Economic Development.
New. York: - St.41Martin's Press, 1970.

ItmA
"Les femmes dans la population active. Situation generale: BI,T,"

in impact of Science on Society, April-June 1975, Vol. *2S, No. 2.
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active population atd the "effectively" active population is given by

the Economic Council of Africa which, after having assembled the statis-

tics ftom 22 countries, states that African women represent vnly 12

percent of the economically active population, Yet most estimates are

that "these women accomplish, nonetheless0-60 to 80 .'percent, of the w9rk,

On farms, producing and preparing, practically by'themselves alone,

virtually all the food. "7

Similarly,

.."--services in the

Oen, the sick,

women in develOped countries who produce necessary

home for members of the family (taking care of chil

and the old, performing domestic tasks,-and so On)

are notincluded in statistics of those economically active whereas

Ihese same servicestare'included when they are provided by salaried.

women. Ile (Bureau Internationale de Travail) gives, in, effect,

the following definition of the Active-population: "the ensemble of

Orions employed, including those who work on their own, who earn a

salary, as well as.members of the family who work withoutreCeiving.

remuneration, -with the exception ofwomen who arealways occupied with

housework."

If one restricts Oneself to the conceptiOn of the active population,

defined by the BIT, tatistics on:theemployment.of 'women are pessi-

mistic for the Ititure,, for these statistics project only ilow rate ."

'of participation of women in the labor force in the year 2000 see Table 1).

The developed countries inClude: . Europe, the U.S,

and Canada, Japan, those in the temperate zone of South America,

Australia, andNew Zealand. The underdeveloped countries:include

EaWand South Asia except Japan, Africa,.LatinAmerica eXbept2the

temperate 2one, Oceania except Australia and New:Zealand...

We'posit that the participation of women.in the total active

population will go'from'33 to 36 percent:for the developed regions,

and will detrease from 26 to 24 percent in the.underdeveloped
.4%

_,,.Also we note that 'in the year'2000, out of-14P working 'women about 70

will belong to the underdeveloped world. Ill.. eAeveloped re4Onsthe'

"La moitie du globe," in Peupies, International Planned Parenthood

Federation, Vol. 2, No. 2, 1976.
. .
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rate of growth of the number of working women, in_the course of thirty

ydars front 1970 to 2000, will b&higher than that of men;' it is pro-

jected at 36 percent for women and 31 percent fol. men. On the con-

trary, in the underdeveloped regifts, it is predicted that the rate

bf growth-in female labor will be lower (by 82 percent) than the rate

of growthof active men (96 percents
8

.

TABLE I: Forecast of the increase of feminine labol. from now

until the year 2000 and rate.of participation of womenin the labor force

Developed countries. Underdeveloped countries

Rate of Number of Workers . Rate of_ Number of Workers

9

participation . in Millions participation in Millions

1970 33% .187 26% 332

2980 208 396

1990 - 228 4.86

'2000 . 36% 254 24% '603

The BIT al o predicts that disparities will be. very great from one

country:toanot within these two general categories. Thus,A.n the

developed countries, the following countries will have a rate of increase
. .

of female labor perior to men: U.S.-and.Canada (+79 percent), Australia

and New Zeal.. (+128 percent), and the temperate zone.of'S'outh America

i+89 perce The areas,where the rate of activity of women is-already

high Will experience-a sloWer growth. Thus the growth rate will be,

+23percent in Japan ind the U.S:S.V and +31 percent iivEutope. 'On

the contrary, the rats. of increase of female labor will be.+134 percent

in Latin AMerica (except in the temp* ate zone)', whereas it wilj only be,.

+59 Percentin ASia.10 In sum, the BIT foresees that "in a general

manner, during tHe'perird of thirty years betWeen'1970 and 2000,

labor will show an increase higher than, masculine labor in EUropdyNorth.

America., the temperay zone of:South America, Australia, andNew. Zealand,

and ,aroundihe same rate of increase in. Japan, EaSt Asia, and in the

8
Impact,Vol, 25, No. 2..

9
.Ibid.

10
Ibid.
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underdeieloped regions of Latin America and Oceania. In the US.S.R.,

masculine labor will, according to the predictions, increase' in higher
.

InNOrtionS than feminine labor. . In Africa the, rate OigroWth of

masculine libor will only be.slightly higher than feminine:

Algol we can ask if the goods produced by the family in -exchange

ibr'bther .fOods or,product will increase the.economic independence o

women before the year 2000. This alternative seems unrealistic, if

socioeconomic conditions remain the same; the agricUltutal prOduOts

produced for their families by women in Asia, Africa, or South AlOrica

will not show any increase. This..is due' to women's ignorance lof modern

agricultural techniques, a critical lack among rural women w*h is
,

described by. Esther Boserup.
12

It is also. the subject of comPlaint

of All African women. .

It is thus that Maitre Thoidir:on-Nrenou, a lawyer in Togc:H. describes

the fate of "millions of peasant women who lack simple'drinka le wate;r7

or roads which are kept up for the transportation of their agricultural'

products to' fairs and to distant markets, who work in, inhuman conditions

in the fields, for miserable salaries...Our peasant sisters do not know

how to read or write; they always sign with across or fingerprint.

Most of them do not, have radios to listen to 'for advice on healtff and

on household'organization...Andithose who have Fri able to' hlar/alk
about their rights but have no way of exercising them. Finally, they

do not have any money to enjoy fully the benefits of ciVilization.

-Thus only a small category of educated women; very involved,-stand in

the foreiront' of the struggle for emancipation, as opPosed to the

feyntire mess of African women,whose private lives are still ruled by

certain "precepts drawn from the Koran, or by customs appried by

traditional chiefs "
13

12
Esther Bbserup, Woien's Role in 'Economic Development. New York:.

St. Martin' s'' Fi1970.

Maitre ThOmpsOff-Tienou,
cipation de lea' femme

interhationali de la
femme africaine," 'in

"Reflexions sur le probleme complexe-de l'eman-
africaine dans-le cadre des. oklectifs de l'annee
femme," in IgAmancipation etla promotion de la'
AGECOP-LIAISON, September 1975, Vol. III.
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... This, is similar to ttu;.'lituation 'described by Nue, pos-Santosi. - .
A t

.former expert at lonisccop "in her Paper at the French language roundtable

in.Dubrovnik ineJune x975.. In the African countryside she *lite&

she ;found: the :rural. African woman' reduced to an'exhaustW stingSle .

_with,the 3_41, "which _hardly permits her to nourishAerL

Jime. Dos Santos adds that "to have a little bit ofmoney she Vei
.. .

herself over to gardening, with tools'so archaic that the' result'is

negligible by comparison with ihe effort,put forth. She persists

nevertheless and the field dedicated to agricultural.prodticts eithet

becomet, more and. more exhausted, or the products-.are entirely sold'

and malnutrition and hunger gain slowly but surely. No technical

improvement.or any other kind of improvement have touched her life to

help her in her domestic tasks. Modern mechanized agriculture is

reserved for ten and has not touched her, at all, practically speaking.
.

Acation is lacking.for her, or mostly lacking. The percentage of

women who do not even know the alphabet exceeds 80 percent.: What has

haOpened? Colonization broke the balance of the African woman and

made a tabula rasa of everything which existed, to impose its. own.

mode' Of life and destroy the community, the only viable system in'the

rural zone.
u14

Listen to Fatoumata Agnes Diarra, Professoi%of Economics at the

University of Dakar, on the pVereiploitation of-rural women in Africa:

"In many African countries, 'notably in the forest civilizations, agri-

cultural production and the marketing of agriCultural products is

.especially the domain of
,

women, With the installation of the money -

economy, the status of thtwoman who prodAces food for the community

becomes marginal. Her work becomes progressiVelk degraded: Modern

nomenclature recognizes this imperfectly by trying to establish a

distinction between. primary,'secondary, and tertiary activities.

This indicates that work in the sector of agritultural production
.\

becomes the object of explolIation of the capitakist
),

economy. One
___.

1 4Helene DOS Santos, "Obstaclet a la pleirie participation des femmes
afticainet au developpement,"-in AGECOP-LIAISON, . Septimb r 1975,

r
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.COuld.:iathat,this sector -represents an arei-wheie exploitationlis
.

effectr'if one tries to compare working activities in

the food /agricultural sector with.those of 'industrial' agricUltuttOt

,:appeira..thatr,Most of the industrial cultures the Winking:time
,

sem:shorter on the -one hand; and on the other, production is bought

at a price 'set by the world market, whereas this is not tiLue'at all ,

-.10flood.prOduction". Otherwise sai4N if the internationai,ecanOmy

exploits work in the, sector of agriculturkexportation, it is Tmid

for at laait at a given price, whereas in agricultural production,o,

which takes to itself the subsistence of an entire working f*c,e in

the service of that economy, none of this is t;ue."1S.

Is it because this rural work women in food production is

over-exploited that the BIT, predictinig a 'withdrawal of women from

this production, is.led'to foresee,a diminution in' women's rate of

participation in the underdeveloped nations? We can then ask

Ourselvis 'if there is only this prospective future awaiting us:

illiteracy and intense exploitation of rural women, desertion of tho

countryside and exodus to the city, generalized hunger.

Would, it not be bettor to seek another alternative - the'reeval-

uation of,women's agricultural work,fand the education and initiation

f rural amen into modern agricultural techniques -and, into the use

f contraceptives?

This is the scilution which Esther Boserup suggests when she

proposes "a rebalancing of the role of the,sexee in underdeveloped

rigions. This establishment of equality implies the following

measures:

the identical education of boys and girls, in the country-
side and in the city - the girls' education including
modern techniques of agriculture and.industry, the boys'
including domestic tasks;

the progibition of preferential employment of men in the
cities;

1

15
Fatoumata Agnes Diarra,="Les Ales feMinins et lours changements dans

l'afrique contemporaine," communication au collo4ue de Dubrovnik
(June 16-21, 1975).

4
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battik. use of women' in the labor 'forCe who already 'live
derdeVe/oped countries thui

o ''fk';econ; investments in .socil4caerlijoes
tVcir rural 100140;.,,jUst-'ArriVImB in the,. 4ty; and :. to
he..educationa tentiarot. urtifin *Mini;

w iirjobs and iiRpit4ed worLi'a dpi

youag e.rural women. so as to retaiO';:t.hem.i:n the .cOun

the .itva/qation of the Status of women means other an.''child-

bearing,\, Which. means that women in , mild World Would. have
to have4cceis to-professional aCtivitiesdA

Aa:Weseasqualityif instruction,and the rebalancing of.r011es,.

arivnecissary wi80:to reduce:therpopulation explOsions and'elimi-

nate4snine'from.the\underdeyeloped countries.

the
N.

The\proposals of Esther . Boserup and- Women from 'Africa:and :the,.

underdeveloped regions have not goni entirely-Unheard. In 1975 '"

' the world women's. conference in 'Mexico,. a plan of action was. simgested
'which "calls attention especially to thii importance of creating. economic,

social, and c!.il tural conditions necessary. AmproVe the situation Of.:

millions of ruial° women, to permit them to become. modernized.' agricultural

prOducers . "17 .

Participants in. the Mexico conference asked the governments of :'the

world: A

to for"mulate and execute, by giVing their financial and' politi

cal ,support, prOgrams of rural develo'Pment,'.in particular :those

which give. advantages to women. living in COnditions of _ural .

poverty:and who are disadvantaged in. comparison with 'Men; . .`

to assure, as an essential. element of rural development I
; , ,,

programs, the legal equality and the 'economic rights of the
women in the rural family;

to request of international and bilateral, organizations .that
they review the criteria on which they furnish. financial ,
tichnical.,..and other assistance, in rural development, and

/that they take account of` the interests Of women 'and Young
girls in rural Zones .18 ,

The work accomplished. by women who 're ain in the hOme falls into

Boseiup, Women's Role in Economic Development:

7"La conference de -Mexico, " in AGECOP-LIAISON, September 1975, Vol. III

8 -

Ibid.
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cork., aCcOplithed by women whp remain in the, .116me lalle..4iitO,

W.900gOriett. theOare'an4.0dutailon,Of children, andvdomeOWtA100L

OciOki,01,:lleW,intr, :imusiework, .etc 0 :: .The .necessity 'for!, 41q0aliti..;.*Stitn,
,

he40,04014nOshat:i'his Work. be divided equitgbidy between, tha.; 0o
.., ,-, :Aix)d .t.,4at t.he spouses $,A144pleitt ,y,.,scqllec4witip!',A;iWlis-_

. :

nur50001.day!..carci centers,-kinderOrens:andso forth...

10heMeahWhile.:time.and budgAt*Udies4V141 an enormous

0$1,*rly betWeen the time devoted by .women and.men:toedligit4044,110;

dOmeetictitiks. In fact it has been the
deVOteby:womon to domestic taskiequas the total hOurt dediCated

_ ,'. ... .

'..to 4i fessionalqWork., In' the United States4111uratiOn.ofWOrk of
19

. . . , .. _ . .

an average woman is estiMAted.010 hows peeweek...*._
* .'

In the:United States, the American HomeEcOnornics:Association

siimullited by. Kathryn-'Walker, declarei that "if the:.naticinaleconOtilic

indexes,took into account the value of domestic work:, women, Would :.

benefit', from it psychologically as much is'eCOnomicallY, fort)* .-

mdOetary valUeof goods and services is a'recognized inditeOCyalue.

To,: neglect to include the.yalue of domestic, productiOn in theeconoiC

rindeXeA (at,in the gross national prOduct), contributei,tomaking

.national Ad state' -politics diicriminatory. in the areailbf,taies,

. employment,; social securitY, insurance, and social services intended

for the family and for the child. If the:policiesof labor are .not

equalized with regard io.women, it is ill part 'because the responsible

politicians do hot understand that household work has a monetary value,

a.value which- varies according to the phases of the cycle of family

life. .,Inequalities exist-as well f,in cases concerned with social

advantages; insurance for-illness or disabflity becailse of occupational:
, -

illnesses, -for example. Fiscal policies regarding inheritance, social,

security, and taxes on income do not always take into consideration the

Ay

19K. Walker: Declaration of the 4merican Asso'Ciation,of Domestic
at the request of =the. Interparliamentaiy EConoMic

Coinmission of the U.S.'. Congress,

Parentheses Added by the author.
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aped. ist'the conlugal relationship to
'Meths example of .ecctiom

shone fer:autiSohi).e-in
't, which IS in :force now it carte'

-the-pipe
wife; for, the *don° 0:!WeillbeiPIE0

.

Here again. it 4should be noted that the
(.,took .into account the Bugg stions, addriesed:*,-.. .

the.AsteriCiut Association o Ekinte Econcimice:w

action. which- urgel "the rep ognition of:the!. ea

Cf. women in the houiehold, in the prodUCtiono

the small trade sand volunt ty activities which' a
2

, .

remunerative."
1 111 it ne essary fitritker. and

sine,,depand, a "domestic" alary Or.,"iaternal" 4,1477 ,ft':doeig'notit:
seem so, ''for two reasons: first, no .state. can per tit .itself -to give

women. a 'domestiC .salary as uring them economiC:'independence; ;next, the'.

attribution to women of a. maternal" salOy'would.--have. as':its result,
..

instead of abolishing the traditional division ef.work in the faiily,

the reinforcement of It," and-the .making of-the 'wife into a state 'funs '
. .

tionarY, offic4ally, vested by, the state with ike -role of *doionieStiC',in..

the family group. 'Such a ituation would tend to perpetuate the tradi-
. 7

tional diviiion of ma?Culi e -and feminine itiloiS in .the family..

. 4 5

The ssolutiOn can thus only consist of an equal division of domestic:
.

and education tas.ks among, he two spouses "and' by the Creation -of 'collec-,

tive services, such as nurs ries,,day=care centersoband kindergartens,

capable` of,' helping the co le in 'its educational.; and 'domestic' role.
Also, women' the hods'ehold-might be included' in the labor. statistics
as "workers in the home," instead of 'tieing ()fatted from the dati, as

is presently the .case. In that way, the attention of society would

ba drawn to the unused pot tial,c,of. feiele , labor; women are most often

, .

°P

/obliged to remain in the hone' -because they ha*: no d entratce°into the

r

21'\ IWY NO. 6., Septemberr1975.
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the; course of this discutsion weihtive. arrived at,. a
of ,the foi'Ooista,'Of the BIT for femi4e'lebor.;.frotireinf,,until

; 'The pro, ectien of the BIT .assuiee,:..i,,,IOWerring of the,
f; worm in the Underdeveloped .. countries; illiteracy and;,,the.:

1140*.V.WoMolv from *-1-010Atra-kittre:ductionf*moveiterit-Im--
and the leef.than...adeOat4k,,capsicity of:.they.iirbion .ent.

the :count'ryside,iii.tO,libicirib,a'the.wOMen." Who ?roil
OPodt . countries the BI does s-fiat in iti5..;staii1tics.or,

..W0'14411.woPeri those .:who produce gacids .and:. sery
are' i at aOld::on .the,market::buti. are ,consumed by the family. What. .

. . .

affirik here.' is that it is necessary to Work: toward' rea4ring.. certain;:
.

. Conditions to increase *the participation Of women in.tfirOOesionsil.:
, life .and in al I: phases of prodUCtion fro*, now:through.the!-:ielt:4000.

.

must ask all organizatlens, whether:ther,be governaental
or nongovernmental to a ply the...prOvisions..vOttid, .conference in
Mexico; provisions whic oresee the equalizint'of)000catiOn between

boYs and 'girls, the p tion IV rural women: and :their participation
in the. techniques of modern agriculture, theeliMiStion4if-iiittriMina;
tiOn against: Women. in emPloyment, the IuridiCal :e6atitir of :spouses in

,

marriage and the family, the recognition :in. betif' national and ,itternitional

P
economic indexes of the domestic work of.women, and , If. these
iiieaSures..were :demanded by the women. of educated Women

iid. themselves at tlie.2.,:sezvice. 'Of their ;leas feittinate Sisters in the
underdeveloped ,countries, then there would be a chaite for the predia
tiinis of the BIT to be proven false, and ,for theiportiCipation of
women. in production and in professional life throughout the 'world to

. ..

be 'increased:

Leadership Needs:-and Areas r.

The 'needs,. -and the-'areas of priority, can only, defined wi h the
of' a thorough: knowledge of-the 'iiesientLday situatp.on and of .c" rrept

prediCtionS for thg future. ". Thus, Whai7,46.eicpert's predibt for..the period-
liv)m now to the year 2000? First, a worsening of :poverty,. According to

1.

the 'World :Bank,,', in the year:1975,, the.incOie per person for..a

.



aye lees' than .$'200'e year has ndt incr.* at all. The

fiqually..disturbing; for ,the income .0! these populati'on's
4. not .14411041e mdre than, one perCent per ,:Yeirr; frOin'f.ii0r;through

ordfr for the uncierdayio1404 ,reg$ons to move.: out offpoitityc -),.

iamrg he rate of gro rear 6 Piii?entr-uileijr,.'41.frot*''T
, .

84404#0Ugh. the geP' is growing between the. deveiroplid and 1.

1e-,,Can foresee alio growth in the nOMbei-Of those: who live

Pabitolute Poveiti,"thdse who hairs an annual income' beim/ $50 per'
-

potion.
23

preso;nt 6,56'million, this Tiumbei his growing,* 2 'percent

per year-0,

-Illiteracy will increase. Today it touches almOst 750 million'

'individualsJ.older than 15 years; in ten years; unless rapid

are' taken, more than 850 million people will be illiterate,.24 But

the growth of, illiteracy.. will i,ouch.women more than men, if, nothing,

is 1:lone to change the situation: in 1960 there were 307 million if

orate' men, and 426.milltmn illiterate women.. 'Teri,years laterr'il/iterate

men lbad grown in number by 8.million; and women by 40 million; that is.

`to sky by five, times more.25

One result of this growth of illiteracy andm1sery in the worfd.is

the population explosion. The Bucharest Conferenceistitisties show that

since 1950 the rate of, opulation growth has been .2:Percent per year:-

-"At this rate the world popufation,w111 dolible every 35'years."26 At
)

. . .

. these rates; in:the year 2000 the world population will have reached

7 billion.

We estimate too that it will be women who will be the most handi-

capped by the populition explosion, as the magazine Peuples (People)

22Lemo .

nae Paris, Frihce, August 27, 1975.

23
Ibid.bid

24
Ibid.

2.,-No. 2, 1975. ;
"Report on Bucharestr" in Family -Planning Studies, the Population

June 1975, Vol. 5:--; No. 12.
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"T

- las-bidioatedv; "We-count 2;700 million children who Will be born
..,...,. .

. , .

'durintuthe period from 1970 .0 2000,'end, once'moreiA.t Will be

. WOMen who will. bear and-be'respOrtsible for all these ctiildrow..4'4The

111;00*.s must;b0 divided.letitgain., and, as we'knOW',771i7Willb,
.,.. .

,,-WF7OvAirgeneral--who-3411-,-sacrifice=themseIVes -fof-the -slthensb.:

.,414.:00 family'..The growth, of the ;Opulation,' and thusj.'.of:f004'.,i,i40008'
.

.. .. ,,,,,,.. y
.

. ,

- . Apenti,wiil,hecessitate supplementary efforts. from women, the

mmt which "employs men ContinueSes it, is, Women:)44jedM001410.

more riiine47 .-.- .

;.i.. esepredictions are being fulfilled already in thpinctelifoot ,

illit icy among women .of the Third' World; in the fate of 1.101114.401141:

counties such as Indie the . female ,mortality rate et.birtlianir,-.i*the7

,ages from 15 to 35 is much higher. than that: of illtieS:in,'thit country,?

5due tc. more severe malnutritiOn;28 in the daily life, of -AfriOinpeasant

women; ,who, because cash crops foe export are given.prededenae.;Oyer

products for loll comsumption, must work even harder to hOe. alld/t0'..

. weed by hand,' and walk longer distances. to carrrwater/by:.hind.tO,:th
. ,

animals. Moreover, they are more-often'than in the p4s*:haid* Off

and:producers for the needs of the family because:of the-AepartuW

their husbands to the:dity.29 Finally, as a result of .the cutting.
.

.

the forests,, African and Asian rural women must go even farther th
.

\before to find the wood necessary for cooking,
30

The population explotion, itself a consequenp,e of the misery of

the .population and of very high infant mortality, cravokes in its turn"--N

the 4Tadation of the status of women, the degradation. of the en iron- '

ment, and lack of foqd. The FAO estimatesthat the need for wheat,among

the poorest nations averages from 800,000 to 1.6 million tons:3!
7.

, 27Peuples, Vol. 2, No. 2, 1975.

"nee "Eloper& et les femmes,u in Peuples, Vol 2, No. 5: 1975.

39
Peunles, Vol. 2, 1975.

.30
Ibid.

31;
,-- 'Stocks alimentaire mondiaux, in Peuples, Vo1:2No.
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Thousands of adults and children have already--suffered and will still
32-

suffer famines like that in the Sahel, in Bangladesh and India.

Moreover, we estimate at 460 million the number of people who experience

chronic malnutrition: "There exists a whole palette of nutritional
.

deficiencies....Pregnancy and the period of lactation only make these

deficiencies worse. The lack of vitamin A, which can lead to blindness,
7

is widespread.and aficcts'a great number of.young children. But it is....

especially the lack of protein which is at the base of the- high percent-

age of infant mortality.. According to the statistics, an estimated

10 million children younger thanS years old suffer severe deficiencieS,,

whereas 90 million suffer medium deficiencies.
33

In sum, "chronic malnutrition" - a condition which affects more

than 300 million children in the world - contributes,tothe slow

physical, mental and intellectual development of extremely young

children.
k.)

Famine, malnutrition, and diseases caused by lack of f od are

-aggravated by another lack which menaces humanity - the en gy

especially the lack of wood: "There exists a serious shortage of wood,

principal source of domestic energy, for nIne7tenths of t e= population

of Africa, Asia, 'and certain partsPf Latin America. 'Too often the

growth of the population is more rapid than-that of tree , which is

hardly surprising if one realizes that, a person uses on the average'

more than a ton of 'wood per person- per year."34 The shortage of

heal-ing wood is Alms linked to the problem of food in two ways: on'

the one hand, the destruction of the forests, and on the other the use

of earth as a combustible, both practices which deplete the capacity

of the earth to produce food. As an Indian'functionary>declared,

"Even if we succeed in growing enough food for our pPpulation in the

32"
Rapport special sur la fOnference de l'alimentation,"
Vol. 2, NO. 1, 1975.

'33
Ibid.

crise du bois de chauffrage," in Peuples, Vol. 2, No. 3, 1975:

in Peuples,
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year 2000, how in the devil will we cook it.?"35 The deterioration of

the soil in mountainous regions is also a fact quoted by all the

experts.

Thus we are confronted with an unending cycle: lack of education,

infant mortality, and misery creating the population explosion; the

36

popUlation explosion increasing the burden on educational institutions

and- causing famine, malnutrition, and the depletion of soil and forests.;l.

Is there no way to escape this impasse? Are these the evils which inevit-

ably await humanity in the year 2000, or is there a way of reTT4dying

the situation? The example of China, a_country 'which hAs succeeded in

containing its population within reasonable limits, is instructive: no

population policy can be effective unless"the level of education and,

standard of living is raised; that is to sAy, without a "new economic

order." China has shownus that giving women a sufficient level-of

education and better living conditions, fosters the practice of birth

:-tonttol. here is also the birth planning policy of th'e-Chinese govern-
,

ment,which iS aimed at reducing the popul4tion explosion.
37

Elsewhere,

:.research has shown that in Turkey the educational level of women cor-

relates with the size of the family. The-higher the former, the more

the second is.lowered.
38

The forecast for the future must also include the situation of

the Fourth-World in our adyanced industrial societies. We know that

the, unprecedented expansion of advanced industrial societies in recent
.

yeats has not succeeded in reducing inequalities among social classes.

There remain even in our advanced societies a,quarter or a third of the

,population with living conditions. that are barely decent, and a somewhat

35
Ibid.

56"L'homme et les montagnes," in Peuples, Vol. 2, No. 4, 1975.

37"La fillette,vendue d, P.rnt docteur aux pieds nus,'.' in Peuples,
Vol. 2, No. 2; 197...

38RuthRuth Dixon, "The Rights of Women and Childbirth," in Bulletin of
Demography and Family Planning, June 1975, No. 17,
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lower proportion suffer from absolute poverty and do not have the

minimum necessities far life. In the Fourth World of the advanced

societies, single women, widows, divorced or separated women, form a

high percentage of this group and as a result of a low level-of educa-

tion they areobliged toaccept work which is poorly remunerated.

France for example, of three groups of salaried workers who have attained

only the "minimum salary" two are women word rs, whereas women only make
o

up 38.4 percent of the total of.,,le population classed as active by the.

Statistical Institute, Finally, more than half thejob seekers in France

are women (50.3 percent).
39

All the statistics of advanced countries reveal that the percentage

of female heads of households with infants or adults to care for has

grown since the beginning of the century, and that these heads. of

households are responsible for a larger'number of children. In the

United States, the percentage of black-female heads of households

went from

whites it

period."

15 percent in 1930 to 27 percent.in 1969, whereas among

rose from 9,perceht to 19 percent inthe course of the same

The increase in divorces is an indication that that tendency

will grow, Thus, in 1970 we estimated that in the United States there'

were about 3 million'women heads of households; in 1973 thiS_number
41

had grown to 3,796,000. In. March 1973 about 11.5 million children

under 18 lived in families whose fathers were absent, jobless, or

outside the work force: 45 percent of all black children were ih this

situation,, as opposed to 33.percent of all white children.
42 Thedif-

ferenc4n standard of living was very marked according to whether the

mothery,orked or not - thus, in families with.children where the mother

worked nd there was no father, the 'average family income in. 1972 was

39"Informations No.- 13," Comite du Travail F4mihin. Paris: Ministere
du Travail, November 1975.

40
Abbot Ferris, Indicators of Changes in the AmericanFamily..

Russell Sage Foundation,A974.
New York:

4-
Monthly Labor - Review; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Statistics,

May 1974.
42

Ibid.
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$5,750, as opposed to $3,495 when the mother did hot work. 'The corre

sponding average faMily income, in families with both a father and a

mother, were $13,840 when both worked and $12,120 when only the father

worked., The average family income was even lower in families headed

by a woman when the children were younger than six years, for the

mothers had more difficulty in working.
43

Thus,one can identify

poekets of misery constituted first by families headed by women, with

this misery aggravated when these women have no professional activity

and children are of a young age. ,

The pockets of poverty in our advanced-societies are thus Made up,

in most cases, of families headed by women and most especially by those

who are widowed, separated,_or divorced. As'a result, if the situation

of women in-advanced societies does not change, the reduction of inequal-

ity between the sexes will not be achieved be_tween now and the year 2000..

After this rapid overview, one can more easily identify the pro-

fepsions in Which women can contribute to the development of the Third

World, and to the disappeafance, in developed countries, of the Fourth

World. We cite here some of the professions in which a number of

4 qualified women are necessary. . .

The professions in which we would like to see women in great num-

bers are those, with two exceptions, teachin and health, where theY are

not numerous today, at least not.in develop , pitalist societies.

We would divide and assign priority_in t se professtIns,:atcording to

the promotion of a better society, on that is more egalitarian and

less likely to generate famine, hung er, tension, and wars.

1. An understanding if nature ofrlatural resources,- and food pro-

duction-.this requires entrance into the fieldsipf geology, chemistry,

ecology, and mineral resources; the training of'woMenienvironmentalists,

researchers, technicians, and mechanics in agriculture, forestry,

fisheries, and animal husbandry.

2. Deifelopment of the health of populations. This requires the

massive training of women as doetorS, surgeons, and medical specialists

in all areas, particularly thosefofhirth control, tropical medicine,

43
Ibid.
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and nutritional research and technology, plus the administration and

organization of health services ai family planning. Each year the

underdeveloped.countries lose thousands of doctors who emigrate to

the Wited States. Yet in India, for example, it was estimated in

1970 that it was necessary to eddcite abcut 1,000 doctors per year

to ensure the success of family planning programs in the near.fature.

3. The developmept of specialists in human sciences -r'sociologists,

ethnologists, linguists, and in particular, interpreterand 3okiologist4

of comunications, all professions where (with the exception of inter-

preter) women are still rare. In fact, it is not enough to wish to

modernize agriculture or dietary habits in less de'veloped cOuntries; it

is necessary that anthropologists and sociologists work with agronomists

and nutritionists to understand the resistance with, which traditional

societies react to social change. We must have women who specialize

An-the less-well-known foreign languages so that communication can
Olo

.develop with all countries -'and among all national minorities. Women

trained in philosophy must determine the humanistic objectives for

societies. Psydhologists and sociologists mus-6 changethe traditional

images of masculine and Teminine roles.

4. The development of international and national planning, urban

and rural, requires the education of.women planners - economists,

demographers, statisticians, urbanistS, architects, etc., in short,

women specialists in research and -technology_as applied to planning.

The growth of the rural population, which will .double from 1950 to

the year 2000 should .not Cause us to forget.that from now to the.year

2000 the urban population will form half of the total world population,

whereas the urban population represented only a quarter of the popula-

tion in 1950. In the course of this peadod, the absolute-number of

urban inhabitants will quadruple, passingfrom 750 million to 3.1 billion.

A a result of this growth, in the year 2000, in deVefoped societies;

75 ercent of the population, will be living in cities, uftereas that
;

pr-c4ortion will'reach 40 percent in less developed co,..nttios.

It is necessary that women in great numbers become. Urban planners,

architects, researchers, planners and technicians of transport and

158
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-communicailons, leisure, traffic, and distribution of ssential good's

(water-, electricity, food, etc.), for the struggle agai st. pollution

and other urban ills, if we want life to be supportable in'the cities.

Urban and ryralylanning, national and international planning, will

require a large number of researChers.and.technicians'in economics,

demOgraphy, :and-statistics.

S.. We must consolidate women in the educationalsy terns at the

same time as we create a new equality between the sexes i that field.

Instead of the very high peicentage of women in(preschoOl primary,

and secondary teaching, and low numbers of women° in highe education

and,those technical professions which have been called ma culine, we

must have more men in preschool, primary, and secondary to ching, and

a.considerable rise ir.the percentage of women who are techni0Xly

educated for the so-called masculine professions (in particular

metallurgy, wood, paper, cardboard, textiles, etc.). Finally, we

need more women in higher education, especiallyin law, matheMatics,

physical sciences and chemistry, and ,economics and. demography. The

growth of femihine effectiveness in teaching positions in thoSe fields

will help give young women a more_favorable orientation toward those

pofessions previously considered masculine. We know that at present

the education of young women prepares-them .in general for so-called

feminine careers (i.e., child care, selling jobs, secretarial work,

etc.) which are already saturated and subordinate, whereas they could

much more easily.find work in manual and technical professions (as

electricians and plumbers, for example).

Similarly, it is necessary that a large number of women enter

the professions of higher-education and scientific research:, they

will function as needed role models for their students.

6. Finally, it is not 'enough forwomen to enter areas which

have been refused them up till now because of their sex, it is also

necessary that women participate in decision-making, whether it be as

.members_of parliamentary assemblies, members of executive and judiciary.

organizations at the state level, or members oUnationalzointerna,-.

tional societies.



Aside from official power. there are also -informal power and
pressure groups: organizations of workers, officials, businessmen;
etc.- In all these groups, as in the churches, women Must win decision-
making positions so as to influence other members as well as `die
general public. Women'must also form feminist movements, io influence.
the public to define society's objectives more carefully.

Conclusion

Women in underdeveloped -countries threaten the survival. of .humanity.
. -,

if they continue to have too many children. Their productivity in agri-
,

culture is weak, but the responsibility for his devolves on the men who'.
have "left women in- ignorance, and on the i) ivileged in the rich. societies
who,dn not wish to share their privilege with the poor. In all societies,
developed or undeveloped, the poorest f the poor are the women. We must'

note that the men in underdeveloped otirktries - in Asia, Africa, or Latin
America -,link their virility to heir procreative power, and the women

44of these 'countries are condition d to believe this In developed
countries the "virility'? of tye >man is exp,reised.by keeping women' away

from equality. and power, by/limiting her to the hone and domestic tasks
and the education of childi-en. _She is not accepted a.s'a fuli and equal
associate; in the.worlc7of work, she is considered marginal. Men con-

tinue to collaborate with each other whether it. the national or inter-
national level, to Solve alone national or world pro which concern

V.
What are ie results of the policies of this unisex society, built

and conceived/uniquely by one half of humanity, while the other half is
ignorant of powerless? They are far from satisfying and even tranalate
into a c stain failure - -there is competition and rivalry, unemployment,
civil ar, and an unprecedented stockpiling of destructive arma.ments;
fain e and the threat of atomic, war loom on the-horizon. It remains

be seen whether the most eiluc'ated women in the developed countries,
. .

rking with those from less developed countries, will change the

44- '--AGECOP-LIAISON, -September 1975;



..courgi_of_things, stop the mad armaments race and demand that the

billions of dollars now devoted to arms be used instead for education

and, the raising of standards of living.

In derdanding that they participate effectively in decision-malcing,

women will .only be fighting for .a .truer democracy, against a discrimi-

nation that prejudices the future of humanity - the disclimination

between the sexes. The World Congress of *the International Women's

Year "issues a call to all countries, in particular to-those powers

posSessing nuclear arms, that they proceed urgently and resolutely

to .a general and complete disarmament, and especially to- nuclear

disarmament applying concrete and 'efficacious measures which will

guarantee decisive 'progress toward a world. without arms and wars, a

world of peace and comprehension among nations; which will' permit

the liberation and use, for the well-being of peoples and civilization,

of- the considerable human and material resources which serve to pro-
,

duce means of -destrUction; this would grant one of the most ardent
H45

wishes of women and men throughout the world. it it conceivable

that the.nations of the world, which exist through rivalry, competition,

power, and nationalism will reply to that call, in the absence of a

continuous. pressure from women of_every country - organized and guided

bi the best educatedi

In the second"place, educated women must respond directly to the,.

call addressed to.them by the World .Congress in Mexico: "It is just

that the women who, .on the occasion of International Women's Year,.

affirm the principal or equality, aisume their duty of solidarity

with those who do not enjoy the material and intellectual advantages

necessary for human dignity."46 Consequently, the Mexican Congress

-isSues an urgent appeal to women to concern themselves "with women.

who, along with their families, live under the yoke of an, intolerable

d ds now that women-work alongside' the least-favoured women

in their efforts to satisfy their ever):da!needs.,_ it:Itheir struggle



.

for .Chang4,- in their participation in the struggle'for peace;:recOmmends.

that *women intervene.eSpecially to persuade governments and governient

.. orglinizations to collaborate -in setting up structuresWhich*ill allb

individuals and groups -including charitable organizations --to work

to eliminate the causes of misery, the great economic disparities 'and

the draining conditions of poyerty,'which threaten the dignity of

women, men and'children."47

I do not see how women from developed societies tan answer this

call and place themselves in the service of their sisters in the Third.

and Fourth Worlds, if they do, not use_their education to exercise the

responsibilities we have spoken of ear -'thanks to their profes-

sional engagement in economics, demography,.agriculture; chemistry,

medicine, the administration of health services and the distribution

of food; in local, national and.international planning and rural and

urban planning; in politics and the organization of services; Also,

one could ask*if women will move in great numbers towardthese pro-

fessions if they do notihave an objective which transcends the simple

_individualistic quest fpr money and economic independence. The educa-

tion of women, and more particularly-the professional training of

women in technical schools, high schools, and universities', must

.include the data'on the future which awaits the human race in the year

2000 - data which point to alarming conditions at that time if nothing

is done to remedy present evils. In particular, we suggest that, begin-

ning with secondary schools, we should give an important place to demog-

raphy, to economics, to the distribution and, utilization in the.world

of natural resources and 'food, to the 'problems of nutrition and of

distribution of income according to country and social class, We "must

instill in young girls the ideal of human solidarity, which.= individ-
.

ualistic society based upon individual well-being has not taught them.

Then it-will be easier for them to break with the prejudicei\which

until now have prevented them from entering, professio s and
mr

achieving certain competencies, from taking-on the professional,
I

sOcial,'and politic responsibilities to which-their level of education
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